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INTRODUCTION
This first edition of The Service Design Playbook describes a comprehensive method for the BC Public Service (BCPS) to
design great services for British Columbians.
Governments everywhere are faced with fewer resources to meet growing expectations from citizens. Customercentred design has made everyday activities like shopping and banking responsive to people both online and in
person. Applying thoughtful, consistent design approaches to service can help the BCPS realize the improvements
seen outside government. BC public servants bring compassion and program expertise to the job. The Playbook is
intended to help ensure they have the necessary tools and corporate support to make change.
The shift envisioned in Citizens at the Centre focuses on self-service. It is about expanding opportunities for citizen
self-service by improving and modernizing the government’s online services so they are shaped less by the structure
of government and more by citizen needs. The digital service vision in the BCPS, which is based on the self-service
shift of Citizens at the Centre, is about more than moving services online. The vision is based on the social value that
citizens should be able to serve themselves to the extent that they are able or motivated to do so and that further
assistance, or full service alternatives, will be available as needed.
The Playbook’s approach is based on direct research with citizens and service providers, as well as prototyping and
testing in the real world. Service delivery includes many kinds of exchanges between people, places and technologies,
and it has been learned that the frustrations with service often happen between these touchpoints. It is about
building services with the people who will be using them, as opposed to building services behind closed doors and
hoping that they work. The service design approach brings together citizens and BC public servants to understand
where the challenges are now and make sure we are solving real problems. These are practical tools to help us
imagine, make and measure improved services.
The Playbook is intended to help build a structure around the things that public servants inherently know when
serving people. Public servants connect with people’s needs, answer those needs, and do it in a way that is efficient
for the organization and outstanding for the citizen.
Most of the time citizens prefer to go about their lives and not have to deal with government. But when they do need
something from government—a permit, a tax break or care for an ageing parent—they want both the service itself,
and the information available about the service, to be simple and supportive. Public servants strive to make that
simplicity possible on the frontlines and in the overall design of services. Of course it does not work perfectly every
time; however, everyone has had that feeling of providing exemplary service. That positive service experience builds
trust and confidence in government and motivates employees in the work they do.
There is value in the service experience in the BCPS. As service quality goes up, costs come down because issues are
addressed in less time. Service design is a tool for doing good work in improving the public service and can save time
and money while improving the service experience.
Compared to budgets for significant capital and ongoing transformation projects, service design is a relatively small
investment to ensure that outcomes and needs have a foundation of evidence and insight to guide project decisions
and strategy.
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The introduction to the Playbook goes into more detail around:
îî What: what is service design?
îî Why: why we do service design in the BCPS
îî When: when you should consider service design
îî How and Who: how service design is done in
the BCPS, and who the Playbook is for
The sections that follow describes the five phases of service design
utilized in the BCPS:
îî “Alignment Phase” on page 19
îî “Discovery Phase” on page 26

INTRODUCTION

îî “Opportunity Phase” on page 54
îî “Prototype Phase” on page 64
îî “Roadmap Phase” on page 76
îî “Implement Phase” on page 82
DISCOVERY

ALIGNMENT

Understand the current state
of service delivery based on
real world research. Generate
insights, understand
needs, & establish initial
baseline service measures.

Confirm executive commitment,
funding, and accountability.
Ensure project understanding
by executive team, and
communicate project intent
and needs to leadership team
to facilitate further activity. Set
baseline scope, expectations,
resources, and constraints.

OPPORTUNITY
Explore opportunities
for future services and
improvements. Establish
strategic direction for service
futures and opportunities for
immediate improvement.
Identify new capability.

PROTOTYPE
& TEST
Make ideas tangible so they can be
understood, tested, refined, and
improved. Manage risk by creating
and testing multiple solutions
with real clients to increase value
from opportunities. Prototype
across touchpoints, time, and
levels of realism. Test concepts.

ROADMAP

IMPLEMENT

Communicate a clear path
to realize opportunities
and follow vision. Establish
shared understanding,
priorities, and plans
through communication
and visualization.

Set client up for success
through a continuous
improvement framework
that creates an improved
experience for citizens and
stakeholders. Prototypes
and iterations come to
life and become useful
services for people.

Service Design is Iterative
While the five service design phases have been laid out in sequence, in practice teams may
go back and forth between phases as they iterate through this work

SHIFT FORWARD
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What is Service Design?
The Service Design Network defines service design as:
“… the activity of planning and organizing people, infrastructure,
communication and material components of a service in order to
improve its quality and the interaction between service provider
and customers. The purpose of service design methodologies is
to design according to the needs of customers or participants, so
that the service is user-friendly, competitive and relevant to the
customers.”
Service design is an established discipline with a deep history. It follows
a tradition of human-centred design, with roots in early manufacturing,
architecture and industrial design. See “Appendix A:
The History of Service Design” on page 82 to learn about how the history of
service design has set the stage for best practices adopted in the Playbook and
other jurisdictions throughout the world.
Service design is also a dynamic discipline that continues to evolve and improve.
It offers a clear set of solid principles and methods that will support service
effectiveness and efficiency in creating holistic services that improve the citizen
experience. Great services don’t happen by accident; great services are
designed. If you are a service owner in the BCPS you are likely already using
some of these principles and tools.
For the BCPS, this is a new approach to service innovation that extends
government’s traditional practices. It relies on direct, behavioural, systemic
research with citizens and other stakeholders to understand context and
opportunities. These insights lead to rapid prototyping and iteration to try
out new ideas and manage risk. To be successful in government’s service
transformation work, public servants need evidence in order to recognize
the real challenges and confidently propose opportunities to enhance
how government delivers services to citizens. Government needs to try
out opportunities quickly and inexpensively before committing to full
implementation. A service design project allows staff to do that, and the
Playbook gives guidance and support for these activities.

Related Thinking
Digital Services Strategy
Provides the corporate direction for service
transformation and outlines the motivation and
context for the new service design approach.

Digital Services Consultation,
Minister’s Response
The Government’s commitment to ensuring that
new digital service investments work for citizens
and other stakeholders in British Columbia to create
value for individuals, communities and the province.

Citizens @ The Centre
The BCPS’s foundational commitment to
citizen-centred service, open government
and workforce transformation.

Service Design Methods & Tools
The gov.bc.ca methods and standards for
better web, based on user research.

OCIO Outcomes Management Guide
The Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO)
has developed this guide. Its purpose is to
provide Business Leads, Project Directors and
ministry Chief Information Officers with guidance
in conducting outcome management, and
articulating and managing near-term results.

Service design is all about making the service you deliver useful,
usable, efficient, effective and desirable.i – The UK Design Council
“As we reform the delivery of public services they are designed
around the needs of the user, rather than has been far too often
the case in the past, being designed to suit the convenience of
the government.” – The Right Honourable Francis Maude, Minister for
the UK Cabinet Office, in the UK House of Commons
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What Makes a Service Great?
So what is it that makes a government service great? The answer depends on who you are:
îî For citizens, a great service is reliable, timely, easy-to-use, and meets their needs. The service
fits into the way they already see the world, and in the best cases, exceeds their expectations.
It offers the convenience of self-service, backed by the confidence of assistance and expertise
from trained, professional public servants at the counter or on the phone, when needed.
îî For frontline staff, it means having the processes, autonomy and support to do their work
both efficiently and (even more importantly) effectively, to make a real difference in people’s
lives and to see how their own contribution makes British Columbia a better place.

INTRODUCTION

îî For management and executives, a great service achieves policy outcomes while being
sustainable and using budgets and other resources responsibly, where their teams have
the tools and training needed to confidently deliver that service and where the mandate
and success measures are clear and matched to the resources available.

How Service Design Shifts Our Work in the Public Service
The goal to provide great service experiences for citizens is, of course, nothing new. Service owners already spend
much of their effort working to improve service and are likely already following many of the principles and using
some of the methods found in the Playbook.
What establishing a service design methodology does is fundamentally shift how we understand, plan, deliver and
measure services.
For example, service design involves:
îî Conducting deep qualitative research into the service experience
îî Modeling service journeys that describe a service over time and across touchpoints
îî Prototyping new service interactions
îî Evaluating and measuring the service experience
îî Planning the needed capabilities to deliver a new or improved service experience
This shift in perspective and practice can be expressed with the following principles:

SHIFT FORWARD

1.

Start with the experience and needs of citizens.
Service design hinges on an outside-in understanding of the needs and experiences of the people who use the service.
Behavioural field studies and experience mapping contribute to a rich understanding which often significantly change
pre-conceived ideas for solutions.
Gaining an understanding of the entire service experience requires crossing organizational boundaries to examine
interactions across touchpoints and time and how they integrate. This examination sparks insights that drive innovation
and lead to better decisions for implementation.

2.

Beyond ensuring a solid understanding of their needs and experiences, service design goes further and involves citizens,
frontline staff and other stakeholders as co-creators in the design process. Co-design increases the diversity of insights
that are generated leading and possibility for more innovative solutions. It engenders buy-in from citizens and a sense of
ownership from staff who will be responsible for the service transformation.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH
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Design with people, not just for them.
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3.

INTRODUCTION

Develop visual and tangible artifacts for shared understanding.
To achieve a shared understanding and enable service providers to make decisions and plans, service design projects
produce visual and tangible artifacts.
Journey maps represent the entire service experience as it is lived in daily life.
Prototypes are representations of future services that can be touched and that enable people to act out how the service
will work.
Blueprints represent the front- and back-end pieces that need to come together in order to make the service a reality.
Roadmaps represent the activities that will have to be taken over time to implement the service and how they depend on
one another.

4.

Move between big picture and detail, and back again.
Service design creates the space to understand the big picture along with program details. Too often the pace of projects
means that teams cannot see the forest for the trees. The pressure of immediate, concrete delivery means that teams
often do not have time for a full systemic viewpoint. Without that big-picture context they run the risk of limiting focus to
detailed implementation that does not contribute as much to the overall value for citizens.
Understanding the entire service experience helps you to see the outcomes you are trying to achieve and better plan policy
and implementation, strategy and delivery.

5.

Address the entire service architecture.
Service design looks at the entire service architecture—all of the systems that support the service, including the
interface, operations, policy, organization and legislation. For true service innovation and transformation to happen, we
must consider how all of these systems interact and support one another. This integrated system of service elements is a
service architecture, and creating the entire service architecture is key for service transformation and innovation. Instead
of operating at just one layer, service design provides the invitation to consider how these different layers interact and
support one another.
Service architecture is a systemic consideration of the interrelated impacts on the service
experience from frontline service delivery, technology, process, policy and legislation. It provides
an end-to-end alignment between all the elements needed to deliver a service. – Touchpoint 5.2
Designing Citizen-Centric Public Services
Service design and the Digital Service Strategy will have their greatest impact within the BCPS as it addresses the full
range of ministry service architecture elements, from client interaction and interface, through to legislation, regulation,
policy and strategy. Interface changes alone are insufficient to achieve meaningful service transformation without also
addressing the underlying strategic structural, legislative and policy elements that contribute to a service.
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Why do Service Design?
Service design is a way to improve service holistically so that it is better for citizens and for staff. It builds on the BCPS’
success with User Experience Design, Citizen Engagement, Transformation Planning and Lean.
The methodology described in the Playbook, and the digital service vision that guides it, are based on proven
practices in the field of service design adapted for applicability in the BCPS.
Why do service design in the BCPS? Here are a few principles that will help answer this question. These are the
guiding concepts for the approach.

Principles
Service is our business.

INTRODUCTION

With a few exceptions, government does not provide products or things to citizens. People interact with government
over time and touchpoints like web, phone and face-to-face. In the public service, we are responsible for these
interactions and transactions, and for designing them so they make sense from the citizens’ perspective. We need to
address the whole service experience over time and across channels. This means designing beyond specific services,
and thinking about the entire experience from the citizen’s perspective.

Design with people, not just for them.
As a public service, we have committed to, and made progress on, opening government to citizens through
engagement and consultation and citizen-centred user experience design. The Playbook applies these values to the
disciplined design of services. It is grounded in real world research and testing with service providers and users. Its
methods of co-design produce services that are better for citizens and public servants alike.

Try before you buy.
Service design is insurance. When used upstream of major projects, it ensures that real, pressing problems are being
solved. It allows programs to experiment with solutions quickly, fail and improve ideas at a low cost, and move into
the design and implementation phases with greater confidence.

Start with simple.
Big improvements can stem from small changes. Even small fixes--changing office hours, keeping people updated
on the status of their application, or improving a form with plainer language, for example--can markedly improve
quality and efficiency.

SHIFT FORWARD

When to do Service Design
The best time to take on the service project is early, before drafting a formal business case and requirements or
undertaking a needs assessment. Symptoms and signals will show the needs and opportunities for service innovation
(e.g. long phone wait times, high levels of staff or client frustration, or a general consensus about the need to change).
VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

The project team will likely have initial ideas on how the problem could be addressed. These ideas will be developed
through staff insights, by testing existing services with users (surveys, usability studies) and guided by the strategic
directions of the program area. Early research may have already been undertaken to see how other jurisdictions have
handled similar challenges. This is a great starting point for a service design project.
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Service design can work for all aspects of government service—a contact centre, front counter, website or when
developing a new program or policy. It is not tied to a particular channel of service or to technology. It applies to both
new services as well as to a refresh of existing services.
This service design approach will help to ensure that the investment and effort is justified by a real citizen need and it
will create capabilities in the BCPS that produce desired program outcomes. Service design ensures that the resulting
service is delivered using the channels and technologies that make the most sense for the users of the service, and
the staff delivering the service. For example: design research may reveal that a sophisticated technology will not
actually improve service, and that instead, thoughtful connections between existing channels would help more.
Service design brings the most value when it happens early in a project, before committing to a specific direction,
technology or detailed project scope. But even if the project team has already started a project, service design can
still bring innovative insights, help mitigate project risks and connect needs to program capabilities.
Any project that involves redesigning a product or program can benefit from adopting this process. Including a
service design cycle should be part of upstream planning, whether improving a current service or offering a new one,
be it online, over the phone or at a counter. When planning to revise a transactional service, change a policy, conduct
a consultation or deliver information about a program, service design can help.
The project will benefit from this approach if it meets most of these criteria:
îî The service is, or should be, delivered across touchpoints:
îî If people need to interact with the service in a few ways (on the web, in person, on paper, over the phone), a
service design approach will help to see which touchpoints are most important and how to design them. For
example, getting a passport is a multi-touchpoint service; a person needs to prepare the documentation online,
present and validate it in person and receive the passport in the mail. They can also get help over the phone.
îî The service stretches over time:
îî A concern may be identified as solving a problem at a particular transaction point, such as an online
application for a fishing licence. But it is likely that the application is part of a process for the citizen including
finding background information, having the licence available when fishing and renewing the licence.
îî Ageing technology needs to be replaced:
îî This is an ideal point to review the challenge that the technology was originally designed to meet. Research
findings may show needs have shifted for citizens and staff, and that different or less technology can
meet those needs. For example, many government services assume that citizens have easy access to
fax machines, while most citizens have moved on to email or other online communication tools.
îî Program reviews and new initiatives:
îî Whether through a regular review process or in response to new
legislation, needs for new or reformed programs arise.
îî Large-scale:
îî This is relative to the size of the program, but a good indicator is any work that is projected to take longer
than six months to complete. If the project requires more than four full time equivalent (FTE) staff effort or
$150,000 in contract services, the ministry will be well served to start the project with service design.
Not everything can be fixed with these tools. See”Appendix B:
Service Design and other BC Public Service Approaches” on page 84 for information about service design work in
the context of other methods so that the right tools can be chosen for the job.
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“An architect’s most useful tools are an eraser at the drafting board and a wrecking ball at
the site.” – Frank Lloyd Wright

Must or Should?
The digital service vision, and the tools in this Playbook, is applicable first and foremost to
Information Management/Information Technology (IMIT) capital projects, digital service initiatives,
service transformation initiatives and strategic priorities. However, any project that is about technology
development, policy change, or service enhancement will benefit from a service design approach.

INTRODUCTION

The Deputy Ministers’ Committee on Technology and Transformation (DMCTT) or the Office of the
Chief Information Officer (OCIO) may require a service design project as a condition for funding an IMIT
capital investment. The project may be required prior to capital funds being released, or it may be
integrated within the capital project itself.
As part of the responsibilities to ensure value for citizens and service delivery under Chapter 22 of the
Core Policies and Procedures manual, Government Communications and Public Engagement (GCPE) may
also require service design for other service transformation projects.
Part of GCPE’s mandate is to “Ensure that citizens can access the information and services they need from
government in a way that is efficient and effective.” In order to achieve this objective, GCPE “may set
standards to mandate the use of specific communications and public engagement services or practices.”

IMIT Capital Projects
The service design approach may be a required step in the transformation process as determined by
DMCTT or the OCIO. If ministries have an approved capital project in the planning or requirements stage
that requires service design, they can contact the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB) to
plan for this part of the project. If ministries are putting together a concept or business case for a capital
project, they are ideally situated to derive the most value from a service design project as it will ensure
that the investment and effort is justified by a real citizen need. The SDTB can help integrate service
design as part of the business case or preparation for a capital funding request.
The principle is the same across capital projects big and small: understanding and measuring the
current service environment, and testing proposed improvements before building, is good insurance. An
investment in service design upfront will help you define clearer business requirements and be more
confident that you are fixing the right problems in the right way.

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

SHIFT FORWARD
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How to do Service Design
It is essential for ministries to understand what service design is and know under
what circumstances they should do service design in the BCPS. But how does a
service design project actually get initiated and what are the steps involved?
The sections that follow will:
îî Assist in understanding who the Playbook is for
îî Explain how to use the Playbook
îî Describe the BCPS methodology for service design

Using the Playbook:
The BC Public Service Context
Who is the Playbook for?
The Playbook is intended to be used as a guide while the project team progresses
through a typical service design project. The Playbook is written from the
perspective of teams doing service design projects in partnership with the
Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB) at GCPE, but this may not
always be the approach that is taken. Some programs in government may have
strong capacity in service design available to them already, and others may build
that capacity through experience working with SDTB.

Design vs. Service Design
Just about every project undertaken in the BCPS is
in some way a technology project, and just about
all of these projects involve some aspect of design –
systems design, graphic design, process design. These
design phases follow business requirements and
precede development. Service design is different;
it is applied to the whole service rather than to
one aspect of the service. Service design happens
upstream, ideally just before or alongside formal
business case development. It helps with the later
design processes by clarifying the scope and scale
for the detailed design work. These design phases
(and their practitioners) are complementary.

Once staff have participated in a couple of service design projects with the SDTB,
they may feel comfortable conducting a service design project on their own.
The Playbook can then be used as a guide for service design projects.
Core team members will work on service design projects to help change the way
that the ministry, division or program area delivers services. The team may find
that they are using many of these kinds of tools in their own work already and
that this is a natural extension of current skills. They may also find new areas of
personal growth—new skills and the excitement of being involved in service
innovation. The SDTB will collaborate with team members and support them
throughout the project.
Business leaders will sponsor service design initiatives as part of projects that
lead to service delivery change. The SDTB will work with business leaders
and their teams to plan the service design project and review progress at
milestones throughout the project. The Playbook introductory content, and the
Alignment Phase content, will likely be most useful to help integrate service
design into the team’s work.
For those in leadership roles responsible for leading and implementing business
transformation, the Playbook offers a service design overview and a foundation
for those who direct transformation projects. It also offers more detailed
direction for the project teams, staff, and consultants, who will implement
service design in support of those projects.
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Set client up for success
through a continuous
improvement framework
that creates an improved
experience for citizens and
stakeholders. Prototypes
and iterations come to
life and become useful
services for people.

The BC Service Design methodology uses six phases: Alignment,
Discovery, Opportunity, Prototyping, Roadmap and Implementation.

ROADMAP
Communicate a clear path
to realize opportunities
and follow vision. Establish
shared understanding,
priorities, and plans
through communication
and visualization.

îî Are we ready? (Alignment)
îî Where are we at today? (Discovery)
îî What are the right opportunities for tomorrow? (Opportunity)
îî How could it work? (Prototyping)

INTRODUCTION

îî How do we make it real? (Implement)

PROTOTYPE
& TEST
Make ideas tangible so they can be
understood, tested, refined, and
improved. Manage risk by creating
and testing multiple solutions
with real clients to increase value
from opportunities. Prototype
across touchpoints, time, and
levels of realism. Test concepts.

Explore opportunities for future
services and improvements.
Establish strategic direction for
service futures and opportunities
for immediate improvement.
Identify new capability.

This process reflects established methods and leading thinking
in the discipline of service design. The BCPS has adapted these
to best fit with existing practices in government. The SDTB first
undertook proof-of-concept projects to test the methodology and
have since completed a number of service design projects. Some
of the results and artifacts from these projects can be found in the
Playbook. The SDTB continues to learn as ministries complete service
design projects.
The methodology is grounded in direct research with citizens and
staff and uses specific activities to gain insight. It starts with gaining
a full understanding of the service context, primarily from the view
of the citizen. When the experience has been described and mapped,
the pain points that indicate opportunities for improvement are
shown. From here, prototypes are developed to test the service.
The Alignment Phase is about ensuring that the proper approvals,
budget, expectations and teams are established.

SHIFT FORWARD

DISCOVERY

VECTOR PRIME

Understand the current state
of service delivery based on
real world research. Generate
insights, understand
needs, & establish initial
baseline service measures.

ALIGNMENT
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Each phase answers a key question:

îî How do we get there? (Roadmap)

OPPORTUNITY

VECTOR LAUNCH

The BC Methodology and
Project Approach

Confirm executive commitment,
funding, and accountability.
Ensure project understanding
by executive team, and
communicate project intent
and needs to leadership team
to facilitate further activity. Set
baseline scope, expectations,
resources, and constraints.

The Discovery and Prototyping phases are about hitting the road
to observe and co-design in the field with the people who use and
deliver the service.
The Opportunity and Roadmap phases allows teams to process
what they have learned, extract the key insights and produce
compelling artifacts.
Whether the team is internal, contracted or a combination, it is of
value for all members of the team to participate in all phases of the
project. The recommendations in the Opportunity and Roadmap
phases will be more compelling if staff have been directly involved
with research, and creating and testing the prototype.

THE SERVICE DESIGN PLAYBOOK

INTRODUCTION

Project Timeframe
The methodology is purposefully compact. It compresses a full service design cycle into the tightest timeframe so
that program areas can accommodate this new approach without disrupting current commitments. The SDTB has
learned that service design work up front will save time later in development, resulting in overall successful projects.
Still, the intention of this approach is to provide the greatest insight with the smallest footprint.
Keeping the timeframe compact also means that insights can be translated into services sooner. The outputs from
the service design project will include near-term opportunities that can be seized right away, as well as results that
will feed into larger work.
After working out the approach and understanding internal needs in the Alignment Phase, the target timeframe
for the remaining cycles is usually around four months. Understandably, competing priorities in program areas may
demand some flexibility in this timeframe. However, it is key to conduct the work continuously and with focus; this
keeps research findings and insights fresh when designing prototypes and keeps prototype testing experience front
of mind for the subsequent steps and work of the project.

Team Composition
A full service design project represents about 1,200 hours of professional service design effort, though some projects
may apply these methods but with a smaller scope. The most common model for service design teams in government
to date is a core team of three to five people, which is made up of a mix of ministry staff, SDTB service designers and
specialized vendor support as needed.
Roles on the core team include a project lead from the SDTB and a project lead from the ministry or program area.
Additional staff are also required to help with the many involved phases along the way. A specialized vendor is often
engaged for the service design expertise that they bring to the team.
Typically, the project lead from the ministry is required to have a broad understanding of the program area at both
the strategic and operational levels (one Spell out Full Time Employee [FTE] at 50%). The other team members (could
be frontline and behind-the-scenes staff) are needed to provide a deeper understanding of the business context and
challenges, and to actively share in prototype design and testing (two to three FTE’s at 25% each).
Members of the core team can expect to spend a fair amount of time on the project—whether participating fully
in field research and analysis, to assisting with facilitating prototyping sessions—so it is important for everyone
involved to understand the time commitment and to allow for the commitment to be possible in order to see the
project succeed.
The section on “Setting up the Teams” on page 20 in the Alignment Phase goes into more detail about the
different kinds of teams required for the success of a service design project in the BCPS.
Service design work requires a skillset that may not be available in your ministry or current vendor community.
The SDTB can assist ministries in planning the project and help find the right resources within the ministry and the
vendor community.
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The BC Service Design Playbook Visual Index
The following diagram summarizes the Playbook approach. The Playbook offers background, details, how-to
instructions and related resources for doing service design. This diagram gives a high-level snapshot of the approach
and can help to focus on the areas of the Playbook that need to be explored in more detail.

B.C. Service Design Model
ALIGNMENT
Confirm executive commitment,
funding, and accountability. Ensure
project understanding by executive
team, and communicate project
intent and needs to leadership
team to facilitate further activity.
Set baseline scope, expectations,
resources, and constraints.

INTRODUCTION

PROJECT PREPARATION
& LOGISTICS
§ What makes a good
service design project?
• Readiness for change
• Capability
• Commitment and capacity
• Creating shared value
§ What to expect during
and after the project.
• Examples of deliverables
FUNDING AND APPROVALS
§ Create project governance,
escalation, and approvals
§ Budget allocated
and approved
§ Business area has direct
involvement in project
decision making.
SETTING UP THE TEAM
§ Executive sponsor & internal
team selection. DSS advisors
selected. Partner vendor
selected if needed.
§ Working Group selected.
§ Roles, responsibilities,
communications &
expectations
• Business area representation
• Committed, Capable,
Adaptable
• Connected with Org,
Stakeholders
• Available to Travel
The Business Foundations
Workshop
§ Service Selection (Business
Goals & Objectives,
Current Known Pain
Points, Transformation
Plan, Business Case)
§ Stakeholder Mapping
§ Business Model Canvas
MANAGING CHANGE
§ Relationship with
other programs
§ Managing Risk in a
service design project
§ Service Design as Change
• Using this approach may
generate findings that are
broader than your initial

expectation. May impact
across entire service
architecture (e.g. client
interface, policy, technology,
legislation, HR, facilities).
§ Setting expectations for
change management
PROJECT FUNDAMENTALS
§ Initial Project Workplan
§ Privacy Impact Assessment
• (Need to go broad about
what information may be
collected for a prototype
based on information
collected today. Optional,
but available.)
§ The Opportunity Log
§ Communications & Change
Management Plan
§ Project CharterPartnership
Agreement
§ Recruiting Logistics
§ Recruiting Logistics

������� DELIVERABLES
w Partnership Agreement
w Business Model Canvas

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Clear understanding
and expectations by
project sponsors, other
leadership, and program
area and partner teams.
w Commitment to the change
management investment
required to successfully
create the most value from
a service design initiative.

° PRINCIPLES
w Service Design is Change
Management
w Clear Expectations Are Key
w Show and Tell Ways of Working
w Recruiting. Recruiting.
Recruiting.
w Prime the Organization

UXBC@gov.bc.ca | gov.bc.ca/servicedesign

DISCOVERY
Understand the current state
of service delivery based
on real world research.
Generate insights, understand
needs, & establish initial
baseline service measures.

Internal Desk Research
§ Environmental Scan
§ Channel/Volume Check
§ Service Interaction Types
§ Research Review
Research Plan
§ Approach for internal
discovery and field research
§ Research logistics
§ Research guides
BUSINESS DISCOVERY

METRICS RESEARCH
§ Behavioural Analytics & KPls
• Current Analytics & metrics
• Key Performance Indicators
• New Analytics & Metrics
• Measures of time, money,
behaviours, other specific
quantitative data.
§ Surveys
• CMT/ServQual/
RATER (preferred)
• Net Promoter (avoid unless in
competitive service domain)
• Gallup CE 11

Internal Understanding
Workshop
§ Preliminary Personas
ANALYSIS
& Scenarios
§ Preliminary Journey mapping. Preparation
§ Research notes and
§ Preliminary Empathy
data review
mapping.
§ Computerized Theme Analysis
Internal Interviews
§ Statistical Analysis
§ Internal staff interviews
(quantitative data)
§ NOTE: Frontline interviews
Research Analysis Workshop
may be combined with field
§
Affinity Analysis
research and observation.
§ Task Analysis (optional)
§ Personas & Scenarios
FIELD RESEARCH
Research Preparation
§ Logistics (travel & recruiting)
§ Daily debriefing
Research
§ Site Visit(s)
• Onsite observation and
interviews with clients
and frontline staff.
§ Interviews
• Scheduled interviews
with clients
§ Co-Design Workshop(s)
• Workshop with clients
or staff to understand
current service experience
(and explore possible
opportunities).
§ Diary Study (R2)
• Clients who use a service
over time keep a diary of
service interactions and other
relevant experiences. Team
collects diary recording and
conducts a final interview to
explore significance of diary
events and observations.

Journey Mapping Workshop
§ Journey Mapping based
on research findings
§ (May combine with
future map opportunities
based on time)
Metrics Design Workshop
§ Generating relevant metrics
that reflect the client journey
§ Establish initial Service
§ Evaluation Model
Reporting
§ Research Findings Report
§ Journey Mapping
§ Service Evaluation Model
§ Initial Service Baseline


������� DELIVERABLES
w Personas and Scenarios
w Design Principles
w Research Findings Report
w Journey Map(s)
w Service Evaluation Model
w Opportunity Log

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Understanding of
current services from
both inside-out and
outside-in perspective.
w Outside-in perspective is
a critical success factor for
service transformation.
w Model meaningful metrics:
Understanding client
and stakeholder needs
helps understand which
measures matter. How will
we know we’re successful?

° PRINCIPLES
w Recruiting. Recruiting.
Recruiting.
w Explore the Whole
Experience
w Get Out in The Field
w Design With vs. Design For
w Map Defining Moments
w Measure What Matters

OPPORTUNITY
Explore opportunities
for future services and
improvements. Establish
strategic direction for service
futures and opportunities for
immediate improvement.
Identify new capability.

INDIVIDUAL, TEAM,
AND LARGER GROUP
WORKSHOPS
Preparation
§ Workshop logistics
& scheduling
§ Workshop supplies
§ Workshop participants
(selection, invitation)
The Opportunity Workshop
§ Research Briefing
§ Presentation of Current
§ Service Model or Map
(Journey Map, Storyboard,
or Business Origami)
§ Individual Opportunity
Brainstorming
§ Future Service Model or Map
(Journey Map, Storyboard,
or Business Origami)
§ other Prototypes may be
necessary depending on how
novel new opportunities
are to the organization.
Opportunity Selection & Priority
§ Service feature inventory
§ Weighted FeatureValue Matrix or other
prioritization tool
§ Some Opportunities may
need Prototypes to validate.
Initial Blueprint Workshop
§ Extend journey map
with organizational
layers including
• Channels
• Org Capabilities
• Business Process
• Physical Environment
• Staffing & Org Structure
• Policy & Strategy
• Technical Systems
Blueprint Design and
Development
§ Add blueprint details
§ Create Alpha Blueprint
§ Review Alpha Blueprint for
Prototyping touch points
Future Business
Model Workshop
§ What does the business
model canvas look like for
new service offering?


������� DELIVERABLES
w Expanded Opportunity Log
w Feature Value Matrix
w Business Model
Canvas – Future
w Journey Map(s) – Future
w Initial Service Blueprint

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Generative divergent
approach breaks
status quo thinking.
w Set of options and
opportunities to consider.
w Outside-in model for
future services through
desktop walkthrough and
future journey map.
w Execution model for future
services via blueprint

° PRINCIPLES
w Lead with Need: Connect
Needs to Capabilities
w Go Wide, Then Narrow
w Start Solo, Then Merge
w Volume Drives Vision
w Effectiveness Before
Efficiency
w Create Shared Value
w Address Entire Service
Architecture
w Technology is not an
answer by itself

PROTOTYPE
& TEST

IMPLEMENT
ROADMAP

Make ideas tangible so they can be
understood, tested, refined, and
improved. Manage risk by creating and
testing multiple solutions with real clients
to increase value from opportunities.
Prototype across touchpoints, time,
and levels of realism. Test concepts.

Prototyping Preparation
§ SelectTouchpoints
and Interactions
§ Comparative Evaluation
§ Policy Check-in
§ Choose Prototyping
Methods/Media
• Paper (Sketch,
Storyboard, Comic)
• Screen (PowerPoint, Comic
Life, Axure, Excel, HTML,
Floorplan software)
• Desktop Walkthrough
§ Business Origami
§ Lego/ Playmobil
• Physical Mockup
§ Role play, bodystorming
§ Cardboard/ Foamcore
§ Poster/brochure/
form/Telephony
§ IVR, Call Centre
-Wizard of Oz
§ IVR, Call Centre –
VoiP Prototype
• Concept Video/
Storyboard Animation
• lnfographic
Prototyping Workshop(s)
§ Create prototype of service
touchpoints based on
identified opportunities
§ 10/3/1 (Generating
many solutions, refining
to one to test)
Prototype Design and
Development
§ Refine, design, and produce
prototypes based on
workshop if workshop
output requires additional
design and production.


������� DELIVERABLES
w Prototypes
w Evaluation Reporting

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Proof of concept
w Mitigate risk by exploring
multiple solutions
w Mitigate risk by
evaluating solutions
w Build confidence through
demonstrating how
a service will work
in the real world
w Concrete prototypes help
confirm commitment

° PRINCIPLES
w Make It Real
w People + Prototypes =
Confidence
w Decide Faster With Concrete
w Models
w Make It, Try It, Test It,
Use It, Prove It
w Iterate. Iterate. Iterate.
w Making trumps talking
w Low fidelity now is better
than high fidelity someday
w Keep Your Options Open

Communicate a clear path
to realize opportunities and
follow vision. Establish shared
understanding, priorities, and
plans through communication
and visualization.

Preparation
§ Review Prototypes
& Evaluation
Blueprint Finalization
§ Update Blueprint based
on prototype findings
Roadmap Workshop
§ Confirm Priorities
§ Update Feature/
Value Matrix
§ High Level Estimate
resources, time, talent,
budget needed
§ Connections to other
Ministry Government
initiatives
§ Other Dependencies
§ Governance & Staffing
§ Ministry capabilities
§ May break some high level
activities into smaller parts
§ Additional activities that
are recommended based on
§ findings
Roadmap Recommendations
Report
Roadmap Visualization
Detailed Swimlanes
Case Study Submission/
Debriefing
ACTIVITIES
§ Findings Review
§ Blueprint Finalization
§ Roadmap Workshop
§ Roadmap
Recommendations Report
§ Roadmap Visualization
§ Case Study &
Project Sharing


������� DELIVERABLES
w Final Service Blueprint
w Roadmap Report
w Roadmap lnfographic
w Case study of project

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Clear set of priorities and
timeframes for action to
deliver service elements.
w Clear connection between
policy and delivery
w Articulate the value
and benefits of service
investments for
government. citizens,
and other stakeholders.
w Accelerate production
activities by reducing
uncertainty during
implementation.

°
w
w
w
w
w
w

PRINCIPLES
Buildings Need Blueprints,
So Do Services
Roadmaps Make
Priorities Clear
One Big Map is Better
Than a Dozen Binders
Connect Policy & Delivery
Show Shared Value
Share Project Wisdom

Recruiting & Logistics
§ Intercepts, etc.
Prototype Testing
§ Design Review/ Critique
§ Concept Testing
§ Usability Testing
§ A/B Testing
§ Diary Study in Pilot Group

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

SHIFT FORWARD

i http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/why-public-sector-needs-service-design
ii McMullin, J., MacLennan, A., Bohn, D. & Neufeld, B. (2013) “Connecting Practice and Policymaking” in Touchpoint:
Designing Citizen-Centric Public Services vol. 5 issue 2. The Service Design Network. Berlin.
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Set client up for success through
a continuous improvement
framework that creates an
improved experience for
citizens and stakeholders.
Prototypes and iterations
come to life and become
useful services for people.

Activities
§ Determine best approach to use for implementation
§ Involve development teams early in
iterative prototyping and testing
§ Create a shared understanding of results from
research findings and prototype testing insights
§ Development of the product or service

������� DELIVERABLES
w Standards and guidelines
w Identification of ongoing
resourcing requirements
w Product or service
governance plan
w Product or service
maintenance plan

������ OUTCOMES & RESULTS
w Clear path for teams to
realize future opportunities
and follow vision
beyond the launch of
a product or service
w Create a shared
understanding, set
priorities, and support the
development of future
products or services
w Track service improvements
over time through
measurement to support
performance baselines
for improved service
delivery, future strategic
direction for policy changes,
financial management,
and change management

° PRINCIPLES
w Don’t Leave it till the End
w Have a Decision Point
w One Size Doesn’t Fit All

THE SERVICE DESIGN PLAYBOOK

ALIGNMENT PHASE

THE SERVICE DESIGN PLAYBOOK
ALIGNMENT PHASE
Getting ready for a service design project is what the Alignment Phase is all about, and like any project it is important
to begin with a strong foundation.
The Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB) can work with ministries to assist in ensuring service design
starts with a strong foundation. Service design can be considered an exercise in coordinating all the elements of a
program area to deliver better services, and as a result service design projects often have many stakeholders and
organizational complexity to respond to.
Some of the greatest risks to any project include:
îî Having a misunderstood approach

îî Lack of commitment, funds or approvals

îî Mismatched expectations

îî No plan for managing change

îî Poor communications

îî Having the wrong people on the team or at the table

It is important to the success of the project to line up these elements before starting a service design project.
During this phase, the SDTB, together with the ministry or program area participating in the project, will want to
establish early project expectations, executive briefing expectations, confirm executive commitment, funding,
accountability, communications, and come up with a plan for managing change.

Project Basics, Preparation and Logistics
Understanding the Work and Setting Expectations
Ensuring that everyone involved in the project has a clear understanding and expectation of the basics of the project
is crucial. It is important to spend time explaining things like: what is planned, who else is involved, when activities
will take place, what kinds of outcomes and deliverables can be expected, how the team will work, why the project is
important and how the work will impact the organization.
The best way to work through these important pieces is to have discussions with the SDTB. The branch will be able to
share examples of past projects, which can help answer project-related questions at this early stage in the process.
The project sponsor will also be working with the SDTB to create an initial project workplan as well as a
Partnership Agreement to outline the approach of the project.

Partnership Agreement
The Partnership Agreement describes the joint commitment of the Government Communications and
Public Engagement (GCPE) and the partnering ministry or service delivery area in delivering a service design project.
The agreement indicates initiation of the project and that both parties agree to fulfill the responsibilities outlined in
the agreement.
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A typical Partnership Agreement includes the following information:
îî Business objectives

îî Work breakdown

îî Assumptions and dependencies

îî Project background

îî Ministry responsibilities

îî Schedule and budget

Privacy
Direct research with stakeholders sometimes requires the completion of a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA). The PIA
can be developed when the team has a clear sense of the project approach and the stakeholders who will be involved
in the project.
The Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB) can provide sample PIAs from past projects to
guide development.

ALIGNMENT PHASE

Funding, Procurement and Approvals
Clarify budgets, in-kind contributions, sources of funding and approvals. Ensure procurement staff have enough lead
time to create a responsive procurement process without undue pressure.
Funding considerations for user research may include recruiting costs and incentives (such as gift cards), transcription,
travel and facility rental for workshops.
Whenever possible, use government buildings to host meetings and workshops to minimize research overhead. If
given enough advance notice, other jurisdictions and organizations, including federal and municipal government or
industry-related associations, may also be willing to host teams depending on the research focus.
Part of this budgetary work will help form the information in the Partnership Agreement.

Setting up the Teams
Once ministry readiness, project expectations, and communications have been established, resources will need
to be assigned. Service design projects are usually made up of three teams: a core team, a working group and a
steering committee.

Core Team:
îî Is typically made up of three to five individuals from the SDTB at GCPE and the partnering ministry.
îî Typically includes one member from the SDTB, one project co-lead at the client ministry or
program area (one Full Time Employee [FTE] at 50%), and additional ministry staff to help
with the many involved stages along the way (two to three FTE’s at 25% each).

SHIFT FORWARD

îî It is recommended that the ministry co-lead have a broad understanding of
the program area at both the strategic and operational levels.
îî Frontline and behind-the-scenes staff are needed to provide a deeper understanding of the
business context and challenges, and to actively share in most, if not all, project phases.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

îî Core team members participate in as many of the project meetings, workshops, field research and
debriefs as possible. They also assist the STDB service design lead to make decisions and connections for
recruitment and research locations as well as provide ministry context on all aspects of the project.
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îî Core team members typically need to be able to work and travel outside regular office hours
for field research and workshop facilitation with clients, stakeholders and citizens.
îî Members of the core team can expect to spend a good amount of time on the project. For this
reason, it is important for everyone to understand the time commitment for these projects
and to allow for this time commitment to be possible in order to see success at the end.

Working Group:
îî Is a select group of individuals found in the ministry or cross-ministry who have a vested interest in the project.
îî Could be made up of directors, managers, program area staff and frontline staff.
îî The purpose of the working group is for the core team to present plans and
findings along the way, request feedback as the project unfolds, to introduce the
core team to stakeholders and to provide access to service areas.
îî The working group meets regularly with the core team to provide feedback, contribute
to group sessions and communicate to other areas of the organization.

Steering Committee:
îî The steering committee is made up of ministry executive and the project or executive sponsor(s).
îî As a reporting out mechanism, meetings with the steering committee are usually held at the end of each phase.
As the teams are assembled, ensure that expectations for roles, responsibilities, approach and communications are
clear and understood by all. Regular status or check-in meetings should be scheduled at key points throughout the
duration of the project.

Change Management
Service design demands change from the organization. Managing change is an ongoing challenge that begins at the
earliest stage of the project.
It is recommended that the core project team embed change practices within the project rather than making
change management a separate effort. Everyone on the project needs to be involved in shaping and sharing
change. Delivering change is what service design projects are all about, and the core team will need to manage the
organization as well as new service innovation.
To manage change, the core project team should regularly brief executives, other teams involved (working group,
steering committee) and other internal stakeholders and partners throughout the project and after the project is
complete. The ministry co-lead will largely handle communications and change management once the project is
complete. They will also be responsible for any ongoing change management while the ministry is seeing the service
design project through to implementation and delivery of a new or redesigned service.
A key goal for change management and communication is to ensure that there are no communication surprises.
There will be new and surprising ideas and experiences in any service innovation project, but there should not be any
surprises about how the project is progressing, what the team expects to accomplish or what needs to happen next.
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By keeping project stakeholders informed and involved, the team will be able to overcome unexpected setbacks or
other project challenges much more easily.
The Public Service Agency (PSA) offers comprehensive change management training. It is recommended that at least
one person on the core team has completed this training or similar training.
Some specific considerations for managing service design change include:
îî Communications and Change Planning
îî Identify who needs to be involved in the project and at what level. A decision matrix such as a RACI
chart can be useful here. (RACI stands for Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed). A RACI
chart describes the relationship in which different project roles have to various kinds of decisions.
îî Anticipate needs, concerns and motivations.

ALIGNMENT PHASE

îî Plan individual and group check-in points to address those needs, keep people
informed of progress and manage expectations and commitments.
îî Visual Thinking and Making
îî Making things concrete makes them easier to communicate. That can be through infographics,
diagrams and models, or through mock-ups, prototypes or simulations. Making the vision, ideas and
desired future tangible will significantly increase understanding and help your change efforts.
îî Briefings, Working Group, and Other Project Meetings
îî Briefings can take place individually and with groups. Early briefings should secure endorsement
for the project, and this approach, and smooth the way for project activities.
îî An early ‘service design bootcamp’ is recommended to introduce this overall approach to executives,
service owners and the working group so that everyone has an awareness and understanding
of the project goals and methods (and what they will need to do to support those goals).
îî Regular working group meetings are also important avenues for communication
and change. These vary from weekly to monthly, depending on the pace of the
project. Start with bi-weekly meetings and adjust based on project need.
îî The core team will also have weekly status updates and daily stand-ups. Project
management approaches may have other requirements, but ensure that there is ongoing
check-ins between the core team, the working group and executive sponsors.

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Shifting Culture and Mindset
îî Doing a project is an opportunity to create positive cultural shifts. Culture and attitude changes can
come directly from participating in a project, seeing success and participating in the larger programs
for service improvement (including Service Design, Lean and Enterprise Business Architecture).
Conducting activities for training and involving people directly in the project work, such as analysis,
generating new opportunities or prototyping to help them experience first-hand the potential
of these approaches, is a great way to shift culture and mindset in the right direction.

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

îî Additional Change Management
îî Change management is an ongoing process of understanding the culture, needs, challenges,
capabilities and opportunities of the organization. From initial innovation through to continuous
improvement, investing in change throughout the entire service lifecycle is needed. The Public
Service Agency has developed an excellent set of change management resources for reference.
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Alignment Activities
The following are activities that can be done during the Alignment Phase.

The Business Foundations Workshop
The purpose of the Business Foundations Workshop is to ensure a common and shared understanding of desired
outcomes as well as developing a current inventory of business and user insights.
Participants: Executive Sponsor, Core Team and Service Area Owners
Time: Half to full day, depending on complexity of services.
Materials: Sticky notes, fine tip Sharpie markers, whiteboard or paper for posting sticky notes, Business Model Canvas
templates (tabloid 11x17 up to 3’x2’ – larger size for larger groups. Use small size sticky notes for smaller canvas
templates).
The Business Foundations Workshop brings the core team and relevant internal stakeholders together to build a
shared understanding of the fundamentals of the project.
These fundamentals should build on existing thinking and documentation in the Ministry Transformation Plan and
the current business case for the project if one exists.
The team lead should outline relevant business goals and objectives, known pain points and other considerations
for the project. Based on these considerations, specific services or service areas must be identified as the focus for a
service design project.
Consider summarizing business goals and objectives on flipcharts or capture them live into a projected
PowerPoint slide.
The group can build a shared understanding of these foundations using many different tools. Here are two
potential activities:

Stakeholder Mapping
The team identifies stakeholders such as frontline staff, public sector partners
and other areas of government, industry associations and individual types
of clients. Specific individuals with deep influence and investment may also
be identified.
To create a stakeholder map, have individual workshop participants write
stakeholders’ names and/or organizations on sticky notes (one per note).
Consider colour-coding external, internal and client stakeholders.
As a group, post and cluster similar stickies. Create one sticky to represent each
stakeholder type.
Then place the stakeholder type stickies on a grid with the x-axis as the
frequency of involvement of the stakeholder group (a combination of how many
in the group and how often they rely on the service). Include the importance of
the service to the stakeholders on the y-axis.
Finally, draw a circle around the sticky for each stakeholder group to represent
the level of influence it has on the project.
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The Business Model Canvas
Discussing stakeholders sets the stage for capturing the key components of
service delivery with the Business Model Canvas [LINK to template]. The Business
Model Canvas is used across the world, from Fortune 500 companies to
Silicon Valley start-ups. It offers a one-page model of the work of an organization
that captures:
îî Key Partners

îî Cost Structure

îî Channels

îî Key Activities

îî Value Proposition

îî Client Segments

îî Key Resources

îî Client Relationships

îî Benefits

ALIGNMENT PHASE

Filling out the Business Model Canvas gives the team a shared understanding of
the fundamentals of the service organization and of what is offered and how it
creates value for clients and the BCPS.
More information on how to create a Business Model Canvas is available from
Business Model Generation.

Align Templates
Partnership Agreement

Alignment Deliverables
Deliverables from the Alignment Phase will help prepare any service design
project for success and guide the teams’ efforts throughout the project.

Business Model Canvas

Some typical deliverables may include:

Align Examples
Partnership Agreement

îî Partnership Agreement outlining project fundamentals,
team, scope, constraints, budget, etc.
îî Workplan showing scheduling and team assignments.
îî Outputs from early workshops, such as a
Stakeholder Map or Business Model Canvas.
îî Communications and Change Management Plan that outlines
who, how and when communications will happen, both within
the project itself (e.g. with a steering committee, working
group) and with the larger organization and any partners.

SHIFT FORWARD

Alignment Results
With clear expectations, involvement and commitment, the Alignment Phase sets the project on a successful path.
Outcomes of good alignment include:
îî Buy-in and ownership from executive, other leadership and the organization as a whole.
îî Clear expectations and understanding of the project and the benefits of this approach.
îî Reduced project overhead and delays due to misaligned expectations.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

îî Clear commitment to the change effort required in order to invest in service innovation and implementation.
îî Increased capability for service design in the organization through partnership with
the SDTB, third-party experts, and the ministry’s own in-house talent.
îî Ongoing commitment and investment in change needed to create the most value from service innovation.
24
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Alignment Guidelines
The Playbook is a guide to service design in the BCPS and the core team may choose to tailor its own approach
to service design along the way. The following are guidelines to keep in mind as teams proceed through the
Alignment Phase. These guidelines are the key success factors that should be addressed during this phase.

Service Design is Change Management
Designing better services means changing how we work. Successful service design teams work to help the
organization adapt to the changes needed for service transformation.

Clear Expectations Are Key
Projects are judged by how well they meet expectations for both the outcomes they create and the approach
they use. Setting clear expectations early for executives, teams and the overall organization reduces the risk of
misunderstanding later.

Show and Tell Ways of Working
In setting expectations, the SDTB uses a “Show and Tell” approach to demonstrate how service design methods work.
They will share stories and case studies of other projects and show deliverables, photos from past workshops and
more, in order to prepare the team, sponsors, and others for what will come.

This Work Leads to More Work
Recognize that a service design project often uncovers the need to do more work to support better service delivery.

Share Executive Endorsement with Organization
Have an Assistant Deputy Minister or similar sponsor let relevant areas of the organization know about the project
and to outline its priority in the organization so that people clearly understand their opportunity and responsibility to
support the work.

Partner for Expertise
Work with partners that have service design expertise to help build internal capability. This partnership starts with
the SDTB within GCPE (at least for the first couple projects) but can also extend to vendors or people from other areas
of government with service design experience.
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DISCOVERY PHASE
During the Discovery Phase, the core team sets out to understand the current
state of service delivery. The team needs to understand:
îî The business objectives of the ministry and supporting ministries
îî The context, connections, process and people who
are using and delivering the service
îî The behaviours, needs and motivations of key user groups

DISCOVERY PHASE

The core team achieves this by conducting internal interviews and
workshops, external interviews and workshops, observation, usability testing,
environmental scans, comparative analyses and/or analytics reviews. Methods
are determined once the project has begun and vary depending on the project.
The range of research needed to gain this understanding depends on the
complexity of the specific service and its supporting context and systems.
The focus for the research in this phase is primarily on the service as people
experience it, both when they are in direct contact with staff and beyond.
The Discovery Phase is the first phase of the BC Service Design methodology
because it is important for service owners to understand and see the service
from a client and frontline perspective in order to make the best service design
decisions possible.

Templates
îî Business Model Canvas: One page model
of key business drivers for a service.
îî Research Template Plan: Summarize and
present research to capture insights and
build understanding with leadership.
îî Personas and Scenarios: Rich user
profiles and key client activities.
îî Journey Map: Visual map of service
experience over time.

SHIFT FORWARD

Examples
îî Journey Map

Further Reading
îî This is Service Design Thinking

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

îî Service Design Methods & Tools - Research

Discovery is the gateway to understanding service performance and opportunity
for future service improvements. It helps to:
îî Manage risk
îî Improve effectiveness
îî Generate insights to innovate and improve service delivery
îî Find key points in the service architecture to make the biggest difference
Research through the discovery process provides the fundamental
foundations to:
îî Measure service performance
îî Identify areas that work well
îî Find new opportunities for improvement
Whether optimizing existing services or transforming entire service delivery
systems, discovery is the key to uncovering opportunity.
Because of the close link between insights from discovery and identifying new
opportunities, the Discovery and Opportunity Phases often overlap. This overlap
is especially common when models of the current state suggest pain points and
corresponding fixes that are potential opportunities.
The Discovery Phase can be used as a guide for teams starting their research
efforts to improve service delivery. Teams may modify this approach based
on specific service insights and measurement needs; however, in order for the
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project to deliver a complete understanding of the service experience, the
project team will want to use most of the methods described in this section.
Work with the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB) to customize
how the Discovery Phase will look for a particular project.

Research Preparation
Once the business foundations for the project (outlined in the Alignment Phase)
have been established, the project team is ready to start research.
Research preparation sets the team up of success for internal discovery and field
research. Preparation includes:
îî Selecting the research team
îî Beginning internal desk research such as reviewing past research
and familiarizing the team with the broader service ecosystem
îî Creating a research plan
îî Managing logistics
îî Creating a debriefing protocol

Selecting the Research Team
The research team might simply be the core team, or it might be a combination
of core team members with other staff from the ministry, program area or
Stakeholder working outside of government.
Someone experienced with behavioural and participatory research methods
should lead the research team. Often the lead will be from SDTB; however, it may
also be a vendor or someone from within the service area.
Even in areas without previous service design experience it is important to
involve ministry or program area staff as full research team members, rather
than relying completely on SDTB staff or vendors. The investment in research
provides the greatest return when staff within the organization are full
participants and have their own insights and ongoing contributions beyond
the immediate project. These team members also help build the overall service
design capability within the ministry and the public service.
Research team members should be comfortable with hearing criticism without
needing to defend a program area or service. They should also be comfortable
taking on the role of apprentice or learner. Through the research, the team will
be learning more about an area they may already be familiar with. In order to
truly understand what the experience is like for the client, researchers may need
to take a fresh perspective on their core business area or service.
Research team members typically need to be able to work and travel outside
regular office hours especially if that is the only time certain clients or
stakeholders are available to meet or attend workshops.

Discovery Activities
The key work of this phase is gathering data
(e.g. web and call centre analytics), observing
interactions in the real service environment and
locating pain points. This stage involves internal
business discovery and external user research, as
well as analysis and reporting of the findings.
Key methods include co-design, observation,
in-context interviews and data gathering.
The Discovery Phase involves the following activities:
îî Project Preparation and Logistics
Ensure everyone involved in the project
has a clear understanding and expectation
of what is required. Prepare plans for
internal discovery and field research.
îî Internal Discovery
Gather existing information or past research
from various areas of the program area and
ministry. Begin internal research review.
îî Frontline Field Research
Plan in-depth behavioural interviews,
site visits and co-design sessions
with frontline staff and clients.
îî Gathering Metrics
Gather existing data and determine other data
gathering approaches that may be required.
Develop baseline service measures to evaluate
the current state of the service, as well as
metrics to measure on an ongoing basis.
îî Analysis, Mapping and Reporting
Analyze research findings, generate
insights and opportunities, begin to map
out the service experience, and develop
materials for research reporting.
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Individuals with statistical analysis, policy analysis and environmental scanning
experience are also valuable contributors to the research team.

Internal Desk Research
Internal desk research involves gathering existing information from various
sources. An environmental scan or comparative analysis is recommended,
including a summary of channels and a list of service interaction types. A review
of any past research conducted by the business area can also be useful and
insightful to the project.

Environmental Scan

DISCOVERY PHASE

An environmental scan simply places the current service offering in a larger
context. It helps to understand the service ecosystem that is contained in the
service area. “The Business Model Canvas” on page 24 (described in the
Alignment Phase) can provide many starting points for an environmental scan.
When conducting an environmental scan, look for:
îî Similar services in other jurisdictions
îî Related services found locally
îî Competitive or comparable services
îî Other kinds of contexts and elements of the service ecosystem
îî Other ways clients currently meet their needs
The environmental scan should report on these elements and get the team up to
speed in the overall service domain.
The environmental scan should include an initial assessment of what channels
are used to deliver the service and the volume and frequency of use for each
channel. In other words: what is the split between web, front counter, call centre
and other channels?

SHIFT FORWARD

Types of Service Interactions
The Federal Government has identified
specific government service design patterns
which can help teams catalogue the
types of service interactions involved.
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Research Review
Service design projects should build on previous investments put into research
and performance measurement. The research review gathers further research
that related business areas have conducted in the past, and analyses those
research findings through a service design lens.
When reviewing past research, be aware of the client segmentation and the
research methods used to gather the findings. During review, focus on client
behaviours, priorities, satisfaction and expectations. Also look for specific
measures of service success, including existing metrics and key performance
indicators (KPIs).

VECTOR PRIME
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As well, the environmental scan should outline preliminary service interaction
types. Are service interactions focused on getting information, completing a
transaction, or building a relationship? What are the kinds or genres of service
interactions involved in the service offering?

THE SERVICE DESIGN PLAYBOOK
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Summarize key points on sticky notes or in a mindmap and review with the
team. Research review may be ongoing as business discovery is conducted and
additional research sources are found.

The Research Plan
The research plan outlines the team’s approach to filling in the gaps for
creating a better service. “The Business Foundations Workshop” on page 23,
environmental scan and research review each provide important information
and understanding. The research plan outlines what the team needs to do
to collect the rest of the understanding required for a successful service
design project.
The research plan outlines the goals, approach and logistics for research, and
should include:
îî Research objectives and key questions or areas of interest
îî Project background, including highlights from the
research review and environmental scan
îî What kind of participants need to be involved and how to recruit them
îî The research approach including methods for research and analysis
îî Research reporting plans
îî Resources required, including team, time and budget
îî A schedule for research activities and locations
îî Support materials (if ready at this point in time) such as:
îî Interview scripts and workshop outlines
îî Recruiting screener to qualify research participants
The research plan can be, and sometimes must be, updated throughout
the project. After the team completes internal discovery work, has a better
understanding of the kinds of questions to ask in the field and the kinds of
stakeholders to interact with, the research plan should be updated to reflect this
newfound insight.
The research plan is simply a guide. The team may have to adapt on the fly to
accommodate unexpected changes in schedules, participants or direction of
the research.

Managing Research Logistics
Good logistics will help the team focus on the research and get the most out of
the discovery work. Logistics include:
îî Participant recruiting
and incentives

îî Travel arrangements

îî Scheduling internal and
external participants

îî Consent forms and other
paperwork (e.g. incentive receipts)

îî Arranging site visits

îî Travel authorizations

The Service Design Methods & Tools
includes more information about internal
and field research activities.

îî Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
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The SDTB will help with these steps and details. The ministry or program area
core team members are involved in all aspects of preparing for the research. This
is especially important when it comes to making the right connections in order
to gain access to the right participants for the research.

Creating a Debriefing Protocol

DISCOVERY PHASE

Debriefing is a team review of research activities and findings, held while the
research is still fresh. The team should have regular debriefing sessions to
summarize research findings, share insights and build a common understanding
of the research. Debriefing sessions help build a shared understanding of the
key themes of research as they emerge, any concerns surfaced in the research,
and allows the team to capture both opportunities and an overall sense of
research findings.
Debriefing helps everyone on the team understand the research data, as well
as provide the opportunity to flag any particular logistical challenges. It also
helps people who are not part of the research effort feel confident in the team
and gain an appreciation for the needs, concerns and opportunities arising from
the research.
Debriefing sessions should be held daily for the research team and at least
weekly with the entire project team. Share the daily debriefing notes with team
members who are not able to accompany the field team. This inclusion helps
build team connections and assists team members to move quickly when the
research shifts from gathering data, to analyzing it and generating insights from
a broad understanding of the research.
In the daily debriefing, capture a short written summary of each day’s research
to share with the larger team. Capture opportunities in the opportunity log. This
should be concise bullet points rather than a significant writing effort. These
daily records are invaluable in later detailed analysis and reporting.

Opportunity Logging
Opportunities will come up throughout
the entire design process. Capture these
suggestions in a log rather than restricting
conversations about opportunity only to
the Opportunity Phase of the process.

SHIFT FORWARD
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Capture the opportunity with a brief word or
phrase, a longer note to explain context, the
date and who captured the opportunity to
allow follow-up. Opportunities may be captured
in real time during a workshop or may be
captured as part of the daily debriefing.
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Internal Discovery
Internal Discovery is aimed at understanding current perceptions and experience
of service delivery from an internal perspective. Recommended activities include:
îî Internal Understanding Workshop
îî Internal Interviews and Observation

Internal Understanding Workshop
While the Business Foundations Workshop outlined in the Alignment Phase is
mostly focused on a business perspective, the initial Internal Understanding
Workshop is focused on a client perspective of the service. This workshop
surfaces assumptions and understanding about current clients of the service
and their service experience. This is captured through Preliminary Personas and
Scenarios, Journey Mapping and Empathy Mapping. The assumptions gathered in
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this workshop will be built upon through actual field research. The field research
will either challenge or confirm the initial assumptions.
This initial workshop is not a replacement for actual frontline research; service
design projects must include field research as part of the discovery process
in order to mitigate project risks and increase insights. Also, more than one
Internal Understanding Workshop may be held to accommodate larger groups
with many service areas.

Preliminary Personas and Scenarios

The Internal Understanding
Workshop includes:

Workshop participants use the provided persona template to create initial
profiles of key stakeholders, with a focus on stakeholder goals, motivations, and
scenarios or situations that bring them into the service.

Participants: Core Team, Service Delivery
Area Representatives

Learn more about personas and access the persona template in the Service Design
Methods & Tools.

Preliminary Journey Mapping
A journey map shows the overall experience of a person engaging in a service.
It illustrates the sequence of events and shows specific interactions in specific
channels. It may also include other details like emotional reaction at a specific
stage, what a person is thinking, doing and feeling, and more. Read more about
journey mapping in the Service Design Methods & Tools.

Time: Half to full day, depending on complexity
of service.
Materials: Persona Worksheet, 3M Super Sticky
Notes in five colors. Long sheets of packing paper for
breakout groups. Room with wall space large enough
to post paper.

At this stage of the research, a preliminary journey map can be created based on
the knowledge and experience from internal participants. Once the workshop
participants identify specific citizen and staff profiles (personas), they can start
to outline the service journey for that individual. The journey provides additional
details about the service experience by breaking down a specific service journey
over time. Using sticky notes on long sheets of packing paper is often easiest for
creating a journey map.
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Based on the perspective of the citizen and staff profiles, teams should focus on
capturing the major steps or phases of a service journey and then fill out specifics
using sticky notes. These steps or phases serve as columns. Additional rows, or
streams, create more detail for each stage of the journey. The streams serve to
connect each stage in order to visualize an overall experience.
Typical streams captured in an early mapping workshop are:
îî Actions or Tasks: what are the specific things
someone does during this stage?
îî Tools or Channels: how do they perform a task? What tools
do they use (like a mobile phone, a web app or a paper
form?) and what channels support those tools?

DISCOVERY PHASE

îî Thinking: what would the citizen think at this stage?
îî Feeling: how would the citizen feel at this stage? How stressed are they?
îî Needs at that stage of the service journey: What are specific
needs, goals, or motivations at this point in the service
journey? What would need to happen for the overall journey
and the specific stage to be successful for the citizen?
Other streams may be captured based on the needs of the project, such as quotes,
stress level, defining moments, and alignment to key insights and opportunities.
Work with the SDTB to determine which streams to include.
Note that these maps are only preliminary and they are not informed by direct
citizen research. Future discovery work with citizens will allow a deeper and
more accurate view of the citizen journey.

TIPS

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Document the map by taking photos
at the end of each day or session.
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îî When work is complete, roll up the large sheet
of packing paper to transport the map.
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These first preliminary maps are exceptional for bringing together different
business areas that unifies vision and creates links in the organization that
reflect the experience rather than the organization chart. These maps surface
assumptions and build a common understanding of the citizen’s needs. This
shared expectation and perception of the service experience will help shape the
field research.
Capture these common assumptions and areas of disconnection by annotating
the map itself or creating an accompanying document or deck outlining specific
areas of focus.
Empathy Maps can be a valuable source for many of these details.
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Empathy Mapping
Empathy Maps are a supplementary tool that can work with personas and journey mapping to build empathy for
clients and other stakeholders. Empathy mapping may lead to specific persona details, be used as a source for journey
mapping details or may be used after journey mapping to consolidate pain points, needs, thoughts, feelings and
surroundings at specific journey stages for specific stakeholders. Empathy mapping may also be used during business
modeling to better understand key clients and the service value proposition.

Empathy Maps are described in the book, Gamestorming (p. 65), as well as on the Gamestorming book website.
Empathy Map courtesy of XPLANE

Internal Interviews
The team should now have an understanding of the business foundations for the project, the broader context for the
service, and an understanding of how people within the business perceive clients and their experiences.
Teams may still have areas where they need greater understanding or need to explore a sensitive topic outside of a
group situation. These answers can come from interviewing internal stakeholders to understand more about their
business needs and operations. Interviews with stakeholders can also help include a variety of perspectives, and
develop understanding and buy-in for the service design project.
Note that interviews with frontline staff or others located in field offices may be combined with client field research.
The number of internal interviews will vary based on the project—it is recommended to interview both service
owners, such as directors, as well as service delivery staff members from each service area affected. For areas at the
core of the service experience, more individuals may be interviewed or involved in workshops.
Work with the project lead from the SDTB to develop an interview script that will be used during the
internal interviews.
The Service Design Methods & Tools contains additional tips on how to conduct discovery interviews.
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Outcomes and Output from Internal Discovery
Internal discovery assists with understanding:
îî The fundamentals of the
service operation

îî The broader context where
the service is situated

îî The perceptions and
assumptions about clients
and their needs

îî Opportunity for the team to
practice research methods, such
as co-design, in workshops
and behavioural interviews
in internal context

îî The foundations for
effective fieldwork

Internal discovery helps build:
îî Shared understanding of the
service for the team and the
business areas involved

DISCOVERY PHASE

îî Buy-in from participating
business areas

Internal discovery documents findings through:
îî A map of key stakeholders
îî A Business Model Canvas
summary of the service area

îî A set of goals and objectives
for business areas

îî Rough initial model of client
needs and their service journey

Field Research
Field research is about going out into the world and seeing services from the outside-in.
Key activities include:
îî Site visits with observation
and interviews with
frontline staff and clients
îî In-depth client interviews

îî Co-design workshops to look
at current service experience
and explore potential
service improvements with
clients and frontline staff

îî Regular debriefing to share the
findings from the field team to
keep everyone on the project
involved in the research

Investing in field research will provide the most benefit with good preparation, planning and logistics.
Plan on at least:
SHIFT FORWARD

îî Two or more site visits
îî One or more co-design
workshops with frontline staff

îî One or more co-design
workshops with clients

îî Three to four interviews
per client segment
and frontline staff

Larger projects with more complexity may require more research.
As the team conducts field research, be sure to maintain an opportunity log to capture specific ideas and suggestions
for service opportunities.
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The team will gain better insights with additional activities. Manage the balance between gaining insight and
reaching a point of diminishing returns. The team will be ready to begin prototyping and blueprinting a new service
when there is a sense of the service reality on the frontline and the overall client experience over time.
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Fieldwork Preparation
As part of the Research Preparation, it is recommended that the team complete a Research Review. If the team has
not yet done a research review, it is important to know now what has already been done to understand clients,
stakeholders and the service area. Take some time to review previous research so that the teams own research efforts
will complement this previous investment and insight.
To prepare for the field research, the core team should work together to:
îî Refine the research plan based on insights from the internal discovery work.
îî Complete a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA), if required, and ensure that the team has the necessary items
ready such as consent forms (including photography, audio or video), incentive receipts and other paperwork.
îî Procure incentives for research through the ministry Finance Department or
Strategic Design and Transformation Branch. Incentives can include things such as gift cards (if
appropriate), snacks, coffee or lunch. Incentives are not appropriate to use for work conducted
with other government jurisdictions and many industry or trade associations.
îî Give as much advance notice as possible for site visits and other scheduling; preferably two or more weeks.

Field Research Activities
Key field research activities include in-depth behavioural interviews, site visits and co-design workshops.

In-Depth Behavioural Interviews
Interviews are a research staple and interviewing skills are useful throughout service design projects. Interviews
are time consuming, so the core team should consider using them to fill in gaps or gain greater depth of insight that
builds on site visits and co-design workshops.
During interviews, focus on behaviour and ask about stories of recent service experiences. Focus on what people
actually did and their reactions to that experience, rather than asking about hypothetical situations. What people
actually do in a certain situation, and what they think or say they do in a hypothetical situation, can prove to be
very different.
To prepare for conducting interviews, the research team should create interview scripts. More than one script may
need to be created depending on the user groups being interviewed. The project lead from the Strategic Design and
Transformation Branch will lead the development of the interview scripts and will require the rest of the team’s help
to ensure that the questions being asked align with the research goals of the project, outlined in the research plan.
The research team should create open-ended questions to allow for a more fulsome conversation, and discover
additional insights from the interviewee about their experiences. Typically, the interview script starts with questions
and prompts that are easy and introductory in nature (e.g. “Tell me about yourself and your team.”). The script
can then progress to more specific, in-depth questions (e.g. “What in particular is the most valuable part of that
suggestion?” “Can you tell me more about your experience?”). Use lots of why questions to probe the reasons
someone made a specific suggestion (e.g. “Why is that important to you?” “Why would you choose that option?”.
Close-ended (yes or no) questions are good to confirm what has been heard or to conclude the discussion on a
particular topic before moving onto the next discussion point.
The script should be used only as a guide to a genuine conversation about the topic, rather than a verbal
questionnaire. It is not necessarily to be used from top to bottom without flexibility. The interviewer (typically
the project lead from the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch) often asks other questions that are not
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Further Reading on Interviewing
îî Chapter 6 of Observing the User
Experience, 2nd Ed. (Kuniavsky, 2012)
îî Interviewing Users (Portigal, 2013)
îî Taking it to the streets

part of the original script. This is encouraged, as it is good practice to further
investigate areas of interest to the project if they happen to come up as part
of the interviewees’ response. Besides being more authentic and more natural,
this will help to gain greater insights while following up topics of interest with
additional questions.
Work with the project lead from the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch
to learn more about how behavioural interviews are typically conducted.
The Service Design Methods & Tools also has additional information about
conducting interviews.

Site Visits

DISCOVERY PHASE

Site visits give a crucial perspective on service at the point of delivery. Direct
contact with the service experience helps teams see new opportunities, and
appreciate the actors and their needs, priorities and context. Site visits are
a quick way to see clients, frontline staff, and the environment, where they
interact all on the same day.
Site visits may take place at the service delivery point or arrangements might be
made to visit a home, business, trade association or other client location.
A site visit may be as short as an afternoon or as long as three days, depending
on the scope of the services offered and the volume of service traffic. During slow
periods, teams may need to spend longer visiting with a variety of clients.
At a minimum, teams should identify two locations for site visits. Consider
multiple site visits when there are service points in significantly different
environments (such as ServiceBC), the ministry’s own program area counters,
and third-party service providers. Also consider both rural and urban locations.
Typical projects in the past have included a location in the Victoria area, one in
the Lower Mainland and one in the Interior. Some teams have visited smaller
rural centres, as well as major regional hubs such as Prince George, Kamloops
and Kelowna.

SHIFT FORWARD
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To gain as broad an understanding of the service as possible, choose locations
based on time, budget and location of stakeholders. It is important to include
insights from rural or regional centres that may be missed in the larger
populations of the Lower Mainland and South Island.
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Site visits provide the opportunity for frontline staff interviews, client intercept interviews, observations and
shadowing. Some site visits will provide the opportunity for a co-design workshop .

Site Visit Preparation
In preparation for site visits, work with the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch to:
îî Develop a shortlist of possible locations.
îî Contact the responsible executive or manager for each location and brief on the purpose,
timing and typical activities of a site visit. Explain how much time and commitment is needed
from staff, and collaborate with the executive or manager to help plan site activities.
îî If they are comfortable with the visit, work with them to schedule it around the project timelines.
îî If they are uncomfortable with the visit, work to understand the reasons why and see if
the team can accommodate their concerns. In the process, the team will learn more about
the service delivery area and the sensitivities involved with clients and staff.
îî Set expectations among the staff at the site. Many frontline staff will be self-conscious of being judged or
evaluated. Ensure that the value of obtaining a frontline perspective for service design is communicated well.
îî Arrange an onsite contact that will host the team during the visit. Work with the host in
advance of the visit to help understand the site layout, services provided, staff roles and
typical clients and interactions. This will help focus the team’s time most effectively.
îî Schedule any meeting spaces for interviews, if needed, and a home
base where the team can leave personal items.
îî Think about the questions to ask staff and clients coming into the office to access
services. A full interview guide may not be necessary but it is a good idea for the
team to have some key questions in mind and be on the same page.

Observation and Shadowing
What people say and what people actually do can be very different. Observation and shadowing help to understand
service in context beyond what people say in an interview.
Observation may be independent; with the researcher working on their own. Or it may be guided, where the observer
shadows a client or frontline staff person.
When shadowing, it can be helpful to explain what is happening to clients coming in. For example, the person
shadowing could say “I’m learning about how things work, just like someone new on the job. So I’m observing
different people on the job.”
Observations work in tandem with interviews. During interviews, areas or topics to observe may be found. As
observations happen, things may be seen that can be asked about in an interview.
Observers should look for several factors in service delivery:
îî People, Places & Things
What are the tangible, physical aspects of the service experience? Who is involved, where do they interact, and what
objects, tools or things do they use to get the job done?
îî Activity, Tasks, & Flow
What are the activities that each person does in the service? How does someone move through the service experience?
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What is the process? What are the specific tasks and the flow between linked
tasks and activities? Are there interruptions in flow, challenges or errors in tasks
or activities? What are the most critical actions? Where are there failures? What
alternative choices or paths are available?
îî Context
What are the broader elements that set the context of the service? Are there
social, technological, economic, environmental or policy considerations that
impact service delivery? What are the larger assumptions and expectations at
play? What establishes and frames the service context for clients, frontline staff
and management?
îî Meaning & Emotion

DISCOVERY PHASE

What is the significance of the service? What does it mean in people’s lives?
How do they feel about the service and related parts of their lives? What are the
emotions over time? What are the most stressful points in the service experience
(including outside the service delivery point)?
îî Measurement

Further Reading on Observation
îî The Service Design Methods & Tools
has additional details on conducting
observation and shadowing.
îî Observing the User Experience, 2nd.
Ed. (2012) by Kuniavsky

Observation can help explain what is measured and what matters to people. If
what matters is not measured yet, then observation allows for exploration to
determine how the ministry might use existing measures or new ones to help
monitor the service experience.

Capturing Observations – Photos, Audio, Video and Sketches
Capturing observations is important for the team’s own reference throughout
the project, but it is also just as important for sharing with other decision makers
and stakeholders in the ministry.
Take photos, notes, video or record audio of the service experiences. It may
also be useful to sketch things like floor plans or the sequence of events
after observing.
The following are some tools to consider for capturing observations:
îî Laptop for notes. Taking digital
notes makes it easy to share with
the rest of the team right away.

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Voice recorder.

îî Smartphone for photos (test first
in field conditions before using).

îî Digital camera.

îî Video or voice recordings

It is usually a good idea to observe or shadow in pairs so that someone can act
as the recorder while another person interacts with the participant. If that is
not possible, consider digitally recording the conversation as it is occurring, and
writing down thoughts and notes right after an observation so the information is
still fresh. Having more than two people observe can overwhelm the participant.

VECTOR PRIME
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îî GoPro camera to collect service
from a citizen’s perspective

Client Intercept Interview
An intercept interview happens when the researcher asks citizens on site
to participate in a short interview. Intercept interviews are similar to other
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behavioural interviews—the focus should be on the actions that the participant
has recently experienced.
Intercept interviews need to be short and focused, given that participants will
not have planned on taking time to talk. Intercepts can last anywhere from 5 to
15 minutes. Participants may begin speaking with the interviewer while they
wait for their turn at a counter, but may not be able to complete the interview if
they are called during it.
Intercept interviews allow researchers to speak with people at the point
of service, providing valuable insights to the citizen’s experience. Intercept
interviews also provide an easy way to speak with qualified participants rather
than having to recruit participants separately.
Compared to general interviews with citizens and stakeholders, responses
are often more focused since people are dealing with the service at the same
moment the intercept interview is occurring.
It also may be possible, at times, to follow-up an intercept interview with an
invitation for a longer interview by phone or in person.

Frontline Staff Interviews
Frontline staff have the closest relationship with service delivery in government.
Take time to involve them in the research through observation, shadowing
and interviews.
Frontline staff interviews can be combined with observation. Have the individual
demonstrate elements of their work that is relevant for the project.
Frontline staff are a key source for suggestions of service improvements and in
helping identify service challenges.

Co-design Workshop
A co-design workshop is an opportunity to bring people together and design
with them rather than simply for them. Co-design workshops are a great option
for early focus groups where the team is generating insights rather than getting
a response for something that is already designed.
However, co-design should go far beyond the initial project team. The intent
is not designing for the team—it is about designing for clients and frontline
staff to deliver a better service experience. Co-design may include frontline staff,
clients, or even a mix of the two, as solutions will be even better when the team
designs with them.
“The Business Foundations Workshop” on page 23 from the Alignment Phase is
a co-design workshop and follows this general structure:
îî Introduction of the team and the project.
îî Setting expectations.
îî Providing brief background information.

Tips for Working With
Frontline Staff
îî Share how valuable a frontline perspective
is to the team and the work.
îî Express appreciation for the time they
are taking to share their insights.
îî Interview staff at their counters or workstations
as it provides a greater opportunity for
observing their work in action; however,
respect their priorities for serving clients.
îî Ensure that there is a clear understanding with
staff and management about making any
adjustments to performance measurements
during interview time, such as time on calls or
number of calls for a call centre representative
(also known as the Interviewer Effect).
îî Understand the privacy needs of clients – in
some cases, the interviewer may be able to be
with the frontline staff person while they serve a
client; in other cases the interviewer may need to
leave the area to provide privacy for that client.

Field Research Example:
Helping parents make
decisions about schools
The Ministry of Education wanted to support parents
in making decisions about choosing a school. The
initial concept was to allow parents to see all
the schools on a map and then provide access to
the Fraser Institute or Provincial Exam scores.
The research team held interviews and co-design
sessions with teachers, administrators and
parents. What they found through this research
is that parents are looking for other kinds of
information – information related to school
culture, communication, policy (like how the
school handles bullying), program richness and
logistics around things like childcare and bussing.
As a result, the Ministry of Education developed
a resource for parents to provide more in-depth
information about local schools, as opposed to only
focusing on school ratings and Provincial Exam scores.
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îî An activity where participants express their needs and wants by making a
concrete artifact. This may be one of many kinds of artifacts, such as journey
maps, personas, sketches, storyboards, and business origami.
îî Discussion and explanation of artifacts.
îî Possibly a second round of making artifacts, using the same method or using a new method
that builds on the previous one (for example, journey maps may build on storyboards).
Creating tangible artifacts with people helps them articulate ideas that they would struggle to express in
an interview setting. Co-design sessions are about making things together that help tell stories, and explain
needs and hopes of the users.

DISCOVERY PHASE

A typical co-design workshop includes creating preliminary personas and journey maps. However, co-design
workshops can go beyond personas and journey maps to describe the current state of the service. They
can also help with identifying pain points and designing potential solutions. These sessions may include
methods such as a values collage, paper prototyping, sketching, storyboards or tangible service modeling,
such as Business Origami.
See the Service Design Methods & Tools for more on these methods.

Co-design Facilitation
The key to all successful co-design sessions is facilitation. During co-design workshops, members of the
design team serve as facilitators; working with a group and generating new ideas and insights by creating
concrete artifacts together.
Facilitating a co-design session is similar to other facilitation.
îî Be neutral rather than advocating a specific predetermined outcome.
îî Encourage participation across the group and gently deter those who may dominate the conversation.
îî Set clear expectations and structure for the session so participants know to expect
hands-on work. Include a description of the purpose of the session and outline the
goals and value of the session for both the project and for participants.
îî Use laddering: taking a suggestion or design direction and asking why the person suggested it, then
continuing to probe and ask why as to uncover the core need expressed by the service suggestion.

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Capture suggestions, concerns and opportunities as they arise during the workshop.
îî Additional facilitation considerations particular to co-design are:
îî Be clear about how session ideas will be used, especially in outlining how specific ideas for
features, functions, policy, and other areas will be incorporated in the final service.
îî Provide well-defined examples and demonstration for any specific methods used
so that people are clear about what they will be doing during the exercise.

VECTOR LAUNCH
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îî Explain that the artifacts will help the team understand the needs and reasons for suggesting a specific
feature. While not every feature will be implemented, the team will work to solve the need expressed.

Co-design Methods
There are dozens of co-design methods and exercises. The methods that are used most often in projects in
the BC Public Service (BCPS) include:
îî Journey mapping
îî Personas
40
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Personas and journey mapping are described under the Internal Understanding Workshop. They are especially useful
for surfacing internal assumptions and perceptions about the service.

Sketching and Storyboards
Sketching and storyboards are used so that co-design participants
can draw ideas often using simple images. Participants can draw a
concept, an idea, a feature or element of a service. The element could
be a floorplan, a webpage or a form.
When participants start to tell stories about current or future services,
they may use storyboards: a sequence of images similar to a comic.
Storyboards allow participants to relate different parts of a service to
one another and show the service experience over time.
The Service Design Methods & Tools has more detail about sketching
and storyboards.

Business Origami
Business Origami is a rapid service prototyping method. It uses paper shapes to represent the users and elements of
a system, including people, places, things and the interactions between them. The paper cut-outs are arranged on a
horizontal tabletop whiteboard to allow different scenarios and relationships to be visualized.
Because co-design participants are using premade shapes, they can engage in visual, tangible thinking without being
self-conscious about their ability to draw or sketch. Business origami also allows people to work together in a group
much more easily than in sketching or storyboarding.
The main outcome of a business origami session is a shared understanding
of the system by participants. Further deliverables are needed to clarify and
communicate that understanding. Creating journey maps after a business
origami session is a great way to communicate to others what was learned
through the business origami exercise.
The Service Design Methods & Tools has more details about running a business
origami session.

More Co-design Methods
îî The Service Design Methods & Tools also
contains a section on Co-design.
îî The book Gamestorming (Gray, Brown, &
Macafuno, 2010) contains many more
tools that are useful in co-design.
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Co-design with Frontline Staff
When frontline staff participate in a co-design session, ensure that the core team conveys the value of the frontline
perspective and the contribution it has to the project. Be clear about how their input will be used and ensure that
leadership endorse and encourage participation. Be cautious about including supervisors or managers in the actual
sessions. Some staff may not be comfortable expressing concerns about current operations if their manager or senior
leadership are present.
The goals of designing with frontline staff include:
îî Generating insight with those closest to the client and the service delivery process.
îî Reducing risk by ensuring that ideas and opportunities reflect current service needs.
îî Building buy-in through participation.

DISCOVERY PHASE

îî Gathering employee perspective in service delivery (effective new service models
must work for employees as well as improving the client experience).

Co-design with Clients
Co-designing with clients will allow the team to gain significant insights and accelerate service design efforts by
involving them directly in the design process.
There are four key considerations for co-design with clients:
1.

Help clients feel confident and welcomed in contributing ideas for improved services. Reassure clients that
their perspective is important and ensure that, as the facilitator, you are facilitating their ideas rather than
advocating your own.

2.

Manage client expectations about the purpose of the co-design session—the objective is not to catalogue
complaints but to explore new opportunities and ideas. Capture concerns, but do not dwell on them. Shift the
conversation to client ideas for addressing concerns, rather than focusing on the criticism itself.

3.

Manage expectations about how the suggestions from the session will be used. Explain that while some ideas
may be used as suggested, most suggestions are combined with other ideas.

4.

Use co-design to spark conversations about underlying needs. Use laddering to probe the reasons why someone
made a specific suggestion. Consider using questions like:
îî “What kind of difference would it make for you if that feature existed today?”

SHIFT FORWARD

îî “Why is that important to you?”
îî “What in particular is the most valuable part of that suggestion?”
îî “How does this help you?”
Probing beyond a client’s first answer will likely be required to understand the client’s deeper underlying needs.
This is how the team will find new opportunities, and connections between these deep needs and a variety of
client suggestions.

VECTOR LAUNCH
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Co-Design With a Group of Staff and Clients
Bringing clients and staff together is a powerful combination and will generate ideas that neither group will create
on their own. This combination takes more management and facilitation skill to foster success. The facilitator will
want to be comfortable co-designing with client groups and staff groups separately before bringing them together.
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When facilitating a combined session, ensure that the team manages the tendency of clients to criticize and of staff
to feel defensive. Brief participants in advance and help them to see the session as an opportunity for their own
voices to be heard.
Help staff to take on a neutral position, welcoming concerns and suggestions as areas for improvement and
generating valuable insights, rather than as personal criticism.

Metrics Research
While government often collects service data, it is important to understand what data is available and what data is
important to meaningful metrics for the service experience.
Some metrics set overall context (e.g. the number of K-12 students in British Columbia) while others provide direct or
indirect measures of the service experience.
The core team will develop baseline service measures to evaluate the current state of the service. As they monitor
the service experience, the team will also develop metrics to measure on an ongoing basis. These measures must be
holistic and include both quantitative and qualitative data that evaluate perceptions, descriptions and outcomes.
Data may be quantitative (measurable by numbers) or qualitative (measured by description). Quantitative data will
often show what happens, while qualitative data will show both why it happens and reveal new opportunities.
Performance data typically measures three things:
îî Perception
What clients or staff think and feel about the service. Often surfaced in surveys and in qualitative interviews and codesign sessions.
îî Behaviour
What clients or staff do: observed behaviour during site visits and analytics or metrics from the service systems. May also
develop descriptive measures based on task-based usability testing. Some survey elements will include self-reported
descriptive data. Use this self-reported data, but be aware that people’s ability to accurately self-report is often limited and
can cause biased results.
îî Outcomes
What are the results of the service? What value is created for
clients and for government? What policy outcomes are achieved?
Connecting perception and behaviour metrics to intermediate and
final outcomes may be needed to show the relationship of the service
to desired results.
While the outputs of a service are often descriptive data, outcomes
can be far harder to measure. Be aware that the outcome measures
will likely only capture some aspects of service quality and success,
while other important outcomes will be less measurable, but still
valued by clients, frontline staff or government.
Direct causal relationships between service delivery and benefits
for B.C. may be challenging to establish. Many times teams will see
positive correlations, but will be unable to definitively show cause.

Sources of Measurement Data
Perception
Behaviour

Outcomes

Quantitative
Surveys
Analytics,
Task-Based Usability
Evaluation, Surveys
Analytics,
Randomized Trials

Qualitative
Surveys, Interviews,
Co-design
Interviews,
Observation,
Co-design, Surveys
Case reports

Bodine, Kerry (2013) From User Experience to Customer
Experience. Forrester Research Keynote, Service Experience
Conference, October 4, 2013, San Francisco.
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Surveys
Surveys can gather data from a wide variety of respondents. These large sample sizes permit quantitative analysis
of survey responses. However, remember that survey responses are often biased based on people’s perceptions and
their frame of reference. Surveys must be used, along with behavioural analytics and qualitative field research, in
order to gain a complete picture of the service experience.
The preferred service quality survey instrument is based on the established SERVQUAL approach developed by
Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry. SERVQUAL measures five factors of the service experience, known as RATER:
1.

Reliability
How reliable is the service? Does it deliver on its promises? Is it timely, consistent and accurate?

2.

Assurance

DISCOVERY PHASE

How trustworthy is the service? Does it inspire confidence? Are staff trained, professional and respectful? Is privacy, safety
and security managed well?
3.

Tangibles
How is the service represented physically, through signage, counters, design of screens, voice prompts, etc.?

4.

Empathy
Does the service treat clients as individuals? Do people feel understood and listened to?

5.

Responsiveness
How willing are service providers to help? How flexible is the service? Is it able to respond to specific needs and situations?
Can it adapt and change through the service journey?

The Institute for Citizen-Centric Service (ICCS) offers a RATER-based survey instrument for the public sector called
the Common Measurement Tool. This instrument is available for free to the BC Public Service from the ICCS. It is
recommended to adapt the instrument, if needed, to correspond to the context and specifics of the business area’s
service journeys.

Service Analytics
Analytics measure specific descriptive data. They are measures of behaviour in the system and are less subject to
reporting bias than self-reported surveys. However, analytics may still be biased in how they are designed, selected,
collected, measured, analyzed or reported.

SHIFT FORWARD

Analytics may come from web analytics, case management tools, call centre logs or other data sources.
There are two main challenges with analytics:
îî Getting access to the right data.
îî Accessing data may be difficult, especially across organizational boundaries.
îî Filtering meaningful data from the noise.

VECTOR PRIME
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îî Most service areas have vast amounts of data available. Selecting
the right data and relationships can be challenging.
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Meaningful Metrics
Meaningful metrics reflect value for the client as well as for government. This shared value is critical for guiding and sustaining service
transformation. Metrics that do not include the client experience often create incentives for frontline staff to actually provide lesser service.
Ensure that overall metrics incorporate feedback and insight from clients, frontline staff, and management. Avoid arbitrary number targets
such as a “10% decrease in service costs” in favour of measures that reflect more effective services.
Hold a Metrics Workshop after the initial research analysis and journey mapping to design metrics that matter most in the service experience.

Other Data Gathering Approaches
Some service areas may benefit from additional data gathering methods, such as randomized trials, long-term case reporting and big data
analytics. These methods are beyond the scope of this release of the Playbook. It is recommended to work with BC Stats for more advanced
quantitative data gathering methods.

Residential Tenancy Branch Case Study 2013
From the Strategic Design and Transformation Branch
When we asked the Residential Tenancy Branch (RTB) for measures for success, they had metrics both
internally and from Service BC about landlord and tenant disputes. However, these metrics often
measured different things, expressing a different understanding of success. We also had a different
understanding of the client experience through field research in the RTB offices and call centre.
We worked with RTB directors and frontline staff in a workshop to more clearly define success. One specific
measure that we arrived at was form success and failure: what do errors look like and how could we
measure them? This shared understanding helped RTB get a sense of what was possible in the end.
One of the key measures was form completion–up to 75% of paper forms had errors when they were submitted at the counter.
Improving form completion would improve the overall experience and decrease staff time needed to help applicants.
With 100 clients, the service design team created a baseline measure for the current form. They created a prototype smart form,
with links to supporting content. They were then able to measure and improve on the prototype. Applicants understood the new
form better (they asked fewer questions) and they made fewer legal errors (though clerical errors, like typos, were still seen).
RTB used this information to consider a number of options for service improvement. They considered having staff
in the waiting area to help people with filling out the forms, but instead decided to focus on improving the online
application as an improved self-serve option, as this was seen as having a broader benefit to citizens.

Analysis and Reporting
Throughout the discovery research, the core team will be analyzing research
findings through regular debriefings and logging opportunities. Once the
initial discovery research is complete, the team will need to further analyze the
findings and report out on those findings to others.
Analysis makes sense of the data gathered during research, and generates
insights and opportunities for the team to take forward in designing new
service elements.
The team will want to report on the analysis to communicate the insights to
others. Typically, a series of analysis workshops are held to most efficiently build
a shared understanding and meaning of the research findings.

Further Reading
Here are a few suggested books and articles
related to metrics and service design:
îî Delivering Quality Service: Balancing
Customer Perceptions and Expectations
by Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry.
îî Quantifying the User Experience: Practical
Statistics for User Research by Sauro
îî Evaluation by design for public services:
Exploring the need for a culture of service
assessment by Maffei, Villari & Foglieni in
The Swedish Design Research Journal
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Analysis
Debriefing Accelerates Analysis
During the research portion of Discovery, analysis starts with daily debriefings.
This early conversation among the team begins to capture insights and
opportunities noted during fieldwork and internal workshops and interviews.
Regular debriefing sessions after research gathering activities, speeds up
analysis time significantly.

Continue The Opportunity Log

DISCOVERY PHASE

Continue to capture individual suggestions and opportunities in the opportunity
log during analysis. This log will provide a critical source of concise information
during the Opportunity phase.

Analysis Preparation
To prepare for analysis:
îî Assemble and share research notes,
photos and other data. This is when the
debriefing summaries become invaluable
in rapidly reviewing research material
from when the team was on the road.
îî Arrange for transcription of research. It is
best if transcription is ongoing during field
work – upload audio files soon after interviews
to prevent a transcription bottleneck.
îî Book space, schedule workshops and
invite analysis participants.
îî Conduct statistical analysis of quantitative data.

Research Analysis Workshops
Work together as a team in a series of workshops to gain the most benefits from
analyzing the research. The first workshops cover broad issues and work down
into details to capture overall trends, themes, issues, concerns, insights, ideas
and opportunities.
Analysis workshops are a great way for bringing the whole team, and even other
stakeholders, together to create a shared understanding and ownership of the
research and insights.
The first analysis workshops generally take anywhere from a half-day to three
days, depending on the amount of material the team is working with. It is best
to find a dedicated space to run the workshops in order to set up a “war” room.
This will make multi-day analysis workshops easier to manage.
The following steps are typical for a research analysis workshop:
1.

Gather Source Material
Post research notes, debriefing summaries, photos, and transcripts for the
team to review. Also include preliminary maps, personas, and models from
earlier workshops.

SHIFT FORWARD

Providing source material in advance of the workshop for individual team
members to review can be very helpful especially if those team members were not
involved in the research directly.
2.

An observation is something a team member observed directly; while an insight
is an idea, principle or application of that observation in finding opportunities and
solutions. This session welcomes both opportunities and solutions, but consider
using colour coding to distinguish between them.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

Surface Observations and Insights

Use sticky notes to write observations and insights (one per note) based on
each team member’s review of the research notes, debriefings, and other source
material, including the team’s own recollection.
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Highlight or annotate notes and transcripts as they are reviewed. Create a reference on the sticky to the source material
when possible. Drawing from the source material, work to create as many observations and insights as possible in the time
available. As observations and insights are surfaced in discussion, the team may want to explore the different aspects and
dimensions of the service experience by using the following information and tools:
a. The Fieldwork Observation Elements
i.
People, Places, Things
ii. Activity, Tasks and Flow. Sequence.
iii. Context and Environment
iv. Meaning and Emotion
v.
Measures and Metrics
b. Empathy Mapping
i.
Client types / Personas / Segments
ii. Thinking and Feeling
iii. Seeing
iv. Hearing
v.
Saying and Doing
vi. Pains
vii. Gains
c. RATER
i.
Reliability
ii. Assurance
iii. Tangibles
iv. Empathy
v.
Responsiveness

d. Channels or Locations
i.
Web
ii. Mobile
iii. Email
iv. Mail
v.
Call Centre
vi. IVR (Interactive Voice Response)
vii. Front Counter
viii. Back Office
e. Service Architecture
i.
Client Interface
ii. Internal Operations
iii. Policy and Strategy
iv. Organizational Structure
v.
Legislation and Regulation

These factors are prompts for the team to start their analysis. Viewing different dimensions of the service experience will
help produce better insights and opportunities instead of only using one perspective.
Continue capturing opportunities as they are suggested during analysis, dedicating a specific sticky colour or location for
these new opportunities to later include in the opportunity log.
3.

Affinity Grouping
Use the first batch of sticky notes to create groupings (or clusters) of related observations and insights, clustering the
ideas based on their similarity to each other. Work in parallel, with all participants reading stickies and moving them into
clusters. Label these clusters as they form, and announce the cluster to the workshop attendees so that they can add their
own stickies to that grouping. The service experience dimensions previously listed are good starting points for clustering
as well as prompting specific observations.
As clusters are created, additional observations and insights will often be generated. Add these to the clusters.
Once the workshop attendees reach a point where most of the notes are grouped, capture these clusters by taking photos
of them. This will allow the team to refer to the clusters later when doing further analysis, and to share the clusters with
other people post-workshop.

4.

Themes and more
Next, walk participants through the clusters and discuss them. Participants need to think individually about what stands
out for them? What are the themes, insights, principles and opportunities that stand out to the group? Capture the
discussion in real time. Take turns being the scribe or have a dedicated scribe if one is available.
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5.

Incubate
The team will spend a lot of time together as well as with the research materials so incubation time will be needed. Take a
little time away from the research analysis to let the team members think about different ways to draw connections and
generate insights.

6.

Re-sort and Recapture
After incubation, and if time and energy permits, consider re-clustering sticky notes with a fresh perspective. While
discussing the themes, the team is likely to see new patterns emerge. As the team builds on the previous work, and
as understandings and insights grow and expand, re-sort into new clusters. Capture new themes, insights, principles
and opportunities.

7.

Task Analysis (optional)

DISCOVERY PHASE

If the team is working on a specific service flow in detail, they may find it useful to catalogue at a more granular level the
specific tasks and activities that individuals go through, focused on tasks in particular. For example, taking a number at a
front counter, waiting, filling out a form, visiting with an information officer, providing background documents, proving
identity, etc.
This level of detail may be more than what is needed at this time, but can be invaluable for making design decisions and
prioritizing features later in the process.
The Service Design Methods & Tools has more information about task analysis as part of creating Mental Models; a
detailed model that aligns tasks with organizational capability.
8.

Revise Personas and Scenarios or Empathy Maps
The analysis that the team performs will provide new perspectives and understandings. Based on the field research
experience, and a more outside-in perspective, revise and update preliminary personas, scenarios or empathy maps to
more accurately reflect client or citizen needs, goals and activities. See the information on Preliminary Personas and
Scenarios and Preliminary Journey Mapping under the section on Internal Discovery.

Journey Mapping Workshop
Once the larger team has completed the affinity analysis,
the core team will be ready for a deep dive into the
service journey. This is a good time to bring people
together and build a shared understanding through this
process

SHIFT FORWARD

There may already be preliminary journey maps created
from the internal discovery workshops. These preliminary
journey maps are powerful tools for bringing together
different parts of the organization and surfacing
assumptions, but they only provide a preliminary
understanding of the experience without real field data.

VECTOR PRIME
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Once the core team has completed the fieldwork, they
will be able to build on the preliminary journey maps
with much greater confidence that the maps reflect
actual client experience and needs.
The team can pull directly from the research observations
and insights, and then they can see the contrast and
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alignment with initial assumptions and ideas. The team can also consider projecting photos from the affinity analysis
to bring these elements into the mapping process.
After the clusters are captured and documented, the core team should transfer relevant affinity stickies onto a
journey map format.
These research-driven journey maps serve to visualize and communicate the research findings. They can be used,
especially at the leadership level, to identify connections to the service journey as well as be used as a part of
procurement and systems development.
Journey maps are a concise format that brings together different perspectives on the experience, and these
perspectives help bring the organization together. Therefore, the team may find that additional understanding of the
client experience may need to be expressed in more than one map—either for different stakeholders, or for greater
levels of detail in the overall journey.
Visualizing the client journey also shows where pain points and opportunities lie. As initial client experience maps are
put together, the team may find themselves logging many opportunities.
In the Opportunity Phase [LINK to section], the team will look at the maps for key defining moments, or moments of
truth. The team will perform solo and group brainstorming for improving these crucial service interactions. They will
also redesign the journey so that a future service experience is described, creating shared value for citizens or clients
and for the ministry.
In some cases, as the team creates research-based maps, they may want to move directly into these opportunityfocused activities.

Creating Alpha and Final Journey Maps
Once the journey map workshop is complete, the team will have a great foundation to create a final journey map.
The team will capture and consolidate the content of the journey map workshop; first into an electronic version or an
alpha journey map, then by adding more detail from the source material.
There may be additional details to add that may not have been readily available in the workshop, such as relevant
measures or direct quotes from interviews. These additional streams add value to the first journey map by
communicating more facets of the experience.
Utilizing multiple facets is important because of different learning styles and preferences. One person may prefer
or relate better to narrative and quotes, while another prefers or relates more to numbers and measures. As people
gravitate to their preferred details, they are also exposed to other elements creating a more rounded and complete
understanding of the experience. It is recommended that the team use direct quotes from the research, as well as
relevant measures. If available from the research, include an indicator of emotional state or stress level (this can be a
running bar chart or plotted in one row of the map).
The adjacent details added to the journey map may spark new ideas as people see previously unrelated things side
by side, and this will help frame conversations about improving the service experience. Understanding the whole
experience, and the challenges in it, is a powerful motivator for people who want to make a difference.
Maps of the current state are useful in diagnosing challenges and pain points, highlighting moments of truth,
and showing the full nature of the service experience. If there will be a time gap between the Discovery and
Opportunity phases, the team may want to create a polished final version of the journey map in its current state. A
polished version may help communicate the need for change; depending on how comfortable the ministry is in
using less polished (but still rigorous) deliverables. However, if the team is close to mapping the future state in the
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Journey Map Resources
îî RTB Experience Map Example
îî MCFD Caring for a Child with Special
Needs Experience Map Example
îî MCFD Parent Searching for Child
Care Journey Map Example
îî AVED Journey Map
îî DriveBC Journey Map
îî Journey Map Template

DISCOVERY PHASE

îî Service Design Methods & Tools
on Journey Mapping
îî Mapping Experiences

Opportunity Phase, they may stop at this point without investing more time and
effort in journey mapping the current state.
Use the accompanying Journey Map template to create a more polished version
of the journey map. The template includes elements to combine the activities
that people take, the various channels that they might use for those activities,
and shows how those activities work over time in a way that is not simply linear
(e.g. some activities are cyclical, others are nonlinear as people move from task
to task). Showing this Action Path as part of the journey map can visually express
more of the real-world complexity of the journey while still being simple enough
to follow.

Metrics Design Workshop
The Metrics Design Workshop generates relevant metrics that reflect the client
journey. Metrics must reflect the service experience and shared value for citizens
or other stakeholders, as well as government. These metrics are often extensions
and refinement of current performance measurements.
Effective metrics design workshops include policy analysts, frontline staff or
others who are currently helping manage service performance. Involvement
from frontline staff is important so that they can advise if suggested measures
will create outcomes that may damage the service experience. For example, if
call centre staff are measured on call time, they will be encouraged to cut calls
short or even end calls before the client has been fully helped.
Set an expectation in the invitation to participants that this is an opportunity to
help better integrate the service with the client experience, not a time to criticize
or defend current performance management.
In the workshop itself:
1.

Use the journey map(s) and work individually. Then as a group identify
contributors or elements of the individual moments of truth throughout
the journey. What measures or indicators are available to show how well
the service performs in those deciding moments?

2.

Sketch and refine a logic model for these indicators. What are the
relationships between these measures? What is the connection between
perception, description and outcomes?

3.

Use sticky notes to post potential measures along the service journey by
generating a broad perspective on how service could be measured. Avoid
critiquing measures at this point.

4.

Work to filter these measures for ones that make sense for the service.
Prioritize measures by how strongly they affect the experience, how easy
they are to measure, and how closely they can be connected to the service

5.

Based on these measures, test a small set of metrics to quantify and
determine the timeframe they should be quantified in. Depending on the
availability of data and integration with analytics and reporting systems,
some measures may be annual, weekly or even in real time.

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

SHIFT FORWARD
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Use these measures to establish initial service metrics. This should be a small, focused set of metrics and
indicators that matter most for service experience quality. What is excluded is as important as what is included.
6.

Assign responsibility and accountability for ongoing metrics measurement, reporting and management. In
addition to scheduling the frequency of metrics measurement, ensure that measures are regularly reviewed
to check that they still reflect shared value. Often measures will not change, but that should be a conscious
decision rather than due to neglect.

Combine metrics that show the overall experience quality with metrics that show the operational steps or processes
that support that experience.
Lean’s control planning approach offers a good model for incorporating metrics into ongoing continuous improvement.

Reporting
While the team will gain insights from simply conducting research and analysis,
reporting is where the work starts to make a difference for the rest of the
organization. Research reporting summarizes and communicates the insights
gained from the research aids in:
îî Framing the specific challenges and opportunities discovered
îî Creating a common point of view as the team moves forward
îî Assisting the broader organization to understand
and embrace needed change
Research reporting, already generated through analysis, should capture three
key outputs:
îî Research Findings
Overall themes, principles, insights and summary of research. Summarizes the
clusters and insights from the analysis workshops. Identifies audiences, their goals,
and common scenarios using updated and revised personas or empathy maps.

Capturing the Initial
Service Baseline
Use the initial service metrics to measure current
service performance. These initial measures
establish an early baseline for the service before
any new service innovations are introduced.

Ongoing Metrics for
Continuous Improvement
Metrics can help teams understand how a service
is working across the entire service architecture,
from the client interface and experience to
operations, policy and organizational structure.

îî Journey Mapping
Visualization of current client journeys adds depth to scenarios and provides a common artifact for showing pain points
and discussing opportunities. The report revises preliminary journey maps, challenges assumptions, adds detail and
captures key insights and principles. This is a key tool for the Opportunity Phase.
îî Service Metrics
Sets out the model for evaluating a given service. Defines the measures for establishing service baseline. Commonly draws
on both existing metrics and new measures identified during discovery. Used to establish initial service baseline measures
for use in ongoing performance management and comparison for services after they have been developed or refined.
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Discovery Deliverables
Produce deliverables that will capture the breadth of the research and present a rich map illustrating the service
experience. Discovery deliverables may include the following:
îî Business Model Canvas

îî Journey Map(s)

îî Personas and Scenarios

îî Service Metrics

îî Opportunity Log

Discovery Results
This phase will create a shared understanding in the program area of the service ecosystem, mainly from the
perspective of the people using it. This will help gain agreement on where the challenges in the service are, so that
the team can move to the Opportunity Phase with a shared business understanding.

DISCOVERY PHASE

Duration and Effort
Four to six weeks
îî Week one: planning and research logistics
îî Weeks two to four: research activities
îî Week five to six: finalize deliverables

Discovery Guidelines
The Playbook is a guide to service design in the BCPS, and during a project the core team may choose to tailor its
approach to service design to meet project and client needs. The following are guidelines to keep in mind as the team
proceeds through the Discovery Phase. These are the key success factors that should be addressed during this phase.

Recruiting. Recruiting. Recruiting.
Getting the right people to participate is critical to success. However, many teams underestimate the time and effort
needed to recruit participants. This can delay a service design project by weeks. Start preparing for recruiting efforts
from the very beginning of a project. Budget at least one full-time team member over two to three weeks to lead
recruiting, whether they do it themselves or co-ordinate with a recruiting contractor.

SHIFT FORWARD

Explore the Whole Experience

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

Client experiences happen before, during, and after their interactions with a service area. Understanding the whole
experience will demonstrate better ways for the service area to improve their own part of it.
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Get Out in the Field
To truly understand a service experience is to experience it first hand. Teams need to get out of the office and away
from boardroom meetings in order to see how service works on the frontline and in people’s lives.

Design With vs. Design For
Designing for people can return good results, but designing with people gets even better results. Involving people
in co-design workshops as co-creators of ideas and solutions will provide better outcomes and better buy-in for
service transformation.

Map Defining Moments
Capture the key moments of experience and map them over time. Show how the experience works visually, especially
at the defining moments that make or break a successful service.

Reframe to Win
Often, the best way to come up with a winning solution is to see the problem or opportunity differently. Reframing
or redefining the situation unlocks new opportunities. Often this will mean operating at a different level than the one
where the initial problem was identified.

Measure What Matters
What gets measured gets managed, but make sure that what is being measured is what matters to people. Ensure
that measures reflect needs and success in the service experience, not just the convenience of what can be easily
measured. Defining moments are a key area to look for metrics that matter.
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Opportunity Logging
Opportunities will come up throughout
the entire design process. Capture these
suggestions in a log rather than restricting
conversations about the opportunities only
to the Opportunity Phase of the process.

OPPORTUNITY PHASE

A simple Excel spreadsheet is a good logging
tool. Capture the opportunity with a brief word
or phrase, a longer note to explain context, the
date and who captured the opportunity to
allow for follow-up. Opportunities may be
captured in real time during a workshop or may
be captured as part of the daily debriefing.

What is Service Blueprinting?
Service blueprints are visual documents that
show the overall journey of a person experiencing
a service. Layers of information are then
added which detail what the organization
must do to support that service experience.
Service blueprinting and the service
blueprinting workshops are detailed in the
section The Early Blueprint Workshop.

Templates
îî Business Model Canvas: One page model
of key business drivers for service.
îî Journey Map: Visual map of service
experience over time.

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Opportunity Log: Spreadsheet
to track opportunities.
îî Feature-Value Matrix: Spreadsheet to help rank
opportunities by business and user value.
îî Service Blueprint: Visual map of
service experience extended with
organizational elements.

OPPORTUNITY PHASE
The Opportunity Phase explores future options for the service environment
based on the insights the core team gained during discovery work. The team will
naturally shift from documenting the current state of the service to exploring
potential service futures as they complete the analysis of the research and
mapping of the service(s).
The clients and the core team will have ideas and make suggestions throughout
a service design project, which the core team will be identifying and capturing
during the discovery work.
Now that the initial research is complete, the core team and other stakeholders
can start to generate new ideas and options based on these early ideas and the
research insights. The core team should use their understanding of business
goals, client needs, and the overall service ecosystem to prioritize the most
promising opportunities for prototyping and initial service blueprinting.

Opportunity Activities
Opportunity activities are about capturing and creating new opportunities
for service improvement, from incremental changes to new service offerings
and even fundamental service transformation. Service design also shows
opportunities for scaling back or stopping existing efforts that are not as useful
for citizens and other stakeholders.
The key work of this phase is exploring options to improve the service area. Key
methods include solo brainstorming, co-design, and iterating maps and models
of the current state to reflect possible futures. Specific options will also need to
be logged, selected and prioritized. Initial service blueprinting will be carried out
to understand the organizational and policy implications of the most promising
opportunities.
Opportunities are focused on the future: “What could we do to improve how the
BCPS provides services to citizens and other stakeholders?”
The Opportunity Phase involves five main activities:
1.

Surface opportunities already identified in earlier discovery work.
2.

VECTOR PRIME

Examples

Opportunity Generation and Capture
Capture new opportunities through solo brainstorming paired with
group workshops.

îî ODR Service Blueprint
îî Future Journey Map

Presentation of Current Service Model or Map
Review the discovery work to build empathy and frame (or reframe) the problems,
challenges, and broad opportunities based on insights from the analysis.

3.
VECTOR LAUNCH

Research Briefing

4.

Opportunity Selection and Prioritization
Select and prioritize the most promising opportunities.

Further Reading
îî This is Service Design Thinking
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îî Service Design Methods & Tools: Strategy

5.

Initial Blueprint Workshop and Future Service Model or Map Development
Begin service blueprinting to identify the implementation needs and implications.
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Opportunity and Discovery
During the Discovery Phase, the core team will start to identify and capture opportunities. As the team conducts
fieldwork and co-design, they will begin to see certain things differently about the services. This new perspective
can help redefine or reframe the challenges facing the organization so that even better solutions can be created than
were first intended.
As outlined in the Discovery Phase, the team will use an an opportunity log so ideas are remembered. It will make the
work during the Opportunity Phase that much easier and more straightforward.
Some opportunity activities will raise questions and reveal areas that require more understanding and investigation.
At this point, the team may shift back into the discovery phase to get the answers needed. However, it is important
to keep moving forward; therefore, the team should use their best experience, analysis, and judgement when these
questions arise.

Opportunity and Prototyping
The Opportunity Phase works hand-in-hand with the Prototyping Phase to test opportunities and see how they
work in the real world. If opportunity is about generating new ideas, prototyping is about making new ideas. Some
people on the team are going to be more comfortable generating new ideas with thinking, while others are more
comfortable with making. The best teams bring thinkers and doers together to identify and test new opportunities.
Prototyping works with the opportunity phase to:
îî Validate, test the concept and design of a specific feature, function or
service. Prototyping brings opportunities into the real world.
îî Reduce risks by trying opportunities in a safe, limited scope.
îî Create new insights and reveal better opportunities that did not surface
during previous discovery or opportunity work.
îî Flesh out details of opportunities to create better service blueprints documenting
the elements needed to implement service improvement.

Generating Opportunities Using Better Brainstorming
This phase is about generating many opportunities and then focusing in on the best ones. The core team will already
have some opportunities from the process; now is the time to come up with new ones.
Contrary to popular practice, brainstorming is most productive as a solo activity prior to jumping into a group setting.
Opportunities come from insights. Insights come from analysis and intersections. The best place for people to start is
right in their own head then every team member is better prepared to contribute during group work.
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Better Brainstorming
Example: BC Services Card
The BC Services Card team used this opportunity
approach to explore different opportunities for how
the card could benefit British Columbians. Over
three days, teams generated dozens of ideas using
a combination of solo work, visual thinking and
service prototyping. Then they generated journey
maps to tell the stories of key opportunities for the
card. These maps were used as part of the public
consultation about the future of digital services in BC.

OPPORTUNITY PHASE

More can be read about the Digital Services
Consultation here.

Preparing for Opportunity Workshops
During the Opportunity Phase, the core team will go through different activities
in a workshop format. Prepare for these workshops by:

Choosing Workshop Participants
Think about who else beyond the core team should be invited. This is a prime
opportunity to invite participation from relevant business areas. Consider
including frontline staff representatives as well as service management or policy
designers. Be cautious inviting senior executives who may unintentionally
dominate the activities and conversation.

Workshop Logistics and Scheduling
Schedule workshops well in advance. A typical workshop schedule takes place
over four sessions spread across a three to four day period. However, depending
on the amount of early ideas and research insights the team needs to get
through from the Discovery Phase, the workshops could be shorter or in some
cases spread out for up to two workweeks. See The Opportunity Workshop Series
section for full workshop description.

Opportunity Log
If the opportunity log is fairly short and self-explanatory, the team may want
to distribute it before any meetings. If it is more abbreviated shorthand or if
it is lengthy, it should be summarized first or included as part of the initial
research briefing.

The Opportunity Workshop Series
The core team will work with a wider group of stakeholders to explore and
generate opportunities, then prioritize and focus on the most promising ones
with storyboards, blueprints and prototypes. This will take some commitment
and dedicated time. Expect three or four days of effort over one or two weeks
for the extended working group. Activities that happen during the opportunity
workshops include:

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Review research and frame the challenge
îî Generate new opportunities (individually, then as a group)
îî Focus and prioritize

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

îî Add detail through maps, stories and sharing
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Session 1: Review Research and Frame Challenge
Opportunity builds on a foundation of discovery. Start the Opportunity Phase by briefing all the participants on the
work to date. Briefing sessions typically run one and a half to two hours.
Summarize the team’s insights from the Discovery Phase. This will help create a shared understanding of the work
and build empathy amongst the people involved. Share the research findings, audience identification and needs, as
well as other insights and patterns. Share any personas, empathy maps, journey maps, business model canvases or
other artifacts.
Use these insights to help focus the group on a specific range of opportunities by posing a challenge statement, such
as “How can we help reduce the need for arbitration services for British Columbians?” Refine the challenge statement
together so that it is clear what the group is going to focus on, without suggesting a solution.
Close the session by inviting participants to spend some time on their own thinking about new ideas to address
the challenge.

Writing a Great Challenge Statement
Challenge statements ask the group how they will achieve a particular vision
or outcome. The key to a great challenge statement is that it does not presume
a particular solution but at the same time outlines the outcomes, vision and
potential for service improvement. It also leaves enough leeway to generate
many options, rather than being so specific that only a narrow range of
ideas applies.

Incubate to Innovate
People produce better ideas when they have
some time to absorb the discovery findings.
Better results will be received by giving people some
time to think things over, after sharing the findings
and before jumping into brainstorming activities.

For example, after the initial discovery work, “How can we improve our case management system?” might be
rewritten to “How can we help applicants navigate the intake process?” Several challenge statements may be needed
to show the different facets of service improvement. Also consider, “How can we help our clients feel confident and
be informed throughout the process?”; however, it is too narrow to ask, “How can we notify applicants of the current
status of their application?”

Session 2: New Opportunities
The second day is often full of energy as people are able to share their ideas with each other. It typically takes six to
eight hours to run a session generating new opportunities. A sample workshop is outlined below.
Although these workshops may be designed differently from project to project, the workshop still needs to be
grounded in the research, and the core team will get better ideas if people start generating ideas on their own before
shifting to group work.

Sample Workshop Outline:
îî Recap the previous briefing.
îî Use the challenge statement and invite participants to list ideas on how they can meet the challenge on their
own. They may already have started before the session. This individual work will typically take 15-45 minutes,
depending on how prepared participants are. Encourage volume and speed before editing ideas for quality.
Consider using simple visual thinking to help express ideas. Having participants sketch their ideas taps into new ways
of thinking as opposed to purely written work or verbal discussion.
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îî Pair participants to share ideas with each other. Sharing ideas will spark new ideas and combinations of ideas;
have the pairs capture any new opportunities. As they share their ideas they will also need to start to explain
them further. A quick visual sketch, and a couple more sentences, can add to the shorthand of individual work.
îî Bring the pairs into groups. Capture every idea into a group opportunity log that will later be merged with
the overall opportunity tracking (this may be on flipcharts or in an electronic document). Continue to capture
new opportunities and add detail as ideas are explained. Depending on the group, it may be helpful to have
a facilitator at each table. Some groups will be fine independently; other teams will need more guidance.

OPPORTUNITY PHASE

îî Groups will often start to run short of energy as ideas are shared. Consider using co-design tools to shift the
energy in the session and help participants add details to their ideas. Using sketching, storyboards, business
origami, role-playing or other co-design tools can help the group explore and build on their ideas. The most
productive group dynamics shift between making, reflection and storytelling. Co-design tools will provide
the most value when someone can help facilitate using them with the group. Members of the core team may
take on this role (though unlike traditional facilitation, the core team members should still contribute ideas).
îî If time remains in the day, have groups share an overview of their ideas. Capture the
ideas from the day and merge them into the overall opportunity log. Each opportunity
needs a short title, description and reference number. Other notes may be added (such
as date or contributor). Real time collaboration tools can be helpful here.

Session 3: Focusing and Prioritizing
This workshop shifts from generating ideas to narrowing them down. The following describes a simple group
workshop approach to Focusing. The core team may also use a Feature-Value Matrix as a more granular analysis
approach. A Feature-Value Matrix considers the value for different stakeholders for each opportunity. This value can
then be compared with effort, complexity and risk of action (and inaction). Consider inviting decision makers to help
with Shared Value and Impact Analysis conversations.
îî Preparation: Consider printing the opportunity titles on sticky notes.
îî Explain that the workshop is about narrowing and prioritizing the opportunities they have generated.
This typically includes Concept Clustering, Shared Value Analysis and Impact Analysis.
îî Start by clustering opportunities as a group. Have everyone work in parallel, similar to the affinity
analysis from discovery work. Create groups of related opportunities and merge identical ones
into one sticky note. Have people describe the clusters they are creating or to find matches to
opportunities that they have. Label the clusters with overall titles. Take photos of the groupings for
later reference. A new section in the opportunity log can be created to track these refined ideas.

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Discuss Shared Value. To look at Shared Value, work through the clusters placing them on a
large 2x2 matrix of high or low value for the citizen or stakeholder and high or low value for
government. What are the opportunities that the group sees as high value for both?

VECTOR PRIME
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îî Discuss Impact. Finally, take the highest value opportunities and create another 2x2 grid, looking
at high/low impact and high/low effort to implement. What are the ideas that are high impact
and low effort? What are the risks of both acting and not acting on a specific opportunity? Are
there other ideas that may be worth high effort because they will have high impact?
îî Discuss which options resonate with the group and the core team. Keep in mind the outcomes that the team
is working towards. Use the challenge statement developed earlier to focus the vision of the team. Select the
most promising opportunities for further exploration through mapping, blueprinting and prototyping.
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îî The team may need to pause at this point to get direction from the working
group or executive if they have not been involved in the workshops.

Session 4: Mapping, Storytelling and Sharing
This session is about adding detail to the selected opportunities and preparing the core team for blueprinting and
prototyping. It often takes place over three or four hours.
îî Form into groups and assign one or more opportunities to each group.
îî Have groups build out detail about the opportunity by storyboarding and talking about what will happen.
îî Capture a high-level journey map for each opportunity, including the major steps and
activities. This will fuel the service blueprinting for these opportunities.
îî Share the story of each opportunity and identify possibilities for prototyping or further exploration.
If the intent is to share the future journey maps beyond the group, they may need to be polished and refined before
sharing.

Opportunity Selection, Risk Management and Priority
For selecting and prioritizing opportunities, consider running smaller sessions with less people. It is recommended to
include only the core team as they were directly involved in the discovery research.
As the team develops the candidate opportunities, identify the risks of both action and inaction. A simple risk
assessment may begin with adding high/medium/low risk based on team consensus. More sophisticated riskmanagement approaches are well developed in the BCPS. Lean and Enterprise Business Architecture both offer
approaches as a more granular approach to risk management.
Finally, to assist with validation and managing change, the core team will present a focused set of opportunities for
input without taking up time with a large-scale prioritization exercise. They will present to the program area ADM
and other project sponsors, the project working group and the Steering Committee.
A weighted Feature-Value Matrix or other prioritization tool can be helpful as executive decision makers are briefed.

Future Business Model Canvas
What does the Business Model Canvas look like for new service offerings? At this point, the core team may want to
get a quick snapshot of the future organizational implications for different opportunities. The core team may have
created a Business Model Canvas in the Alignment Phase that focuses on the current state. Updating the canvas with
the core team or the larger working group will help the team understand the kinds of future organizational changes
that will need to be made to create new value.

The Early Blueprint Workshop
Developing a blueprint for the project will depend on what was uncovered in the research evidence and key findings.
Not all projects will require a Service Blueprint as a deliverable. However, if it is deemed a requirement, the core
team will transition from ideas created in the Opportunity Phase to execution using the blueprint. These large visual
documents show the overall journey. Layers of information are then added which detail what the organization must
do to support that service experience. Policy is particularly important to coordinate within government. This early
blueprint workshop is a great opportunity to invite policy analysts and owners to contribute.
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There will likely be gaps at this point as the team works to fill out the blueprint. These gaps point to areas that can be
further explored through the prototyping phase or through the team returning briefly to the Discovery Phase.
Extend the journey maps with organizational layers including:

Channels
How is the service going to be delivered? Are there implications for face-to-face, mobile, web, forms, or call centre?

Organizational Capabilities
What capabilities are needed to deliver the service? Which ones already exist and which are new? Are there
capabilities in other parts of government that could be adopted?

OPPORTUNITY PHASE

Staffing and Organizational Structure
Who is involved in delivering the service? What structure, culture and values are needed to consistently deliver
effective service?

Business Process
What processes and procedures are changed? Have they been reviewed from a Lean perspective to ensure they will
deliver the most value? If not, contact your Ministry Lean Lead or LeanBC for information and support.

Physical Environment
What are the needs for facilities to deliver the service? Are there changes in locations? Layout? Equipment?

Policy and Strategy
What are the policy implications and needs for service delivery? Are there current policies that limit how a service is
implemented? Are there policies that need to be updated to reflect the direction of the organization and the needs of
stakeholders? Do new policies need to be designed?

Technical Systems
What technical infrastructure and systems support are needed to deliver the service? Are there alternatives to new
technical investment? Are there existing capabilities elsewhere in government?

SHIFT FORWARD

As the core team outlines the initial blueprint, it might be useful to explore what would change in the Business Model
Canvas, if the team completed one in the Alignment Phase.
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Use the early blueprint as a framework to identify key elements to explore during the Prototyping Phase as well
as areas where more discovery work is needed for prototyping. Continue to fill in details in the blueprint as more
information is collected and the team gains further insights into how the service will actually work.
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Opportunity Deliverables
The team needs to produce deliverables that will capture the range of opportunities, how opportunities fit into the
overall service journey, the priority of those opportunities, and an initial service blueprint (if required) that extends
the mapping into organizational and policy considerations. The following items may become deliverables for the
Opportunity Phase.

Expanded Opportunity Log
The opportunity log should contain a long list of raw opportunities, as well as a clustered and prioritized view of
the opportunities. This log will be used to determine which prototypes to develop, as well as help to build out the
final roadmap.

Feature Value Matrix
A formal Feature Value Matrix spreadsheet showing quadrants may have been created through a group prioritization
exercise. This will provide a sense of which features or aspects of a service will be most valuable.

Future State Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas may have been updated to reflect new service offerings.

Future State Journey Map(s)
As part of the opportunity workshops, participants may have created high-level journey maps or storyboards.

Initial Service Blueprints
At this point, the core team may have an early service blueprint that shows what elements the organization needs in
order to deliver a specific service. Even if it has gaps, this initial blueprint will serve as a framework to guide future
conversations and prototyping.

Opportunity Results
“The best way to have a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.” – Linus Pauling
The challenge of all new investment is that there are more ideas than resources. So how do ministries know what to
invest in? The way some companies manage this is to hire a genius, like the duet of Steve Jobs and Jony Ive at Apple.
But many other organizations innovate without a genius at the helm. They navigate this challenge by generating
lots of ideas, then evaluate and filter those ideas to come up with a short list of things that will make the biggest
difference and are most promising for further investment.
The Opportunity Phase helps the core team consider a lot of ideas and generate a clear set of opportunities that will
create shared value for clients, other stakeholders, and for government.
This generative approach, where the focus is on exploring and expanding ideas, helps break the status quo and find
real opportunity for service transformation. Rather than investing in incremental improvements, there will be more
options that can make a significant impact and provide a better return on investment.
In this phase, the team will select and prioritize the best opportunities to explore further. These selected
opportunities provide the focal point for the next phase: Prototype–test ideas with concrete, tangible
demonstrations of future services.
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While prototyping is a distinct phase in the process, it is not a stand-alone activity. Teams need to keep in mind while
selecting opportunities that this is not the only chance to prototype. More time later in the process, or even after the
project is complete, could be available to test other key opportunities that were not able to be prototyped during the
Opportunity or Prototype Phase.
By next creating a blueprint, the team can see what the organization needs to do in order to deliver a service and
focus the conversation from discovery and exploration to execution.
The Opportunity Phase sets the stage for the Prototyping Phase, where the team gets the chance to make the best
ideas concrete and test them out in the real world.

Duration and Effort
One to three weeks + Prototyping

OPPORTUNITY PHASE

îî week one: opportunity generation & prioritization
îî week two: service blueprinting
îî week three: updates based on prototyping and testing

Opportunity Guidelines
The Playbook is a guide to service design in the BCPS and the core team may choose to tailor its approach to
service design along the way. The following are guidelines to keep in mind as the team proceeds through the
Opportunity Phase. They are the key success factors that should be addressed during this phase.

Lead With Needs: Connect Needs to Capabilities
Start brainstorming by focusing on the needs of citizens and other stakeholders (rather than starting off thinking
about technologies or other implementation). Review the discovery findings to set the stage for opportunity thinking.
Start by indicating which citizen needs are clear. Use those needs to fuel ideas for service innovation. Ideas will
include new or modified capabilities for government—things that government does to provide a service. Make it
clear what citizen needs are supported by the future capabilities the team imagined during the brainstorming and
opportunity sessions.

Go Wide, Then Narrow

SHIFT FORWARD

Start by generating many ideas before narrowing focus to the best ones. It is easy to focus on the first good idea;
however, this is a mistake as other good ideas may get missed.

Start Solo, Then Merge

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

Participants will generate more ideas, and better ones, if they start by brainstorming on their own. Begin idea
generation by briefing people on the research, then letting them create ideas on their own before merging all ideas
with the group. This often works best on day one of a workshop that shares initial findings and frames the focus of
the session, then starts again the next day after people have had the chance to sleep on these ideas.
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Effectiveness Before Efficiency
Choosing the right things to do comes before making those things run smoothly. Focusing on doing the wrong things
more efficiently will not make them right. For example, a recipe for a dinner party would not be chosen before
knowing how many dinner guests are attending and what preferences or needs the guests may have.

Create Shared Value
Effective government creates value for citizens, stakeholders and for government itself. This shared value creation
is at the heart of service design. The team needs to understand user needs before they will know where to look for
shared value opportunities.

Address Entire Service Architecture
When generating ideas, remember to look across the entire service architecture. The best ideas might reflect
something from client interface, operations, infrastructure, policy, strategy, staffing, incentives or legislation. Also
consider this range while prioritizing ideas and think about what the ripple effects are across the organization’s
service architecture.

Technology Is Not an Answer by Itself
There is a tendency to think that technology is a solution. Technology for technology’s sake is a risky opportunity.
Instead, ensure that technology ideas provide capabilities that are firmly grounded in evidence of client needs.
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PROTOTYPE PHASE
The Prototype Phase is about trying new ideas with real people before fully implementing those ideas. The biggest
role prototyping plays for the BCPS is risk mitigation.
As described in the Opportunity Phase, prototyping works hand-in-hand with opportunity development. As the
core team works to develop new ideas and opportunities for better service delivery, they can start prototyping
those ideas to see how they work in the real world, and iterate on those ideas as the team continues with the service
design project.

Prototype Development and Risk Reduction

PROTOTYPE PHASE

Prototyping reduces risk for service innovation and transformation. One of biggest benefits of prototyping is that it
helps avoid costly changes once a service is in production.
The cost differential for making a change
in an early concept stage versus later
in actual production is significant. The
cost differential for making a change
once a service is in production is even
more significant.
Service design provides for necessary
research with the people that will be
using the service. It allows for testing
and iterating on potential service design
changes, helping mitigate potentially costly
mistakes or oversights.
Large and complex organizations like the BCPS have some particular risks that prototyping helps manage:

Generate Better Opportunities
Prototyping will trigger new or improved insights about better opportunities because seeing something in
action helps gain insight into how it can work even better. Compared to discussions around a meeting room table,
prototypes immerse the core team and stakeholders in the opportunity. This gives a new, invaluable perspective to
create a better service.

SHIFT FORWARD

By prototyping opportunities, the core team can see them from different angles and can generate better
opportunities than through discovery alone. Tangible models literally activate different areas of the brain. This taps
into a richer source of opportunity thinking, which in turn lowers the risk of investing in opportunities that will
produce fewer benefits for the ministry.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

Another way of thinking about this is that prototypes manage the risk of opportunity cost. The cost of investing in
one opportunity makes it difficult to invest those same resources in another opportunity. By allowing the team and
stakeholders to see ideas in action, prototyping helps decision-makers feel more confident that they have selected
the right direction for the service.
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Create Common Ground
Projects are constantly at risk of miscommunication, misunderstanding, and conflicting expectations between
stakeholders. Prototypes create bridges between people and between different organizations— something
that is critical on multi-ministry projects or services that are delivered with partners outside the BCPS. A concrete
model of the opportunity provides a way for people with different perspectives to come together and develop
shared understanding.
Because people can see and feel the prototype, individual visions and viewpoints merge into a greater shared
goal. This common ground reduces risks of miscommunication, missed requirements and inaccurate expectations.
Prototypes provide clarity and unity.

Connect Executives and the Frontline (And Regions and Central Offices)
A special case of creating common ground is the connection that prototypes make between executives and the
frontline. Leadership’s vision and daily service delivery are both reflected and understood in a prototype. A prototype
encourages important conversations for executives to understand the nuances and realities of frontline work, at
the same time it shares the broader vision for service transformation with teams in the trenches. Prototypes create
commitment and understanding.

Prove the Concept
Sometimes what sounds good in theory (or policy) does not work so well in practice.
Instead of waiting until the service is almost ready for launch to begin testing, trying out prototypes in the real world
sooner reduces the risk of investing in a flawed concept.

Improve Implementation
Even with great concepts, poor implementation can still derail a project. Prototypes let the development team be
involved early on in the prototyping process to understand the implementation needs. Prototyping lets the core team
make course corrections—testing a prototype will demonstrate how to refine it to make an even better service.
Prototypes can also express the overall vision, helping the development team make decisions that reflect that vision,
and help translate business specifications and requirements. Finally, prototyping helps anticipate challenges or find
alternatives to technically challenging implementations.

Decide with Data
By creating a concrete model and testing it with real people, the team will get better data to make design decisions.
Rather than making decisions about service implementation based on personal preference, the team will have a
better sense of what works and what does not. Professional judgment and experience will still need to be used to
interpret and apply that data. Data will help the team be more confident in their decisions.
Teams need to be sensitive in how data is used to support decisions. While some findings will be fairly conclusive,
others will only point to possibilities. Use data to foster conversations–that is what shifts findings from data to
information that can be used to innovate.

Identify Gaps and Other Efforts Needed for Implementation
Data helps identify gaps in the solution. It also helps identify other areas needed for successful implementation, such
as Lean, Enterprise Business Architecture, software development, policy or legislative harmonization.
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Trying Out Ideas in the Real World
Nothing improves the odds of getting a service right than making it tangible early in the design process. Prototyping
is the practice of making ideas concrete so they can be understood, tested, refined and improved.
The core team will use prototyping to bring ideas to life, from simple sketches and storyboards to fully interactive
kiosks, voice response systems or even new physical space layouts.
A prototype is different than a beta. A beta is a production service that is almost ready for release, used by a large
group of participants to find mistakes and fix them before wide release. In contrast, a prototype should start very
early and very rough, then be refined as the team learns what does and does not work.

PROTOTYPE PHASE

Prototypes can also be incomplete. Sometimes the core team only needs to prototype part of a service rather than
the whole thing. In choosing what parts of a service to prototype, the team may want to create a vertical prototype
(one that explores a specific interaction or scenario in depth) or a horizontal prototype (one that represents a broad
cross section of the service but without much detail).

Prototyping Manages Innovation Risk
Prototyping is critical for service transformation and innovation. Innovation by definition is unproven and that makes
it risky. Prototypes give a low-cost, low-risk method for proving that new service innovations work in the real world
and increase public value. This gives the core team the
freedom to innovate with a safety net.
Additional Reading
îî Prototyping, Zaki-Warfel
While prototyping is a distinct phase in the process,
it is not a stand-alone activity that only occurs after
the discovery and opportunity phases are complete.
The teams with the most success use prototyping
throughout the entire service design experience.

îî Paper Prototyping, Snyder
îî Sketching User Experience, Buxton
îî Don’t Make Me Think, Krug

Prototyping During Discovery
and Opportunity Phases
The core team will likely use some early prototypes in the Discovery Phase as part of co-design sessions and to assist
with explaining ideas to people. The team will find an even closer relationship between opportunity and prototyping,
as some opportunities will only start to be clear once they become concrete.

SHIFT FORWARD

Prototyping will be used in tandem with the Opportunity Phase to explore how specific opportunities will work with
citizens, clients, partners and staff. Prototypes allow the team to safely try out ideas in the real world, and because
they are limited in scope, prototypes hold far less risk than waiting until ideas are fully implemented.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

Prototyping lets thinkers and makers collaborate to design and improve services. Some people find that they are
more comfortable working hands-on and will use prototypes to explore and generate opportunities throughout the
process. The core team will move back and forth between generating opportunities and prototyping to try things out,
which in turn will create new insights and even more new opportunities.
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Choose the Right Kind of Prototype
Kinds of Prototypes
Three factors determine the kind of prototype required at this point in
the process:
îî The purpose of the prototype
îî The realism of the prototyped
îî The medium of the prototype.
The Purpose of the Prototype
There are three main purposes for using Prototypes in the service design process,
depending on how far along the project is:
1.

Co-design Prototypes
Prototypes that are created in a workshop or group setting to help people
articulate their needs and wants. Generally low realism, using paper, sketching,
role-play, cardboard, etc.

2.

Concept Prototypes
Prototypes that help explain and clarify the core idea at the heart of an opportunity.
May be low-fidelity (like a storyboard or sketches) or higher fidelity (like a series of
mock-ups or a video showing future use).

3.

Production Prototypes
Prototypes to explore how an idea will work in detail. Informs implementation.
Allows for extensive testing or possible use in a pilot project setting.

The Fidelity of the Prototype
Prototypes also vary in realism: some may be quick sketches, while others may
be like the concept cars shown in Detroit: a custom-built model that is the last
step before being refined for production. Another term for the realism of a
prototype is fidelity. A low-fidelity prototype is quick and dirty; a high-fidelity
prototype is very realistic. In fact, some people may think that the new service is
completely finished (even if there is still a large amount of work to make it fully
functional).

The Medium of the Prototype
How will the prototype be physically represented? The medium matters–will it
be a sketch or a foam core model? Different materials, from paper to digital to
plastic, will get different responses to your prototype.
Choose a Prototyping Method/Medium such as:
îî Paper (Sketch, Storyboard, Comic)
îî Screen (PowerPoint, Comic Life, Axure, Excel, HTML, Floorplan software)

Prototype Example: Prototyping
online dispute resolution
With a mandate to deliver an alternative forum to
resolve small claims and strata property disputes,
the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), and Tribunal
Transformation Initiative (TTI), used prototyping to
inform its design of a new online dispute resolution
platform and the service delivery process for the
new CRT. This work has also created a reference
model for other administrative justice bodies.
To test the concept of a question-and-answer
expert system for the online platform, the team
created a quick, clickable prototype modeled after
current design ideas and took it out to citizens.
Test driving the tool, and discussing the problems
citizens encounter in their own context, helped
validate the question-and-answer concept as an
attractive and potentially effective way to triage
citizen disputes. It also facilitated an understanding
of citizen’s options for resolution and helped to
reveal features users would expect to find.
A second prototype focused on content delivery.
This prototype was filled with content, and
citizens were turned loose to triage their real
life disputes. This activity showed what caused
users to get stuck, what confused them, what
content needed to be simplified or enhanced, and
what users were seeking from the system.
A third prototype simulated the online application,
negotiation, and facilitation processes of the
future CRT. Citizens were given detailed scenarios
and evidence to role-play opposing parties in a
dispute. Using simple online forms and email, they
worked through the Tribunal’s online process as it
might function in the future. This exercise revealed
what users needed and what they wanted to know
at critical moments in order to have confidence
in the process. It also gave an indication of the
kinds of tricky problems that Tribunal staff may
encounter in helping disputants resolve their cases.
By revealing more insight into the things users
will need in order to have a successful service
experience, each experiment gave the TTI and the
CRT more confidence to make design decisions before
finalizing service process, technology and content.
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îî Desktop Walkthrough
îî Business Origami
îî Lego / Playmobil
îî Physical Mock-up

îî Telephony
îî IVR, Call Centre – Faking interaction/
automation (Wizard of Oz Concept)
îî IVR, Call Centre – Voice Over IP (VOIP) Prototype

îî Role-play and improv

îî Concept Video / Storyboard Animation

îî Cardboard / Foam core

îî Infographic

îî Poster / brochure / form
The book Prototyping by Todd Zaki Warfel provides more information about choosing prototyping methods
and mediums.

PROTOTYPE PHASE

Prototyping Workshops
Build buy-in and momentum by including people in early stages of the prototyping effort. This is a prime opportunity
to co-design with internal or external stakeholders. The service innovation is ready for concrete realization and will
release a lot of energy that was held back during earlier Discovery and Opportunity work.
îî Create prototype of service touchpoints based on identified opportunities.
îî 10/3/1 (Generating many solutions; refining down to just one to test):
Creating many prototypes ensures that teams do not get stuck on the first good idea that comes along. A good rule of
thumb is to have 10 distinct directions, then refine and combine the best options into three clear alternatives before
finally deciding on one.

Example of Tabletop Prototyping with
Service BC Staff
Co-design workshops were conducted by the
Service Design and Transformation Branch
(SDTB) team with Service BC front-line staff
and management to look at the integration
of multi-channel services in the ServiceBC
offices, as well as to understand how service
delivery could be done at new and existing
locations. Service BC staff worked together
to re-imagine how their offices could better
deliver service, with a focus on channels
other than face-to-face (e.g. phone, online,
kiosks, etc.). The SDTB team used tabletop
prototypes to quickly explore alternatives
and make suggestions.

SHIFT FORWARD

The tabletop prototyping activities included:

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

îî Brainstorming and sketching the floor plan using flip chart paper, sticky notes and pens.
îî Business origami (a technique put to canvas using paper cut-outs of people, buildings, vehicles, computers
and other technology) to create a miniature model of a system and the interactions in question.
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Workshop plan
The SDTB team facilitated tabletop prototyping workshops after spending a day
doing research at Service BC locations. The research included observation of
service interactions throughout the offices, interviews with front-line staff, and
public intercepts. The research informed the current design and model of service
delivery in each office.

Create current service delivery model
The SDTB team created the current service delivery model by:
îî Sketching the floor plan using flip chart paper and sticky
notes to highlight elements of the service experience
(e.g. waiting area, line up, entrance/exit, etc.)
îî Using business origami to model the floor plan and the
different elements of the service experience.

Present current service delivery model
The SDTB team presented the current service delivery model to the Service BC
staff by:
îî Walking through the current service experience.
îî Going through the different areas.
îî Looking at any areas that were interesting or different from other
service models, at other locations or even in other contexts.

Create prototypes of the ideal service experience
By using the methods above, the SDTB team had staff participants work in
small groups (4-6) to develop an improved service delivery model. Although
the models were focused on the current office space, Service BC staff
were encouraged to be creative and innovative in how they improve the
service experience.

Staff presentations of the prototypes
The Service BC staff workshop participants presented tabletop prototypes by
walking through the ideal vision for the service experience in their office.

Workshop Findings
The following key themes were common across the different Service BC office
locations where workshops were held.
îî Make self-serve stations central, preferably with
new central workstations or kiosks.
îî Convert counter wickets to stand-up assisted self-service stations
where resources are not available for new workstations. Turn
monitor and keyboard to face the client at the counter.
îî Provide support for self-serve clients with staff on the floor.
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îî “Roamers” or “greeters” can help with wayfinding and assessing readiness to complete service transactions.
îî Roamers could have iPads or tablets to partially or fully complete
service transactions while citizens are waiting in line.
îî Triage early at reception.
îî Setting expectations for wait times.
îî Offer basic queue management.
îî Prince George currently uses a two-tiered system where citizens enter either a ‘quick’ line for simple transactions
or a ‘complex’ line for more complicated transactions. This model has shown a large improvement in the
overall wait times and there are some additional opportunities for refining that model even more.
îî Ensure privacy for self-serve and counter clients.

PROTOTYPE PHASE

îî Adding dividers between the wickets would help with providing some additional privacy.
îî Ensure safety and security for staff and clients.
îî Provide clear wayfinding within the offices.
îî One main entrance and exit would be best for offices that currently have multiple entrance/exit options.
îî Signage to direct people to the reception/triage desk, and then into the proper queues.
îî Improve the CATs (Community Access Terminals)
îî “Call them what they are, self serve…”
îî Touchscreen, voice-activated features, and multilingual options.

Prototype Development and Refinement
The output from prototyping workshops often needs more development and refinement. Smaller, more focused
teams, made up of members from the core team, will be most effective at taking the workshop prototypes and
getting them to a state where the core team can then support the kinds of testing required.

Prototyping Test Activities
SHIFT FORWARD

Understand the Context for Prototyping
The following questions will help the core team to understand the context for prototyping and testing it.
îî What is needed from the prototype?
îî What is needed in order to do the best prototyping?
îî Is it being shared internally to build commitment and understanding?
îî Is the team demonstrating a concept to see how it resonates with citizens, clients, or the frontline team?
îî Is the team iterating and refining production details?
The Service Architecture elements will help with examining the various areas that should be considered in
understanding the prototyping context. Two areas in particular are policy and operations.

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH
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Prototyping and Policy
It is important to consider the policy limits and implications of the prototype. Work with the relevant policy teams
to be clear about what is planned. See how it fits in current policy and what policy shifts may be needed to actually
implement the prototype. Depending on the sensitivity
Example: CFPB &
of the services involved, the core team may also need
approvals for a policy exemption to test the prototype
Prototyping a Form
with the public or other stakeholders.
The legislation that created the United States’
Consumer Finance Protection Bureau (CFPB)
Prototyping and Operations
required CFPB to redesign two of the key forms
used to gain a mortgage at American banks.
What are the operational limits and implications of the
Rather
than redesigning the forms behind closed
prototype? How will it fit in the current process? What
doors, CFPB tested variations of the forms in cities
processes will shift? What infrastructure and production
across the United States and on the CFPB website.
needs are there for both the prototype itself and the
future services that are being designed? Collaborating
By testing concepts and iterating quickly, the
with the operational teams (both for frontline delivery
CFPB design team was able to understand the
process and for infrastructure) will help create a smooth
needs of the public and ensure that the final
transition from prototyping to actual implementation.
form would help people make better financial
decisions. The forms launched in November 2013.
Team members will need to stand firm on key service
improvements while at the same time remaining
sensitive to concerns from those working in operations. If teams are not prepared for some resistance, this can
weaken the value of the service transformation efforts.

Prototyping Test Logistics
Several questions will need to be answered as teams coordinate testing logistics.
îî Articulate the Concept
What is the core idea for the prototype?
îî Select Touchpoints and Interactions
What sort of behaviours does the prototype need to support? What kinds of interactions should it include?
îî Comparative Evaluation
What other services provide similar functionality in other ministries, jurisdictions, or industry? Compare current solutions to
similar challenges.
îî Policy Check-in
Check with your policy team to ensure that they are aware of your prototyping work, and to ensure that the policy
implications of the prototype are understood.

Recruiting
Recruiting is part of logistics but is often the task that can delay projects. As found in the Discovery Phase, recruiting
is hard work and there is more of it when it is time to test a prototype.
The service transformation project reaches a key point when new ideas outside the public service are shared. Sharing
these ideas with the right people will get the right kind of feedback.
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So the challenge is describing the right people, finding them, and then scheduling time to meet with them to test
the prototype.
Past participants from earlier Discovery work are great sources for this recruiting effort. They, themselves, may be
willing to try out the prototype or they may be able to refer friends or peers who would be interested in participating
in the testing.
The Service Design Methods & Tools provides more information about the logistics of recruiting.

Logistics
To stay on track with the schedule, start near the beginning of the prototyping phase to recruit participants, schedule
testing, book test locations and organize the evaluation team.

PROTOTYPE PHASE

To make the best use of time, begin planning as the specific prototype concepts are selected from the Opportunity
phase. The same discussions that determine the types of prototypes the team will create will also shape the type of
evaluation that needs to be planned.
The initial Privacy Impact Analysis (PIA) should include a section on prototype testing with participants. If the
anticipated evaluation approach has been changed, the PIA may need to be revised. This is especially important for
actual production use of a prototype in helping to manage some, or all, real life examples with actual clients in need
of a service.

Running the Test Sessions
Test sessions typically have a moderator and one or more observers or assistants. Ideally, the moderator is not part
of the team that came up with the concept or designed the prototype, as they may be more comfortable with any
confusion or criticism from the participant than an actual team member.
The moderator interacts with the test participant, gets informed consent by briefing them on the testing procedure,
and guides them through the test. Observers and assistants watch the tests and may help with logistics, cameras,
paperwork, etc. Observers typically refrain from interacting with participants in the test until invited to do so by the
moderator. This invitation usually occurs near the end of the test session as it lowers the risk of creating biases of the
test participant.

Planning and Running Prototype Tests

SHIFT FORWARD

VECTOR LAUNCH
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The type of testing depends on what the team needs to know from the prototype. Typically one or more of the
following four approaches for testing new services and service improvements are used in the BCPS, although not all
at the same time.
Demonstrate a proof of concept so that it makes sense and the overall service fits client needs.

2.

Task-based usability testing scenarios to get a detailed view of how specific service activities work.

3.

Pilot how a service would work over the course of an actual case or file but using the prototype to deliver
the service.

4.

Perform a design review with experts or staff to collect their structured feedback.

These are four main types of testing but other approaches are possible. The Service Design Methods & Tools has more
detail about testing methods.
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Prototyping Test Guidelines
Use the following key success factors to tailor the testing approach.

Make It Real
Make ideas concrete. Nothing makes a bigger difference to creating successful services than making them tangible
early in the design process. Instead of talking about an idea, now is the time to make it real.

Keep Your Options Open
Early prototypes should be exploratory–look at multiple solutions, rather than fixating on the first one (just like in
brainstorming, do not stop with the first good idea). After going broad with the exploration, use feedback, testing
and iteration to narrow your options.

Decide Faster With Concrete Models
Having a tangible, concrete model lets the team, sponsors, clients, and other stakeholders have a shared
understanding that speeds up decisions. When everyone can see the same thing, communication is more efficient
and decisions are easier.

Make It, Try It, Test It, Use It, Prove It
How can the team prove that an idea will work? Well, a good place to start is to make it real. Actually trying out an
idea, using it, and having clients take it for a test drive with a prototype lets the team see how it works (and where it
needs improvement).

People + Prototypes = Confidence
Confidence comes when the team and clients work with prototypes. When the team sees people using the
prototypes they gain confidence in the concepts, and can be more effective stewards when making the investment in
implementation. This confidence grows as the team and clients work to co-design prototypes and concepts, as well
as when prototypes are tested to evaluate what works and what can be improved. When the team and stakeholders
see a prototype, each have a much clearer vision and a better expectation of what’s needed for implementation.

Low-Fidelity Now Is Better Than High-Fidelity Someday
Teams do not have to invest a lot to make a prototype–from a quick sketch to a jury-rigged service counter using a
couple spare desks, quick prototyping lets teams understand, explain, and improve ideas much faster. Teams do not
have to wait until they have a polished prototype to try things out—delaying the power of prototyping robs teams
of insight that can be best applied early on.

Iterate. Iterate. Iterate.
Ideas won’t be 100% when teams start prototyping. That is why working quickly lets teams understand what works,
what doesn’t, and where they can improve. Then teams can iterate (or cycle through) prototyping and testing again.
Sometimes iteration will even take teams back to Discovery or Opportunity work to get the answers needed to make
the solution better.
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Controlled Learning vs. Public Failure
Failure is a reality; ideas and implementation will never be 100% from the start. Prototyping and iteration helps
keep failures small, under control, and fuels learning and improvements. Implementing without prototyping
exposes teams to the risk of very public and expensive failure. But failure with iterative prototyping is just part of the
innovation process, like Edison and his team’s 3,000 different attempts to find the right material for incandescent
light bulbs. Prototyping shifts the focus of failure from blame to learning.

Involve the Whole Team
Include policy and technical staff who can help understand the implications, constraints, and needs for opportunities
and prototypes.

PROTOTYPE PHASE

Analyzing and Reporting Test Findings
and Recommendations
The evaluation team shares observations, forms insights, and creates recommendations similar to analysis in the
Discovery phase. Bringing the entire prototyping team into the analysis and debriefing workshop minimizes the need
for formal reporting and accelerates improvements in the prototype.
More formal reporting, including detailed analysis of time on task, video highlights and verbatim quotes, are
presented to appropriate governance/decision body.

Prototyping Iteration and Refinement
Based on the test findings, the prototype should be refined. This process of iterative design improves the service
approach and helps to strengthen it for real world implementation.
Managing the number of iterations and the amount of refinement needed will be required. There is a point of
diminishing returns, so be cautious to not spend time creating the perfect prototype. Effort is better spent on
actual implementation.

Prototyping Testing Deliverables

SHIFT FORWARD
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In this phase, prototypes will be created and evaluated, and insights will be gained to assist with completing the
Service Blueprint for the Roadmap phase.
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Prototyping Testing Results
By making ideas concrete, it will be easier to explain them, create common
understanding, test those ideas in the real world and improve them. This builds
confidence as the team moves forward. That confidence comes from reduced risk,
increased innovation and ongoing service improvement.
The Prototyping Phase allows the core team to quickly learn, and improve a
service, through iteration before rolling out the full program. It also assists
the team with creating understanding on how to execute the service and
understand what the organization needs in order to transform service delivery.

Prototyping Testing
Duration and Effort
Prototyping typically takes two to four weeks. Duration depends on several
factors, such as:
îî The number of prototypes

Beware of the Perfect Prototype
Be careful of becoming trapped in chasing the
“perfect prototype”. Iterate prototypes to improve
them, but do not iterate forever. Move on in the
process when there are enough insights to be
confident in the concept and enough information
to complete the Blueprint and Roadmap.

îî The complexity of the prototypes
îî Depth of testing and evaluation (number of people
and different testing approaches)
îî Number of iterations or revisions of the prototypes
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ROADMAP PHASE
Roadmap Overview
The Roadmap phase finalizes the deliverables and shows the prioritized approach for realizing opportunities. This is
outlined in a Roadmap report along with a large infographic illustrating the high-level timelines for implementation.
The Roadmap draws on the project opportunities, prototypes, infographics and other artifacts to make this approach
visual, concrete and clear.

Roadmap Activities

ROADMAP PHASE

Preparation
A great deal of work will already have been accomplished – so much so that the work to date will need to be
reviewed. Look through the discovery findings, opportunity documentation, and prototypes and testing results. Use
these as the foundation to finalize deliverables and complete the roadmap.

Blueprint Finalization
If deemed a requirement for the project, the team will work throughout the service design process to complete the
Service Blueprint. However, at the Roadmap stage, the Blueprint will be finalized with the core team based on what
they have learned through Discovery, Opportunity, and Prototyping phases.
Other participants may be invited to help the team finalize the blueprint so that it reflects the full cross section of
capabilities the organization requires in order to deliver the new or improved service.
Continue to use or modify the Blueprint Working Template, or create a more customized and visually
polished Blueprint.

Roadmap Workshop(s)
When the Opportunity and Prototyping Phases are complete, or when the Service Blueprint is finalized, the core team
will be ready to lay out the roadmap. The roadmap shows the organizational activities and capabilities, and aligns
them by when the organization is able to implement them.

SHIFT FORWARD

It is recommended to start the road-mapping with a workshop similar to the following:
îî Review any blueprints the team may have created
îî Use sticky notes to sort the blueprint capabilities and organizational activities into related clusters.
îî Create streams or swim lanes of the types of effort needed, such as:
îî Client Interface
îî Operations and Processes
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îî Policy and Legislation
îî Organizational Staffing and Structure
îî Technical Systems
Keep the bottom swim lane reserved, as the team will want to use it to show the value of the individual investments.
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îî Organize the clusters in the related swim lanes based on:
îî Overall timeframe of the project (use years as the Roadmap timeline—Year One, Year Two,
Year Three; paired with more relative timing—Now, Soon, Later, Someday.)
îî Dependencies (what things need to come before other things)
îî Connections to other ministry or government projects and capabilities
îî High-level estimates of resources, time, talent or budget needed
îî The capacity of the organization
Some clusters may need to be split across the timeframe because of the specific dependencies between different pieces of
the cluster; some may also split over different areas of implementation, from policy to the frontline counter.
The team may find that road-mapping will raise questions about how the organization will deliver a specific capability.
Sometimes the answers will be very clear; other times the questions will point to unknowns. The core team does not need
to know everything to create the roadmap; however, they will want to make sure that some of the early roadmap activities
are used to help fill in the blanks. This will assist in creating a learning organization that can deal with the unknowns. Often,
this may mean that things like governance and staffing should be addressed early on in the roadmap.
îî Make Value Clear
To show the value of the individual investments, use the bottom row reserved on the swim lane chart. As activities are
arranged, explain the value that different elements or clusters bring to the organization and to stakeholders.

Roadmap Refinement
The team will need to move from the collection of sticky notes to a more polished document by creating an
infographic that shows the overall roadmap. Use the Roadmap Template or create a more refined version in software
such as Adobe Illustrator.

Roadmap Reporting
The roadmap will need to be explained to others; however, members from the team will not always be there when
people need that explanation. The Roadmap Report simply introduces the project, summarizes the key findings, and
describes each Roadmap Activity, Capability or Value existing in the Roadmap Infographic. Use photos, screenshots,
or even links to video or online prototypes to help explain different Roadmap elements. As attachments or
appendices to the roadmap, also include references to other deliverables, such as personas, journey maps and the
Service Blueprint.

Project Case Study
Share the wisdom the team has gained on the project with others. The lessons learned from the project will help
improve the return on investment for future projects, and help smooth the way for future efforts in the organization
and other ministries.
Every service design project is different although every service design project has something to teach others
in government.
By creating a short case study and sharing it with others, the ministry team will gain more appreciation for their own
work and set the stage for greater success for individuals, the team and the BC Public Service. The Strategic Design
and Transformation Branch (SDTB) can help with this development.
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Roadmap Deliverables
Final Service Blueprint
Is the complete blueprint of the service, showing the organizational capabilities needed to deliver the service.
Includes policy, operations and the frontline client interface. Not all projects will require a Service Blueprint as a
deliverable.

Roadmap Infographic
A high-level timeline for implementing needed organizational capabilities. The roadmap also ties these capabilities
to the value that they deliver.

ROADMAP PHASE

Roadmap Report
A report providing a summary of the project, a detailed explanation of the Roadmap Infographic, and pointers to
other project deliverables, especially the Service Blueprint if one was created.

Case study of project
A summary of the project and lessons learned to share with others inside and outside the BCPS.

Roadmap Results
The roadmap creates alignment. It demonstrates the commitment necessary and the value generated by service
transformation. It communicates a clear path for executing the vision. Through communication and visualization, the
roadmap establishes shared understanding and outlines future priorities and plans. This clarity reduces the risk for
follow-on projects focussing on different priorities than those outlined in the roadmap.
By sharing the service-design experience with others, the team has the opportunity to reflect on their practice, and
become more mature and capable in delivering transformation efforts. Ownership of projects is increased through
public and peer commitment as teams and ministries become more accountable in the course of sharing their
learning. This sharing also supports others as they take on their own service design projects. Creating a habit of
reflection and learning builds institutional memory and culture for ongoing transformation and innovation.

SHIFT FORWARD

Roadmap Duration
and Effort
Two weeks

Examples & Templates
Ministry of Children and Families
Early Years Roadmap
DriveBC Roadmap
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Roadmap Template
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Roadmap Guidelines
Use the following key success factors to tailor the roadmap approach.

Buildings Need Blueprints; So Do Services
Just like a building, a service needs a blueprint that shows how all pieces work together to deliver the service and
create value. A Service Blueprint shows what an organization needs to do in order to deliver a specific service
experience from frontline staff interaction and support to operations, infrastructure, policy, HR, regulation
and legislation.

Roadmaps make Priorities Clear
A roadmap shows a high-level overview of timelines for implementing service improvements. It reflects the priorities
of both the organization and its clients. The roadmap should be informed by existing transformation planning, as
well as inform ongoing strategy and planning work.

One Big Map is Better Than a Dozen Binders
Using large maps allows teams to understand the overall scale, people involved, service components, and
relationships between different elements of the service system. This understanding helps teams to comprehend
follow-up reporting much better.

Connect Policy and Delivery
There is often a gap between policymaking and frontline service delivery. A roadmap should connect policy and
delivery by showing how each contributes to the service experience. This connection goes both ways. Service design
Discovery and Opportunity should bring frontline insights to inform policymaking. Service design prototyping,
journey mapping, blueprints, and roadmaps, all help convey policy intent for implementation.

Show Shared Value
Describe the benefits and value for both government and clients as part of the roadmap report and infographic. Show
why these service investments make sense for British Columbians.

Share Project Wisdom
Sharing project experience and learning improves all team members’ abilities and helps others as they tackle similar
service transformation. Create a case study and share it within the BCPS, stakeholders and others.
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IMPLEMENT PHASE
Implement Overview
The Implementation phase is about setting a client’s project up for success through a continuous improvement
framework that creates an improved experience for citizens and stakeholders. Recommendations from the
Roadmap Phase will direct the project into the Implement Phase. At this stage, prototypes and iterations come to life
and become useful services for people.

Implement Activities

IMPLEMENT PHASE

There are several ways to work towards project implementation after finishing the Prototype and Roadmap phases.
Working with the project team to determine the best approach is the first step in the process. Agile Approaches
applied to project outcomes that require a digital solution. An agile approach, used in product development, helps
with responding to unpredictability through incremental, iterative work, and empirical feedback.
As described in the Prototype Phase, development teams need to make decisions in the Implement Phase that reflect
the overall vision, so it is important to work with the right teams and stakeholders to develop and launch prioritized
opportunities. Involving development teams early in the prototyping process will help them understand the
implementation needs. Alternatively, this ensures that research findings and prototype testing insights are shared
throughout the process, which will lead to future opportunity implementation.

Implement Deliverables
Before a service is released to the general public, take stock of the entire process and ask the following questions:
1.

Does the service meet the user needs highlighted through Discovery?

2.

Has it been rigorously tested, with users both internal and external?

3.

Is it safe and secure?

4.

Can it be iterated on over time, as new insights are gained from analytics tracking and continued user feedback?

Deliverables from the Implement phase may include the following:

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Standards and guidelines for digital solution
îî Understanding of resources required for ongoing maintenance and project
governance, aligned with maintenance and governance plans
îî Identification of measurement opportunities for tracking service improvements over time
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îî Roadmap for implementation of future design opportunities
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Implement Results
This phase, in conjunction with the Roadmap Phase, will help to communicate a clear path for teams to realize future
opportunities and follow a vision beyond the launch of a product or service. The roadmap as an artefact can be
used to create a shared understanding, set priorities, and support the development of future products or services.
Measurement opportunities identified for tracking service improvements over time will help to support performance
baselines for improved service delivery, as well as future strategic direction for policy changes, financial management
and change management for program areas and ministries.

Implement Guidelines
Any service design challenge can be solved through the iterative stages of the Playbook, however, maintaining
an organization’s motivation and commitment to change, is critical to the success of a project. The following are
guidelines to ensure the project team enters into the Implement Phase with a strategy and a realistic product to
develop.

Don’t Leave it till the End
The Implementation phase should be considered from the Alignment stage of the project. Asking, how do we make
it real? from the start, will ensure that the success of the project outcomes will encourage effective change in the
organization. This phase is all about putting the vision into effect and making it real.

Have a Decision Point
The Opportunity phase should reflect on the potential of the end product. Consider a decision point that considers the
team’s readiness, budget for product, and timeframe to implement.
The opportunities stage should consider the following questions:
1.

Is this prototype something that can be implemented?

2.

Which of the opportunities could realistically make it to implementation?

3.

Is the prototype feasible for implementation?

4.

Who can potentially develop the product from the prototype?

One Size Doesn’t Fit All
The Implementation phase can occur in many different ways, which can all have different outcomes. Different sets of
resources and solutions can be utilized to develop a service past the testing and prototype stage to develop an end
product. Resources to develop these products could include:
îî Government Digital Experience Division (GDX) Development Team
îî Ministry Information Management Branch resources, staff, vendors
îî Project vendors

Articles
Read further about Service Design Implementation
and Innovation in the Public Sector by Maria Kristine
Bækkelie, from the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Product Design Department.
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APPENDIX A:
THE HISTORY OF SERVICE DESIGN
Today, the Government of British Columbia has committed to service design as an important discipline
to develop within the public service in order to support the transformation work needed in 21st century
government. This commitment is a natural extension of the practices of the public service, and builds on
a rich history that contributes to designing things that work better for people.
That history starts at the turn of the twentieth century, where new approaches to business demanded
new ways of working.

APPENDICES

In 1908 Henry Ford opened the first Model T assembly line, and sparked new ways of thinking about
products, work and services. In 1911, Frederick Taylor published Scientific Principles of Management, a
book that focused on improving efficiency by reducing the time taken to complete tasks. During that
same period of manufacturing growth, Frank Gilbreth (of Cheaper by the Dozen fame) developed motion
studies, focused on improving workers’ well-being and task efficiency by reducing unnecessary motion.
His wife and business partner, Lillian Gilbreth, brought psychology to improving productivity.
In part, as a reaction to the narrow focus of efficiency, in the 1920s and 1930s the Bauhaus school
integrated design into people’s daily lives.
“The common error of today is that usually questions of efficiency are viewed from the
technical and profit standpoint, without regard to organic considerations. The Taylor
system, the conveyor belt and the like remain mistakes as long as they turn man into a
machine, without taking into account his biological requirements for work, recreation
and leisure”. – Laszlo Maholoy-Nagy in The New Vision: Fundamentals of Bauhaus Design,
Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture (1938).
The Bauhaus designers wanted to humanize efficiency—to make working meaningful, and not just
more affordable for owners or controllable for management. This extended to a human-scale perspective
not only on work, but also on everyday living.
World War II provided a focus for industrial excellence, and industrial design and ergonomics matured
as they were applied in the war effort. During the war, better design meant better capabilities–
things not only looked better, they worked better. Industrial designers and architects applied these
design principles throughout the war, including Henry Dreyfuss (designer of the iconic Bell telephone),
Raymond Loewy (designer of the interiors for NASA’s Saturn rockets), Charles and Ray Eames (best
known for their groundbreaking contributions to architecture, furniture design, industrial design and
manufacturing, and the photographic arts), and Buckminster Fuller (inventor of the geodesic dome).

SHIFT FORWARD

The post-war period was a golden age for design, and mid-century modern design saw the
democratization of design—everyday people began to be conscious of good design and look for it in
their homes and in their workplaces. Design became an expectation.
Design also grew as a profession with a repeatable, understood process. Henry Dreyfuss wrote the
classic Designing for People in 1955, encapsulating many principles for human-centred design that we still
use today.
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The 1950s and ‘60s also saw the birth of systems thinking, a holistic view of the connections and
relationships between the different elements that join together in a particular context. Nobel winner
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Herbert Simon collected a series of lectures and essays in 1969s titled, Sciences of the Artificial, where he
outlined the core purpose of design: “…the designer is concerned with how things ought to be—how
they ought to be in order to attain goals, and to function.” This big-picture view connected individual
interactions and services into a larger context.
The late ‘60s and early ‘70s added a new understanding of complexity in systems, including social
systems. Horst Rittel coined the term “wicked problems” to refer to complex, intractable policy
challenges that resist simple changes in the late ‘60s, and explained the concept in 1973 in Horst &
Webber Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning. 1973 also saw Thomas Watson Jr., the CEO of IBM,
declare in an address at the University of Pennsylvania that “good design is good business”.
The 1980s saw a new focus on services and their design, pioneered by Lynn Shostack’s works such
as How to Design a Service (European Journal of Marketing, 1982) and Designing Services that Deliver
(Harvard Business Review, 1984).
The ‘80s also saw human-centered design incorporated into design for computer systems. Early
examples of this practice include: Jef Raskin leading early design efforts on Apple’s Macintosh project,
and Don Norman’s User-Centered Systems Design (1986), a collection of essays from academics and
practitioners across the industry.
The 1980s effort also brought a renewed inclusion of social science into design practice, including
psychology, sociology and anthropology. Liz Sanders was hired in 1982 as the first psychologist at a
design firm (Fitch).
Throughout the ‘80s, design began to be embedded in business with greater rigour.
The 1990s launched a lengthy discussion of the service economy, as significant growth clearly came
from the service sector. The dawn of the web also served as a catalyst to bring together thinking and
design about services, computer systems and products. This led to discussions of experience design that
integrated products, services, and orchestrated them over time, as in Pine and Gilmore’s The Experience
Economy (1999). This shift recognized that design was not simply about products, but the integration of
those products with services to create valuable experiences.
The ‘90s also saw the emergence of design thinking—the idea that the attitudes, logic, mindset, and
methods of design offered a new and different approach for addressing all kinds of complex social
challenges, most popularly in Richard Buchanan’s Wicked Problems in Design Thinking (1991) and
Peter Rowe’s book Design Thinking (1991). This use of design as an innovation approach continued
with work such as Richard Boland and Fred Collopy’s collection Managing as Designing (2004). The first
dedicated service-design firms were founded in the early 2000s, along with service-design practices
developing in established consultancies and internal teams.
This set the stage for service design as it is practiced today: a human-centred approach that draws on
many disciplines (from social science to product design to user experience to design thinking, systems
thinking and innovation). Service design adopts the most useful elements of these disciplines to help
create great services.
Today, service design is a best practice. British Columbia is a global leader in adopting and supporting
service design in government. In the BC Public Service, we have committed to human-centred design
in Citizens @ the Centre in 2010, and more recently with the minister’s response to the Digital Services
Consultation in 2013, where service design will be a component of any significant new digital
services created.
The Playbook helps public servants as they adopt these methods as part of their regular work.
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APPENDIX B:
SERVICE DESIGN AND OTHER BC
PUBLIC SERVICE APPROACHES
Government as a whole is shifting to a citizen-centred service model, and is employing many approaches
that support service innovation, transformation and improvement. While there are some common things
in these approaches and perspectives, they all offer particular value and complement one another. These
tools offer the most value when they are considered and applied in conjunction with each other.
The most common approaches within the BC Public Service (BCPS) that integrate with service
design include:

APPENDICES

îî Citizen Engagement

îî User Experience Design and Internet Strategy

îî Lean

îî Enterprise Business Architecture

Citizen-Centric Service Architecture
Each level of service architecture raises questions, and highlights challenges and opportunities, that
can only be addressed at other levels. This works both up and down the continuum. The most common
pattern seen when working with the BCPS is gaining new insights into the client experience, with those
insights then driving change within other levels. Empathy, insights, and metrics become catalysts for
organizational change.
To understand the people involved, and the overall service ecosystem with which we must integrate,
combine these service architecture elements with the phases of the BCPS Service Design methodology:
Alignment, Discovery, Opportunity, Prototype and Roadmap.

Service Design and Agile
What is Agile?
Agile is a mindset based on the 2001 Agile Manifesto which supports:

SHIFT FORWARD

îî Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
îî Working software over comprehensive documentation
îî Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
îî Responding to change over following a plan
Some key benefits of agile are:
îî The ability to reduce risk
îî Speed up time to value
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îî Respond to user needs and expectations
Processes, tools, documentation, contracts and plans are still important and often necessary; however,
the agile mindset places a preference on individuals, interactions, working software, collaboration and
responding to change.
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The Agile Manifesto is supported by a number of principles and combined, they form the Agile Framework.
The manifesto and principles are understood through a number of methodologies, including Scrum,
Extreme Programming (XP), Kanban and others. As a service designer, you can use the Agile Mindset and
methods in all of your work.
These methodologies have evolved their own language and approach. Agile started out as an alternative
approach to software development, intended to maximize value early by reducing complex up-front
specifications and processes. Today, agile is applied more broadly as a way to manage many other types
of work—from policy making to service design to managing collaboration.
For teams familiar with traditional waterfall methods, agile can come as a bit of a shock. The waterfall
process is frequently characterized as having significant up-front effort on documentation, such as
project charters, Gannt charts, and functional and non-functional requirements specifications, with
user feedback and acceptance only coming at the end of the process. This can often lead to expensive,
awkward or ill-conceived changes in order to try and fix any issues that don’t meet user needs.
Agile principles show a different approach, particularly:
îî Principle 1: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery of valuable software; and,

Agile Scrum Guide (Internal BC Resource)

îî Principle 7: Working software is the primary measure of progress.

The Gov.UK Service Design Manual on Agile

How do Service Design and Agile work together?
If agile is a mindset for solving specific problems by continuously delivering a
working product or service, then service design is all about identifying what
problems need solving in the first place. The Playbook phases are designed
to help frame problems and start to define the outcomes and objectives by
uncovering the actual needs of users and stakeholders.

Resources

Gov.UK Introduction to Designing Government Services
Gov.UK on Agile Development
Combining Agile and Design Thinking
A Service Designer in Agile Land (blog)

Service designers understand and map what audiences say, think, feel and do. This discovery research
surfaces insights that often otherwise have been missed. These insights into people’s experiences and
behaviours help teams understand opportunities and generate ideas for service improvement, which
Agile teams use to help inform their design. Often after the initial research and insights activities, Agile
teams will work with the tools created by service designers: journey maps, personas and use cases
to prototype and test designs. Based on these foundations Agile teams are able to iteratively turn
requirements into better digital service solutions.
On many service innovation efforts, service design is a whole phase near the beginning of the process.
It provides definition on what sort of solutions might be useful—changes to face-to-face, call centres,
print, digital, and even policy and organizational structures—ensuring that the right solutions
are pursued. This work can lead to an implementation phase that incorporates agile methods and
approaches, with service designers contributing insights into user needs and assisting with design for the
product or service.
Service design and agile may also be linked from the beginning of a project, with ‘design sprints’ starting
in early phases of the work and continuing throughout. This capitalizes on the value of service design
when applied in short iterative loops of assessing user needs, designing, testing and evaluating solutions.
Working closely together, and adopting agile methods in service design, can accelerate the ability for
teams to deliver value to citizens.
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With some careful planning and motivation, it’s possible to bring service design and agile together to
successfully create an MVP-a minimum viable product. An MVP is the smallest functional unit that real
clients can use to achieve a goal. Combined agile and service design teams build towards an MVP, and
then expands from there by designing, building, and testing new components that meet user needs.
This iterative and incremental addition requires a dual approach to keep the big picture in mind while
working on the details. Early service design work in discovery and opportunity can help teams stay on
course while working through iterations of prototypes, MVPs, and production services.

Service Design and Behavioural Insights
What is Behavioural Insights?

APPENDICES

Behavioural insights (also known as behavioural economics, or nudging) is a form of low cost evaluation
for policy problems that have a behavioural component. It draws on knowledge, or ‘insights’, from the
behavioural sciences about how people think, behave and make decisions under different conditions, and
uses them to improve the design and delivery of programs and services.
Research tells us that humans are vulnerable to biases, use mental shortcuts, are swayed by emotions
and gut instincts, and are strongly influenced by their peers. These behavioural tendencies, among other
cognitive and environmental factors, can influence whether, and how, citizens engage with government.
Behavioural insights seeks to understand those behavioural drivers and find solutions that make it easier
for citizens to access programs and services and to comply with legislation, regulations and policies.
According to the Behavioural Insights Team in the UK—global leaders in this practice—if policymakers
want to encourage a behaviour or improve decision-making for citizens, they need to make their
programs and services Easy, Attractive, Social and Timely (EAST).
Core to the behavioural insights practice, and what distinguishes it from other policy levers and
disciplines such as service design, is applying scientifically rigorous experimental methodologies, like
randomized controlled trials, to test the relative effectiveness and impact of behavioural interventions
(for example, solutions to the policy problem). These solutions are usually tested alongside a ‘business
as usual’ or control condition to really understand what works best (and what doesn’t) to achieve the
desired behaviour shift. Interventions that work can be implemented and scaled up.
Behavioural insights has been applied in a wide variety of policy areas from taxation, medical screening,
and charitable giving, to voter registration, road safety and energy conservation. In some jurisdictions it
is even being used to tackle complex policy problems such as poverty and homelessness.

SHIFT FORWARD

Behavioural Insights in the BC Public Service
The Behavioural Insights Group (BIG) was established in the BC Public Service (BCPS) in October 2016. It is
the second provincial group in Canada, and part of a growing global community.
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With a mandate from the innovation agenda outlined in the 2016 Where Ideas Work corporate plan, BIG
exists to facilitate policy innovation across the province by building behavioural insights literacy and
capacity within the BCPS. BIG also collaborates with ministries, agencies, and academic partners to
co-design low cost evaluation projects that enhances the citizen experience, and ultimately improves
outcomes for British Columbians.
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How do Service Design and Behavioural Insights work together?
Behavioural insights and service design are highly complementary disciplines—they both put citizens at
the centre, and engage in ‘policy by design’ by using tried and tested methodologies.
Service design relies on direct, behavioural, systemic research with citizens
and other stakeholders to understand context and opportunities. As a service
designer you can investigate policy problems, generate ideas, determine existing
measures or new ones to help monitor the service experience and service
improvements, and recommend prototype solutions for empirical field-testing by
behavioural insights teams.
Conversely, behavioural insights teams can draw on the rich qualitative and
service analytics data gathered in the discovery phase and prototype and test
phase of the Playbook, to inform problem definition, solution generation, and
scientific hypothesis testing of prototype ideas.

Resources
EAST Framework: Four Simple Ways
to Apply Behavioural Insights
OECD Case Studies
UK Behavioural Insights Team

Working together, these two innovative disciplines cover the policy problem lifecycle, from discovery
through to testing and implementation, and offer significant potential to address policy problems of
varying scope and complexity.

Service Design and Citizen Engagement
What is Citizen Engagement?
Citizen engagement is an ongoing activity across government, used to create a conversation and gain
citizen input. It takes place on a variety of scales and for a variety of purposes, ranging from broad
questionnaires to town halls, citizen forums or focus groups. Engagement is used to create a conversation
and gain input into decision-making. It is the process of inviting feedback and input from citizens on
programs, policies and services that impact their lives. Engagement represents a significant policy
and communications activity of government, ranging from high profile projects that gather large
amounts of public input from around the province to local processes that gather public input on regional
infrastructure plans or public services. That continuum of engagement depends on the context and needs
of decision makers in government.

How do Service Design and Citizen Engagement work together?
Service Design and Citizen Engagement share a focus on citizens, and can work together to gain insights
for better services, and better awareness inside government about citizen needs.
The results of consultations and engagement are important factors in service design. The behavioural
research that service design does on the frontlines often fills in the blanks left by broader engagement
activities, and can provide useful information for engagement efforts in ministries as well.
For more information about citizen engagement, see engage.gov.bc.ca
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What is Data Science and Advanced Analytics?

Data Science and Advanced Analytics in the BC Public Service

Service Design, Data Science
and Advanced Analytics
Data science and analytics uses sophisticated methods and tools to find insights from different data
points across programs, services, and whole sectors. Quantitative and qualitative analysis are both key to
understanding, measuring and predicting success – from immediate impacts to long-term outcomes for
policies, programs and services.
The insights from connecting different data sources together provides a much more holistic view of what
is happening—this view allows data science and analytics teams to make the connections that are key
to better evaluation of programs and services to building policy and making more informed, data-driven
program decisions to service improvements and new service innovations.

The Centre for Data-Driven Innovation (CDDI) in the BC Public Service (BCPS), is a team dedicated to
improving access and use of public sector data. CDDI is working to enable access and analysis of data in
new ways to support evidence-based policy, programs and decision-making.
With first-class privacy and security measures, CDDI will provide a secure place where government data
can be safely linked and analyzed to solve real-world problems. It will encourage innovative uses of data
and guide the translation of data insights into government actions, while protecting confidentiality
and privacy.
CDDI is leading the development of this service in government by creating infrastructure and tools,
partnering on catalyst projects and corporate priorities, as well as working on policy and culture so that
B.C. public servants are more aware of the power and possibility of data-driven insights.
How do Service Design, Data Science and Advanced Analytics work together?
CDDI’s work establishes an uncomplicated environment for cross-government data discovery and, in the
process, drives evidence-based decisions that improve the policies, programs, and services we provide
to citizens.

SHIFT FORWARD

Data Science and analytics on public sector data can provide a holistic picture of the citizen experience,
and provides opportunities to collaborate with service design teams in several key ways:
îî Using Data Insights
Relying on insights from data to identify areas that need service improvements and innovation, modeling and
measuring potential outcomes and showing results from service innovation.
îî Combining Qualitative & Quantitative Insight

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

Bringing qualitative and quantitative insights together to provide a more holistic understanding of citizen
needs and service experiences. Insights from service design projects provide data science and analytics teams
with greater focus on what is most meaningful in people’s lives—where are the key points in the citizen
experience, and how might data science and analytics explore these areas for additional insight?
îî Ensuring Analytics Services Are Easy to Use
Developing and designing data science and analytics as a service by ensuring that data sets are consistent,
searchable, and accessible, and that tools and infrastructure are safe and user friendly.
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Using Data Insights
Service design can draw on the insights from data science and analytics during initial alignment and
discovery work to better understand pain points, service delivery challenges, and highlight areas for
deeper research and design. Data science and analytics assist with revealing opportunities that target
service improvements, cost savings, and other benefits.
Quantitative analytics can tell us the ‘what’ in different metrics, but often cannot tell us the ‘why’. Service
design uses qualitative field research to uncover the underlying systems and connections to show why
and how specific insights from data science and analytics are playing out that way.
As a service designer, you can collaborate with data scientists to:
îî Identify potential business problems to be explored by data
science and advanced analytics, which in turn could identify potential
solutions that can be modeled to predict service impact
îî Create performance baselines for service delivery
îî Aggregate quantitative information for services

Resources
Where Ideas Work, A Corporate Plan for
the BC Public Service
TED@BCG Talk: The Complex Relationships
Between Data and Design in UX

îî Identify Key Performance Indicators and
conversion targets, which support performance management
îî Foster collaboration between multiple teams and disciplines within the broader public sector
îî Set strategic direction for policy changes, financial management and change management
îî Find cost savings and process efficiencies across channels for service delivery areas

Combining Qualitative and Quantitative Insights
Program areas in the BCPS gain a more holistic and complete picture of their users by combining the
reach of data science and analytics with the rich and ‘thick’ description of qualitative field research. By
having first-hand insights into the lived experience of citizens, service designers can help analytics teams
measure what matters. Knowing the defining moments in an experience helps analytics teams focus
attention on the most meaningful parts of the experience; both in developing metrics and in monitoring
them over time to determine outputs and outcomes.

Ensuring Analytics are Easy to Use
Service design approaches can be used to help design data science and analytics programs to ensure they
are easy to use and meets the needs of users. This will help increase adoption and use of analytics as a
regular part of evidence-based policy making, and other decisions that benefit from the evidence data
science and analytics offers.
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Example: New Zealand Welfare Reform
Targeting the risk factors of long-term benefit dependency

CHALLENGE
One of New Zealand’s priorities for better public services is to reduce long-term welfare dependence.
Cross-agency data allowed the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) to estimate the risks of welfare
dependency among the most vulnerable group: teen parents and young people unable to live with
their families.

APPROACH

APPENDICES

The Ministry discovered that more than 70% of its total welfare expenditure was attributable to those
who entered the welfare system under 20 years of age. The Ministry was able to predict the probability
of this population going onto an adult benefit and, in turn, offer targeted services intended to reduce
their long-term benefit dependency. Services included being matched with a personal mentor, learning
budgeting skills, and receiving additional education or training. The Ministry applied similar analytics to
sole parents and, through targeted investments in education and job placement, reduced sole parents on
benefits by 9.4%.

DATA
Laws now facilitate data sharing between agencies. MSD can look beyond case-by-case issues to gain a
lifetime view of its clients, using matched data. Multiple agencies contribute data, including Child, Youth
and Family service use, and benefit receipt over time. In addition, the data was used to create a baseline
valuation of the entire welfare system and explore further predictive risk modelling for child abuse.

OUTCOME
Using analytics, MSD targeted welfare policy to improve outcomes and save money. Their strategy
worked, as findings reveal that those who received targeted services moved onto an adult benefit at the
lowest level in five years, with employment rising 9.3 percent in 2013. The targeted investment approach
is expected to save $1 billion over four years

Service Design and Enterprise
Business Architecture

SHIFT FORWARD

Enterprise Business Architecture (EBA) and service design work go hand-in-hand to create better service
experiences. In parallel with service design, one of the goals of EBA is to understand the business
problem (or innovation opportunity) and articulate how addressing that problem, or opportunity,
furthers corporate goals.
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EBA sees the world “horizontally”. It seeks to leverage similar concepts across government – whether
people, processes, and/or technology—to meet business needs with efficiency and consistency, while
considering the collective strategic alignment of all ministries’ objectives to government vision.
When an initiative is first identified, the intersection between service design and EBA disciplines is wide,
and begins very early. While service design goes deep, heavily involving stakeholders top to bottom,
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EBA’s focus is in matching patterns across the organization – within ministries, across ministries, and
across government – to connect similar objectives, and the people who work them. This aims to prevent
re-work and redundant cost, to re-use business solutions (where appropriate,) and to examine service
offerings for leverage in their entirety, or for component-re-use.
Engage the Enterprise Business Architecture team briefly at or around the same time as the
Strategic Design and Transformation Branch (SDTB). Engaging the EBA team early benefits initiatives
with a more robust alignment to corporate objectives, and in identification of opportunities for re-use,
both in consumption and delivery.
Service design benefits from early EBA engagement through heightened awareness of similar services in
government and how they’ve been addressed.
For example, a brief engagement with the EBA Team could assess the strategic alignment of one or more
investment proposals within a ministry or program area. This could re-enforce the strategic alignment
of the initiative, as well as help to prioritise those initiatives that best support ministry and governmentwide strategies. It could also highlight the components and enablers that may be consumed by the
initiative in question, and likewise, components that might be offered-up for consumption.
The desired result is a more effective, consistent, and government-holistic service through the
collaboration of service design with EBA.
For more information about Enterprise Business Architecture, please contact the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.

Service Design and Lean
What is Lean?
Lean is a continuous improvement discipline used by governments and corporations around the globe.
Originally developed more than 50 years ago at Toyota in Japan, it focuses on empowering employees to
improve customer service by getting rid of unnecessary rules, processes and steps. Doing this improves
services to customers and frees up employee time, so they can focus on more value-added work.
Lean is best described as a flexible set of tools that can be applied to improve everything from
simple work-unit processes to complex, citizen-facing services. Larger Lean projects follow a specific
methodology, which is referred to as DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control), but
improvements can also be made through something as simple as a Kanban board, a tool that enables
staff to see and optimize the flow of their work.

How do Service Design and Lean work together?
These methods share a common goal – to meet customer, client and citizen needs in an efficient, costeffective way. Both rely on the collection and analysis of data and both involve employees in identifying
problems and creating solutions. Lean and service design are complementary, not interchangeable, and
both are needed.
Read more information on Lean or email LeanBC@gov.bc.ca
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Service Design and Policy
What is Policy?
Public Policy is:
îî A course of action to achieve a desired objective or outcome
îî Action taken by the government with the goal of benefiting the public interest.
îî A way to translate public needs, demands, expectations and
interests into effective and appropriate solutions
îî About decisions of what government will or will not do
îî So much more than a piece of paper!

APPENDICES

Policy analysis is the systematic, comprehensive, unbiased investigation and evaluation of options to
address an identified problem or issue. The process of analysis may end with an overview of the issue,
and a presentation of options with a recommendation.
At all phases of the policy development cycle, it is critical that factual evidence be used as the basis for
understanding, decision making and evaluating outcomes.
Another key component for all phases of policy development is engagement and consultation with
internal and external stakeholders. Depending on the nature of the policy issue, consultation with other
levels of government (eg. federal, municipal, First Nation) may also be required.
In general terms, there are five phases to policy development:

SHIFT FORWARD

1.

Identify the issue and define the desired objective or outcome

2.

Complete research and analysis

3.

Develop options and provide recommendations for action
to achieve the desired objective or outcome

4.

Implement the chosen option

5.

Evaluate the impact on achieving the desired objective or outcome

6.

Modify and adjust understanding and respect for the other points of view

Policy is responsive to the changing needs and situations of the province and British Columbians. When a
program, service, or other government action requires updating, policy change is often needed to align
and enable those innovations.
The final phase in the policy cycle is about gaining insight from the evaluation phase and making
adjustments in response. It’s also about using insights gained through one project to inform other
projects. Adjusting and modifying allows for continuous policy improvement and innovation.
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Policy must be implemented to have impact. Public policy results in programs and services that deliver
every day benefits, from the social safety net to regulations protecting our province to programs that
foster growth and prosperity.
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How does Service Design work with Policy Making?
Service design assists policy making mostly in three ways:
1) Service Innovation and Improvement
Creating better programs and services that reflect the intent of policy.
2) Policy Innovation
Using design thinking tools and methods to inform and facilitate policy making.
3) Service Transformation
Using customer journeys and service architecture to help align the layers of the organization in
order to deliver a particular service experience.
As a service designer, you are invaluable to these efforts, and so are policymakers learning and using
service design fundamentals.

Service Innovation and Improvement
New policy should result in new or improved services. Service design increases the understanding of
citizen and client needs, helps to identify opportunities, and provides opportunity to prototype concepts
as they move from policy direction to programs.
Because of policy’s impact on new services and improvements, incorporating
policy expertise and service design within broader, multi-disciplined working
groups will influence change. The level of this involvement varies based on the
project; some may need very intensive policy consideration and involvement
from policymakers, while others may simply be a check in.

Policy Innovation
As policy is often about understanding and changing behaviour, service design
can help increase the impact and effectiveness of policy maker’s work.

Resources
UK Policy Lab
Applying Design Approaches to
Policy Making, Kimbell (PDF)
Design for Policy, Bason (book)
Design for Policy, Bason (presentation)

In response to the increasing complexity and connectedness of the world, policy
making has new demands in taking different and improved approaches. In
many jurisdictions, policy making is adopting design approaches to better inform
insights and facilitate decision making. Field research, codesign, rapid idea
generation, and prototyping are all useful additions to the policy toolbox.
A design approach to the practice of making policy can give policy makers more insights into how policy
will be used on the front lines, as well as provide tools that allow the practice of making policy to be
streamlined and flexible.
Collaborating with service designers, and adopting service design methods, creates a closer link between
policy making, implementation and meeting the needs of citizens.

Service Transformation
When citizens access services, they are expecting their experience will be positive, accessible, seamless,
and easy to navigate. In order to provide this level of service, significant changes are required from
service providers today, and government is no exception. In response, government must transform how
services are delivered.
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Looking at the customer or client journey for future service experiences provides
a key touchstone that allows stakeholders to collaborate. By using the journey as
a reference, policymakers, designers, and others can ask “What would we need
to do in order to deliver this complete service journey?”
Policy is fundamental in creating a complete system for delivering excellent
services and a better citizen experience. By referencing the desired service
journey, service designers, policy makers, and others can look at aligning policy
and delivery.

Policy and Design Example

APPENDICES

Examples
îî Journey Map Example
îî Persona Example
îî Prototype Example

Further Reading
Service Design: From Insight to Implementation
Andy Polaine, Lavrans Lovlie, and Ben
Reason, This Is Service Design Thinking
Ed. Marc Stickdorn & Jakob Schneider,
Design for Public Good (.pdf)
The Design Council
SHIFT FORWARD

You may borrow many of these books from
the Strategic Design and Transformation
Branch: UXBC@gov.bc.ca

References
Service Design Network
UK Design Council
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McMullin, J., MacLennan, A., Bohn, D. & Neufeld, B.
(2013) “Connecting Practice and Policymaking” in
Touchpoint: Designing Citizen-Centric Public Services
vol. 5 issue 2. The Service Design Network. Berlin.

The B.C. Ministry of Justice and the Provincial Office of Domestic Violence used
service design research to understand the underlying needs and the overall
system of victims of family violence. Through field research, the cross-functional
team created a new understanding and complexity of the process for protection
orders. By using co-design workshops, the team explored new policy options
which provided ways to improve domestic violence policy and support services
throughout the province.

Service Design, User Experience
Design (UX) and Internet Strategy
Service Design practices in the BC Public Service use many of the same methods as
User Experience (UX) Design, but applies them beyond the web, across multiple
touchpoints. Ministries and Central Agencies have completed Web Rationalization
projects based on the B.C. Government Internet Strategy (2012). These projects are
primarily focused on the web but reveal larger service opportunities.
Before undertaking a service design project, it’s recommended to review your ministry
or sector Internet strategy first. The ministry’s Service Design or UX project team will
benefit from having the big picture service design work in hand before tackling specific
online products.
When a service design project is completed, visit digital delivery services and tools to
help you address specific web components that may have risen out of this work.

Service Ecosystems–The
Big Picture
Services do not exist in isolation—as teams work on elements of service
architecture they will find a broader system that relates to the specific service.
Some elements of the system may be within government, others in industry or
non-governmental organizations, and still others within communities or with
citizens and other stakeholders. Understanding this service ecosystem provides
new opportunities for innovation, cost-savings and effectiveness.
Service design provides a systemic perspective of a service, as well as insights
into effective points for change to improve service outcomes, lower delivery
costs, and improve employee engagement and citizen experience.
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Online
research

Job
shadow

Low
institutional
awareness

Work site for
job shadow
Online
research

Research career
prospects

Counsellor
for help

PRE-APPLICATION

Post-secondary
institution (recruiters)

Research job
prospects

Govt office
for ID

Obtain
pre-requisites
Get Govt ID
and services

Missing
pre-requisites
for program

Find funding

Unable to
obtain
pre-requisite
documents

Visit institutions

Understanding
career prospects
post-grad

Aids students
in acquiring
credential
information
Aids students
in finding “free”
funding options

Improve information architecture to make
funding, labour and transcript info more accessible

Securing
funding

Find & research
institutions

Get on program
waitlists

Find support
networks

Possible “gap time” in education

v

Difficulty finding
and applying for
awards

Credentials are
required

Classroom
lessons

Choose
courses
Get financial
information

Low
financial
literacy

Develop external
awards database

Encourages
students to take
training to fill
labour vacancies

APPLICATION PROCESS

Get transcripts

Get money for
applications

Getting all
required transcripts

Get pre-requisites
documentation

Friends & family Pre-requisites from StudentAidBC Transcripts ApplyBC
K-12 institutions
online
for support
from EDUC

Apply for
Student Aid

Securing
funding

[Develop external
awards database]

Institution Acceptance
counsellor letter from
institution

Apply for
student aid

Put on
waitlist for
program

[Develop external
awards database]

Difficulty
finding &
applying for
awards

Find housing

Pay/defer
tuition & fees

Online
search

ACCEPTANCE &
ENROLLMENT CONFIRMATION

Getting credit for
out-of-province/
out-of country
credentials

Apply for / receive
awards

Get on
course waitlists

StudentAidBC Enrollment/
Online
enrollment/
payment at
payment
institution

*Application rejected

Delayed
enrollment
due to
waitlists

Confirm
enrollment

Find
transportation

Funding
application
process

Offer vacancy information on
trades & technical programs

Reduces number Encourages higher
of waitlisted
FTE rates at some
students
institutions

STARTING STUDIES

Course
waitlists

Getting
settled/oriented

Find a job

Apply for/receive
funding

Attend classes,
study

Difficulty finding
& applying for
awards

Finalize/cancel
courses

Use
emergency
funding

Get ID from Work site At classroom Receive funding Counsellor for
from StudentAid BC emergency
SBC/institution
or other source
funding

Get Govt ID
and services
(student ID)

Pay for supplies

Poor financial
planning/
awareness

Decreases SABC
default rates

[Offer vacancy info
Develop on-campus financial planning
[Develop external
on trades & technical
sessions (including SABC info)
awards database]
programs]

Decreases “dropouts” due to
financial issues

Counsellor for
help & advice

DURING STUDIES

StudentAidBC

BC Transfer
Guide

Work part-time

Change course load,
drop out/expelled Change
programs

Co-op /
work experience

*Transfer
institutions
Find/take
Co-op/practicum/
apprenticeship

Change in
circumstances

[Develop on-campus
financial planning
sessions]

Difficulty Changing
Poor financial
finding & course load
planning/
applying for funded
awareness
for awards students

Finalize/cancel
courses

Use emergency
funding

Attend classes,
study

Apply for a
financial award

Pay for
supplies

Get
career advice
Apply for
interest-free
student loan

Transfering
Awareness
institutions about student
(specifically loan status is
past Year 2)
low

[Develop external
awards database]

Application for
graduation

Get credential
documents

Credential documents
from institution

GRADUATION

Counsellor for
help & advice

Apply to
graduate

Apply for work

Get career advice

Understanding
labour market
trends

Submit hours to
ITA, Co-op, etc.

*Apply for
more school

Declare
major/
minor

Receive
graduation advice

Creating/choosing
career path

Increases
SABC
repayment rates

Develop on-campus career planning
programs for senior students

Aids in graduate
employment
rates
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Social media
research

K-12 STUDIES

Low
job market
awareness

Attend info
sessions & events

Get program
information

Apply for awards,
bursaries,
scholarships

Counsellor
for help

Get labour
information

Take dual-credit
programs

Advice from
friends & family

Advanced Education Service Design Project | Student Experience Map
STEPS

TOOLS /
CHANNELS

JOURNEY
Learn life skills

Course selection
effects
post-secondary
choices
Create 9-12 post-secondary
planning course/materials to aid
students in picking their path

Reduces student
dependence on
loans

Non-linear time-bound process
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CHALLENGES
OPPORTUNITY
Creates awards
accessibility and
awareness

Non-linear open process

Re-locate for
work

Work in/outside
field of study

Work site

POST-GRADUATION

StudentAidBC

*Apply for
more school

Get Govt ID
and services

Arrange
payment plan

Arranging payment Leaving B.C. to
plan with funder find employment

Repay/default
student loan

Finding
employment
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Drives better
financial,
scholastic and
career decisions
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AVED Journey
Map Example

BENEFIT
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examples
Personal assistance
Dedicated Personal Assistance
Self-Service
Automated Services
Communities
Co-creation

www.businessmodelgeneration.com

sample characteristics:
Fixed Costs (salaries, rents, utilities)
Variable costs
Economies of scale
Economies of scope

types:
Asset sale
Usage fee
Subscription Fees
Lending/Renting/Leasing
Licensing
Brokerage fees
Advertising

fixed pricing
List Price
Product feature dependent
Customer segment dependent
Volume dependent

dynamic pricing
Negotiation( bargaining)
Yield Management
Real-time-Market

For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues?

is your business more:
Cost Driven (leanest cost structure, low price value proposition, maximum automation, extensive outsourcing)
Value Driven ( focused on value creation, premium value proposition)

Revenue Streams

Cost Structure

How do we provide post-purchase customer support?

5. After sales

How do we deliver a Value Proposition to customers?

4. Delivery

How do we allow customers to purchase specific products and services?

3. Purchase

How do we help customers evaluate our organization’s Value Proposition?

2. Evaluation

How do we raise awareness about our company’s products and services?

channel phases:
1. Awareness

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?
Which Key Resources are most expensive?
Which Key Activities are most expensive?

types of resources
Physical
Intellectual (brand patents, copyrights, data)
Human
Financial

Through which Channels do our Customer Segments
want to be reached?
How are we reaching them now?
How are our Channels integrated?
Which ones work best?
Which ones are most cost-efficient?
How are we integrating them with customer routines?

characteristics
Newness
Performance
Customization
“Getting the Job Done”
Design
Brand/Status
Price
Cost Reduction
Risk Reduction
Accessibility
Convenience/Usability

What type of relationship does each of our Customer
Segments expect us to establish and maintain with them?
Which ones have we established?
How are they integrated with the rest of our business model?
How costly are they?

What Key Resources do our Value Propositions require?
Our Distribution Channels? Customer Relationships?
Revenue Streams?

categories
Production
Problem Solving
Platform/Network

motivations for partnerships:
Optimization and economy
Reduction of risk and uncertainty
Acquisition of particular resources and activities

What value do we deliver to the customer?
Which one of our customer’s problems are we helping to solve?
What bundles of products and services are we offering to each Customer Segment?
Which customer needs are we satisfying?

Day

Iteration:

On:

Mass Market
Niche Market
Segmented
Diversified
Multi-sided Platform

For whom are we creating value?
Who are our most important customers?

Customer Segments

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.

Customer Relationships

Channels

What Key Activities do our Value Propositions require?
Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships?
Revenue streams?

Who are our Key Partners?
Who are our key suppliers?
Which Key Resources are we acquiring from partners?
Which Key Activities do partners perform?

Value Propositions

Designed by:

Key Resources

Key Activities

Key Partners

The Business Model Canvas
Designed for:

Business Model
Canvas Template

No.

Month

Year

•
•

•

	
  

Becomes	
  
aware	
  of	
  
diﬀerence	
  

Recognizes	
  child’s	
  
diﬀerence	
  
No8ces	
  child	
  is	
  diﬀerent	
  
from	
  other	
  children	
  

Gets	
  feedback	
  from	
  others	
  
that	
  child	
  may	
  not	
  be	
  
developing	
  typically	
  

• Doctor	
  at	
  “well	
  baby”	
  appointment	
  points	
  out	
  
there	
  is	
  concern.	
  
• Public	
  health	
  nurse	
  at	
  immuniza8on	
  points	
  out	
  
a	
  diﬀerence.	
  
• Child	
  care	
  provider	
  points	
  out	
  some	
  challenges.	
  
• Social	
  worker	
  or	
  extended	
  family	
  member	
  
points	
  out	
  issue.	
  

Child	
  looks/acts	
  diﬀerent	
  than	
  the	
  other	
  children.	
  
The	
  public	
  health	
  nurse	
  said	
  child	
  isn’t	
  hiUng	
  
milestones.	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  next	
  step?	
  	
  
These	
  people	
  have	
  it	
  wrong,	
  my	
  child	
  is	
  ﬁne.	
  I	
  know	
  
my	
  child.	
  	
  

Starts	
  a`ending	
  more	
  
playgroups	
  or	
  a`ending	
  
sessions	
  at	
  community	
  
centres	
  where	
  they	
  feel	
  
safe	
  and	
  casually	
  asking	
  
about	
  development.	
  
“Dipping	
  toe	
  in	
  water.”	
  

Decides	
  to	
  act	
  

Private	
  panic	
  and	
  researches	
  
developmental	
  milestones	
  
online	
  and	
  in	
  books	
  

Coping	
  and	
  
processing	
  the	
  issue	
  	
  

Seeks	
  advice	
  
from	
  friends	
  
and	
  family	
  

Makes	
  
uninformed	
  
“diagnosis”	
  for	
  
child	
  
Deals	
  with	
  issue	
  on	
  
their	
  own	
  -‐	
  ﬁgures	
  it	
  
out	
  without	
  going	
  to	
  
friends,	
  family	
  or	
  
other	
  resources	
  

Waits	
  for	
  
appointments.	
  

Inquires	
  on	
  a	
  
forum	
  or	
  
Facebook	
  about	
  
what	
  services	
  are	
  
available	
  or	
  how	
  
to	
  get	
  help	
  

Asks	
  a	
  child	
  care	
  
provider	
  for	
  help	
  or	
  
where	
  to	
  go	
  

Seeks	
  ini8al	
  help	
  
Calls	
  Health	
  Unit	
  to	
  get	
  
ears/hearing	
  checked	
  or	
  
speech	
  assessed	
  	
  
Asks	
  
knowledgeable	
  
friend	
  about	
  
accessing	
  
programs	
  

Talks	
  to	
  a	
  doctor	
  
about	
  concerns.	
  
Parent	
  waits	
  for	
  
appointment	
  or	
  goes	
  
to	
  walk-‐in	
  clinic.	
  

Parent	
  can	
  go	
  
private	
  to	
  seek	
  
faster	
  assessment	
  

Researches	
  CYSN*	
  
programs	
  and	
  
agencies.	
  Researches	
  
online,	
  books,	
  etc.	
  
	
  

Told	
  not	
  to	
  worry	
  about	
  
things,	
  the	
  child	
  will	
  “grow	
  
out	
  of	
  it”	
  

• Health	
  unit	
  schedules	
  appointment.	
  
• Child	
  care	
  provider	
  contacts	
  SCD.	
  
• Doctor	
  makes	
  a	
  referral	
  to	
  IDP	
  or	
  SCD	
  –	
  or	
  –	
  doctor	
  
tells	
  parent	
  not	
  to	
  worry	
  about	
  child	
  because	
  it’s	
  all	
  
part	
  of	
  development.	
  
• Friends	
  and	
  knowledgeable	
  strangers	
  act	
  as	
  source	
  of	
  
informa8on.	
  

Wait	
  for	
  the	
  doctor’s	
  appointment	
  is	
  long.	
  
The	
  doctor	
  gave	
  referral	
  but	
  otherwise	
  didn’t	
  give	
  that	
  much	
  
informa8on	
  on	
  what	
  will	
  happen	
  next.	
  
Doctor	
  suggested	
  child	
  has	
  a	
  special	
  need,	
  but	
  I’m	
  just	
  asking	
  
if	
  there’s	
  a	
  problem.	
  It’s	
  not	
  that	
  serious.	
  
Who’s	
  in	
  charge	
  of	
  this?	
  Where	
  did	
  he	
  refer	
  me	
  to?	
  
The	
  child	
  care	
  provider	
  suggested	
  I	
  contact	
  an	
  agency.	
  What	
  
does	
  the	
  agency	
  do?	
  
I	
  don’t	
  have	
  8me	
  for	
  this.	
  Busy	
  enough	
  as	
  is.	
  
There’s	
  too	
  much	
  conﬂic8ng	
  informa8on.	
  	
  

•
•

•
•

Confused	
  
Unsupported	
  
Disenfranchised	
  
Overwhelmed	
  

	
  

“I	
  should	
  know	
  these	
  things,	
  I	
  had	
  no	
  
idea	
  where	
  to	
  turn.”	
  
	
  

•
•

•

Guessing	
  at	
  the	
  worst-‐case	
  scenario	
  for	
  child.	
  
Is	
  there	
  something	
  wrong	
  with	
  my	
  child?	
  	
  
Should	
  I	
  be	
  concerned?	
  Is	
  it	
  all	
  in	
  my	
  head?	
  	
  
What	
  will	
  other	
  people	
  think	
  if	
  my	
  child	
  does	
  have	
  a	
  
problem?	
  	
  
What’s	
  the	
  best	
  and	
  fastest	
  way	
  to	
  get	
  help?	
  
I	
  need	
  help	
  with	
  dealing	
  with	
  this.	
  
How	
  am	
  I	
  supposed	
  to	
  con8nue	
  working	
  full	
  8me	
  when	
  I	
  
need	
  to	
  care	
  for	
  my	
  child	
  and	
  make	
  it	
  to	
  appointments,	
  
etc.?	
  

•
•
•
•

• Friends	
  act	
  as	
  source	
  of	
  informa8on	
  and	
  advice.	
  

*	
  Parent	
  s8ll	
  hasn’t	
  used	
  many	
  government	
  services	
  

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
	
  
Scared,	
  fearful	
  
Misinformed,	
  frustrated	
  
Embarrassed,	
  guilty,	
  angry,	
  shock	
  
Sad,	
  compassionate	
  

•
•
•
•

Concerned	
  aOer	
  visit	
  with	
  the	
  health	
  care	
  professional.	
  	
  
Overwhelmed,	
  lacking	
  informa8on	
  
Fran8c,	
  denial,	
  defensive,	
  panic,	
  unaccep8ng	
  
Guilt	
  

•
•
•
•

	
  
	
  

"That	
  doesn't	
  look	
  like	
  all	
  the	
  
other	
  kids	
  look,	
  does	
  it?"	
  	
  

BLUE=	
  acute	
  stress	
  
GREEN	
  =	
  chronic	
  stress	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

“You're	
  not	
  at	
  your	
  best,	
  ge1ng	
  on	
  
the	
  computer	
  and	
  searching	
  for	
  
hours	
  is	
  like	
  -‐	
  daun<ng!”	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

Parent	
  fumbles	
  to	
  ﬁgure	
  out	
  the	
  path	
  forward.	
  

Use	
  plain	
  language	
  and	
  terms	
  that	
  parents	
  use.	
  
Use	
  categories	
  and	
  descrip8ons	
  for	
  programs	
  and	
  services	
  that	
  will	
  make	
  sense	
  
to	
  parents	
  (not	
  the	
  terms	
  and	
  language	
  we	
  use	
  in	
  government	
  that	
  makes	
  sense	
  
to	
  us).	
  
Write	
  content	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  user	
  proﬁles.	
  	
  
Promote	
  other	
  non-‐gov’t	
  organiza8on	
  within	
  content	
  (e.g.	
  Canucks	
  au8sm).	
  	
  
Promote	
  support	
  networks	
  in	
  Early	
  Years	
  content.	
  	
  

The	
  professional	
  is	
  the	
  gatekeeper	
  of	
  informa8on.	
  
	
  
Parents	
  aren’t	
  aware	
  they	
  can	
  self-‐refer	
  to	
  agency.	
  

•
•
•

•
•

	
  

Parent	
  decides	
  to	
  do	
  something	
  about	
  the	
  issue.	
  

• Be`er	
  data	
  collec8on	
  to	
  build	
  new	
  early	
  years	
  map	
  based	
  on	
  key	
  criteria.	
  Make	
  the	
  
collec8on	
  automa8c,	
  not	
  manual.	
  	
  
• Categorize	
  program	
  and	
  service	
  content	
  by	
  community,	
  locally	
  or	
  by	
  type	
  so	
  
parents	
  can	
  see	
  what's	
  available	
  in	
  their	
  area.	
  	
  
• Display	
  program	
  and	
  service	
  content	
  by	
  community,	
  locally	
  or	
  by	
  type	
  so	
  parents	
  
can	
  see	
  what's	
  available	
  in	
  their	
  area.	
  
• Journey	
  map	
  the	
  process	
  from	
  iden8ﬁca8on	
  to	
  concern	
  through	
  to	
  geUng	
  service.	
  
• Provide	
  opportunity	
  for	
  or	
  help	
  support	
  parent	
  run	
  programs.	
  

Parents	
  are	
  searching	
  for	
  any	
  and	
  all	
  informa8on	
  to	
  help	
  
child.	
  Informa8on	
  can	
  be	
  incorrect.	
  
	
  
Word	
  of	
  mouth	
  is	
  an	
  excellent	
  way	
  to	
  get	
  informa8on.	
  
	
  
Moving	
  from	
  awareness	
  to	
  ac8on	
  can	
  take	
  months	
  or	
  years.	
  	
  

Parent	
  no8ces	
  that	
  child	
  is	
  somehow	
  diﬀerent.	
  

Cyclic Process

Non-Linear Process

Linear Process

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1	
  -‐	
  3	
  months	
  
Receives	
  call	
  
about	
  referral	
  

Some8mes	
  waits	
  so	
  
long	
  that	
  the	
  program	
  
no	
  longer	
  exists	
  and	
  
has	
  to	
  start	
  again	
  

Referral	
  to	
  an	
  agency/
CYSN	
  service	
  

Waits	
  for	
  
referral	
  

•
•
•

Fills	
  in	
  and	
  sends	
  
back	
  screening	
  
assessment	
  form	
  	
  

Receives	
  call	
  from	
  
agency	
  intake	
  and	
  
receives	
  
assessment	
  form	
  

Interven8on	
  begins	
  
–	
  child	
  may	
  be	
  
placed	
  	
  on	
  waitlist	
  

Parent	
  and	
  child	
  
starts	
  a`ending	
  
support	
  services	
  

Service	
  ini8ated	
  &	
  ongoing	
  
Receives	
  call	
  from	
  agency	
  no8fying	
  acceptance	
  
to	
  program	
  (e.g.	
  Parent	
  contacted	
  about	
  the	
  
assigned	
  IDP*	
  or	
  SCD*	
  consultant)	
  
	
  

1	
  -‐	
  24	
  months	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Joins	
  support	
  
groups	
  

Waits	
  for	
  appts.	
  for	
  
further	
  diagnosis	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Agency	
  schedules	
  
more	
  appointments	
  
for	
  further	
  diagnosis	
  
(if	
  needed)	
  

Takes	
  child	
  to	
  
therapist	
  appts.	
  
Progress	
  starts.	
  	
  

Extra	
  staﬃng	
  and	
  
support	
  may	
  be	
  
implemented	
  in	
  
child	
  care	
  seUng	
  

Assigned	
  to	
  a	
  new	
  
worker	
  and	
  needs	
  to	
  
repeat/refresh	
  story	
  

Support	
  is	
  ini8ated	
  
or	
  parent	
  placed	
  on	
  
waitlist	
  for	
  services	
  	
  

Parent	
  and	
  child	
  
a`end	
  func8onal	
  
assessment	
  appt.	
  
Interven8on	
  plan	
  
created	
  

Func8onal	
  
assessment	
  is	
  
conducted.	
  Child	
  is	
  
priori8zed	
  on	
  list	
  	
  

Waits	
  -‐	
  wait	
  
8me	
  depends	
  on	
  
where	
  they	
  live	
  

Agency	
  calls	
  
parent	
  to	
  conﬁrm	
  
informa8on	
  and	
  
send	
  assessment	
  
form	
  

Services	
  plan	
  
developed	
  based	
  on	
  
needs,	
  such	
  as	
  OT/
PT/SLP	
  

I	
  feel	
  much	
  more	
  in	
  control!	
  	
  
Now	
  that	
  we’ve	
  had	
  an	
  ini8al	
  appointment,	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  wait	
  for	
  service.	
  How	
  long	
  will	
  that	
  take?	
  
What	
  am	
  I	
  supposed	
  to	
  do	
  in	
  the	
  mean8me?	
  	
  
How	
  can	
  I	
  take	
  advantage	
  of	
  the	
  SCD/IDP	
  resources?	
  	
  
Can	
  I	
  aﬀord	
  private	
  services?	
  
How	
  will	
  I	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  manage	
  these	
  appointments	
  and	
  work?	
  We	
  are	
  struggling	
  ﬁnancially.	
  
I	
  can’t	
  a`end	
  support	
  groups	
  because	
  they	
  are	
  during	
  the	
  day.	
  
How	
  does	
  the	
  agency	
  determine	
  when	
  my	
  child	
  gets	
  into	
  services?	
  
Do	
  I	
  need	
  a	
  diagnosis	
  to	
  get	
  help?	
  
Is	
  the	
  agency	
  sharing	
  informa8on	
  with	
  my	
  doctor?	
  Are	
  they	
  connected?	
  What’s	
  the	
  privacy?	
  

Agency	
  assigns	
  SCD	
  consultant.	
  
SCD	
  works	
  with	
  child	
  care	
  
provider	
  to	
  support	
  child.	
  A	
  care	
  
plan	
  is	
  developed	
  with	
  child	
  care	
  
provider.	
  

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intake	
  person	
  at	
  
agency	
  that	
  
handles	
  CYSN	
  
Agency	
  receives	
  assessment	
  
contracts	
  receives	
   form	
  and	
  child	
  is	
  accepted	
  to	
  
referral	
  
SCD,	
  ASCD,	
  IDP,	
  or	
  AIDP	
  and	
  
put	
  on	
  caseload	
  	
  

Are	
  we	
  now	
  on	
  the	
  right	
  track?	
  
How	
  long	
  will	
  it	
  take	
  for	
  me	
  to	
  get	
  an	
  
appointment?	
  	
  
What	
  can	
  we	
  do	
  in	
  the	
  mean8me	
  while	
  we	
  wait	
  
for	
  this	
  appointment?	
  
What	
  is	
  a	
  CDC?	
  Is	
  this	
  government?	
  Why	
  do	
  I	
  need	
  
to	
  call	
  them?	
  What	
  services	
  are	
  they	
  going	
  to	
  
provide?	
  	
  
Can	
  I	
  pay	
  for	
  my	
  own	
  assessment?	
  Can	
  I	
  pay	
  for	
  
private	
  services?	
  
Was	
  the	
  referral	
  made?	
  What’s	
  the	
  progress?	
  

Overwhelmed,	
  stressed,	
  8red,	
  confused	
  
Encouraged,	
  empowered,	
  connected,	
  networked,	
  can	
  talk	
  about	
  properly,	
  know	
  the	
  system.	
  
Acceptance	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

“What	
  am	
  I	
  going	
  to	
  do	
  for	
  a	
  year	
  while	
  I	
  wait	
  for	
  services?”	
  

•
•
•

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

•
•
•
•
•

Provide	
  programs	
  and	
  service	
  informa8on.	
  Have	
  some	
  content	
  around	
  the	
  
programs	
  and	
  services	
  MCFD	
  oﬀers	
  so	
  parents	
  know	
  they	
  can	
  get	
  those	
  services	
  
and	
  programs.	
  	
  
Provide	
  informa8on	
  around	
  geUng	
  mental	
  health	
  support.	
  
Provide	
  program	
  availability	
  informa8on	
  for	
  mental	
  health	
  and	
  addic8on.	
  
Change	
  policy	
  around	
  more	
  parental	
  mental	
  health	
  support.	
  
Provide	
  informa8on	
  on	
  what	
  to	
  expect	
  while	
  parents	
  are	
  going	
  through	
  the	
  
diagnosis	
  process.	
  

Parents	
  need	
  access	
  to	
  counseling.	
  
Parents	
  want	
  to	
  connect	
  to	
  non-‐gov’t	
  support	
  programs.	
  
	
  
Once	
  they	
  learn	
  the	
  system,	
  parents	
  are	
  familiar	
  with	
  
terminology.	
  
	
  

•
•

•
•
•
•

v.	
  5.0	
  |	
  Dec	
  23	
  2014	
  

In	
  May/June,	
  
brings	
  child	
  to	
  
school	
  for	
  
appointment	
  

A`ends	
  
school	
  
appointment	
  

If	
  necessary,	
  
a`ends	
  more	
  
diagnosis	
  
appointments	
  

Finds	
  SCD	
  
involvement	
  
changes	
  	
  

Early	
  September	
  -‐	
  
mee8ng	
  organized	
  
with	
  parents,	
  
school	
  staﬀ,	
  SCD	
  
to	
  review	
  and	
  
implement	
  IEP	
  

School	
  begins	
  to	
  
develop	
  IEP	
  providing	
  
there	
  is	
  documented	
  
developmental	
  issues	
  

In	
  Fall,	
  takes	
  
child	
  to	
  
school	
  	
  

Transi8on	
  to	
  kindergarten	
  

Gives	
  SCD	
  
permission	
  to	
  
talk	
  to	
  school	
  

Tells	
  SCD/ASCD	
  
about	
  school	
  
plans	
  

In	
  May/June	
  
before	
  school	
  
entry	
  child	
  with	
  
parent	
  is	
  brought	
  
to	
  school	
  

In	
  Spring,	
  SCD	
  has	
  mee8ng	
  
with	
  school,	
  parents,	
  and	
  
relevant	
  professionals	
  to	
  
start	
  conversa8on	
  on	
  
required	
  supports	
  

If	
  child	
  does	
  not	
  
have	
  a	
  formal	
  
diagnosis,	
  SCD	
  
pursues	
  	
  

SCD	
  talks	
  with	
  the	
  
school	
  regarding	
  a	
  
transi8on	
  	
  

SCD/ASCD	
  asks	
  
the	
  parent	
  or	
  
guardian	
  about	
  
school	
  plans	
  

•

We’re	
  losing	
  our	
  SCD	
  and	
  other	
  resources.	
  What	
  are	
  we	
  going	
  to	
  
experience	
  in	
  school?	
  	
  
How	
  will	
  my	
  child	
  be	
  supported?	
  How	
  will	
  my	
  child	
  react?	
  Will	
  he	
  be	
  
ok?	
  
SCD	
  involvement	
  changing?	
  (e.g.	
  aOerschool	
  care	
  only)	
  

•

•

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Scared	
  
Stressed	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

•
•

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Parent	
  realizes	
  the	
  professionals	
  that	
  have	
  helped	
  them	
  are	
  
no	
  longer	
  available.	
  
	
  
Discussion	
  about	
  school	
  must	
  start	
  before	
  early	
  spring,	
  
otherwise	
  could	
  be	
  too	
  late.	
  	
  
	
  

Use	
  channels	
  parents	
  already	
  use	
  to	
  promote	
  services.	
  
Help	
  people	
  who	
  feel	
  isolated	
  get	
  to	
  networking	
  opportuni8es,	
  whether	
  that	
  be	
  parent	
  drop-‐in	
  programs,	
  or	
  
other	
  programs	
  and	
  services	
  for	
  parents.	
  	
  
Bring	
  the	
  services	
  to	
  the	
  people.	
  
Provide	
  content	
  about	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  support	
  available	
  for	
  transi8ons.	
  
Review	
  protocol	
  and	
  then	
  refresh	
  transi8on	
  protocol	
  document.	
  
Provide	
  informa8on	
  on	
  what	
  appointments	
  will	
  be	
  like	
  and	
  what's	
  needed	
  to	
  prepare.	
  

Parents	
  aren’t	
  aware	
  of	
  all	
  services	
  available	
  –	
  hard	
  to	
  discover.	
  
	
  
Aging	
  out	
  is	
  par8cularly	
  challenging	
  due	
  to	
  lack	
  of	
  con8nuity	
  of	
  service	
  and	
  
guidance	
  

Parent	
  starts	
  to	
  feel	
  be`er	
  when	
  the	
  ini8al	
  intake	
  is	
  started	
  and	
  when	
  CDC	
  ini8ates	
  support.	
  In	
  
between	
  these	
  two	
  events,	
  there’s	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  wai8ng	
  and	
  confusion.	
  
	
  
Form	
  may	
  be	
  too	
  diﬃcult	
  to	
  ﬁll	
  out	
  (literacy	
  in	
  English).	
  

	
  

Provide	
  development	
  8melines	
  informa8on	
  into	
  checklist.	
  
Create	
  a	
  glossary	
  of	
  terms.	
  
Provide	
  parents	
  with	
  info	
  about	
  how	
  provider	
  waitlists	
  work.	
  	
  Since	
  providers	
  
manage	
  their	
  waitlists	
  however	
  they	
  choose,	
  providing	
  an	
  explana8on	
  to	
  
parents	
  about	
  this	
  at	
  least	
  sets	
  them	
  up	
  for	
  what	
  to	
  expect.	
  	
  

Before	
  they	
  understand	
  the	
  system,	
  parents	
  do	
  not	
  
understand	
  the	
  oO-‐used	
  jargon.	
  
	
  
Parents	
  and	
  children	
  typically	
  experience	
  long	
  waitlists.	
  
	
  
Every	
  agency	
  has	
  a	
  diﬀerent	
  form	
  for	
  referrals	
  and	
  intake.	
  
	
  

Parent	
  begins	
  to	
  grasp	
  the	
  services	
  oﬀered	
  
and	
  the	
  agencies	
  that	
  oﬀer	
  them.	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  "He	
  never	
  received	
  services,	
  
he	
  sat	
  on	
  wait	
  lists	
  until	
  he	
  
was	
  4	
  years	
  old.	
  	
  From	
  2	
  -‐	
  4	
  he	
  
sat	
  on	
  wait	
  lists."	
  

Feels	
  let	
  down	
  from	
  all	
  the	
  work	
  in	
  “Seeks	
  ini8al	
  
help.”	
  Now	
  it’s	
  just	
  wai8ng.	
  
Frustrated,	
  Impa8ent,	
  Stressed	
  
Struggling	
  with	
  issue,	
  feeling	
  powerless	
  while	
  
wai8ng.	
  

• Health	
  unit	
  sees	
  more	
  than	
  just	
  speech	
  delay	
  
and	
  refers	
  to	
  an	
  agency	
  holding	
  a	
  CYSN	
  
contract	
  (such	
  as	
  a	
  CDC).	
  	
  
• Social	
  worker	
  refers	
  to	
  agency	
  holding	
  CYSN	
  
contract.	
  
• Child	
  care	
  provider	
  refers	
  to	
  agency	
  that	
  has	
  
SCD	
  contract.	
  Doctor	
  refers	
  to	
  agency	
  that	
  
has	
  IDP	
  or	
  SCD.	
  

	
  

Parent	
  Journey	
  –	
  Focusing	
  on	
  the	
  journey	
  of	
  the	
  parent	
  whose	
  child	
  does	
  not	
  typically	
  need	
  a	
  diagnosis	
  to	
  receive	
  services	
  

Caring	
  for	
  a	
  Child	
  with	
  Special	
  Needs	
  Ages	
  0-‐6	
  |	
  Experience	
  Map	
  
STAGE	
  

DOING	
  

	
  

KEY	
  
TOUCH-‐	
  
POINTS	
  
	
  
	
  

THINKING	
  

FEELING	
  
WHAT	
  
THEY	
  SAY	
  
TYPICAL	
  
STRESS	
  
LEVEL	
  
DEFINING	
  
MOMENTS	
  

Develop	
  provincial	
  standard	
  statement	
  of	
  what	
  a	
  parent	
  can	
  expect	
  from	
  a	
  
service	
  provider.	
  
Policy	
  changes	
  for	
  diagnosis	
  process.	
  

Start or End Point

Acronyms:	
  
CYSN	
  =	
  Children	
  and	
  Youth	
  with	
  Special	
  Needs,	
  SCD	
  =	
  Supported	
  Child	
  Development,	
  IDP	
  =	
  Infant	
  Development	
  Program,	
  A	
  =	
  Aboriginal,	
  OT=	
  occupa8onal	
  therapy,	
  PT=physical	
  therapy,	
  SLP=speech	
  language	
  pathology	
  
	
  
	
  	
  

•

•

OPPORTUNITIES	
  

Parents	
  ﬁnd	
  themselves	
  surprised	
  by	
  their	
  child’s	
  unique	
  
needs	
  or	
  child	
  developing	
  diﬀerently	
  from	
  other	
  children	
  
	
  
Parents	
  are	
  unprepared	
  for	
  dealing	
  with	
  their	
  child’s	
  
special	
  needs	
  or	
  taking	
  next	
  steps.	
  
	
  
Medical	
  professionals	
  may	
  overwhelm	
  parents	
  too	
  early	
  in	
  
the	
  process.	
  

KEY	
  INSIGHTS	
  

Caring for a Child with Special
Needs Experience Map Example
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CITIZEN-CENTRIC SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

Citizen-centric Service Architecture

| DRAFT

Citizencentric Service
Architecture
CITIZENS’

NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS

agile
lean
service design
outcome management
citizen engagement

STRATEGIC DIRECTION

GOVERNANCE

SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Service experience is how citizens perceive or
remember their interaction with government. The
tasks they perform, their emotions, the outcomes
they achieve and the gap between their
expectations and their experience.

SERVICE TOUCHPOINTS
Service touchpoints are the points at which
citizens interact with government. Citizens
usually interact with many touchpoints during
every service experience, and sometimes the
touchpoint is not directly controlled by
government.

SERVICE DELIVERY
Service delivery is how we orchestrate our data &
information, people, procedures and performance
to make sure that the service experience is
positive. It is our staff, their training and customer
service orientation; our performance targets; and
our policies and procedures.

SERVICE FOUNDATIONS
These foundations are the structures that need
to be in place to ensure the stability, durability
and availability of our service delivery. The
foundations are the tools that enable our
service delivery.

SERVICE MANDATE
Our mandate defines the problems and issues
that are priorities for government, and that
services are designed to address. What services
does government need to provide, and what
are the values and principles that will guide
our delivery.

u
u
u
u

TASKS
EMOTION
OUTCOMES
BRAND

u
u
u
u
u
u

WEB
PHONE
IN PERSON
COMMUNITY
THIRD-PARTY
IN-HOME

u
u
u
u
u

STAFF
PROGRAMS
PERFORMANCE
PROCESS
INFO/DATA

LEGISLATION
& POLICY
u IM/IT
u SPACE
u STANDARDS
u PARTNERS
u

u
u
u
u

DIRECTION
COMMITMENTS
VALUES
PRINCIPLES

GOVERNMENT

DECISIONS AND ACTIONS
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Tools | Channels

Client Actions
& Prompts
Reasons people look for road
information, and the steps they take.
These activities represent the larger
ecosystem of tools and channels that
users access to get road information.

TV

Tablet

DriveBC
Use CV Height tool
to collect some of
the information
needed

Use DriveBC
Route Finder to
plan travel route.

DriveBC

Get a permit

Smartphone

Platforms or technologies that people use when accessing road information.

Pre-Trip Planning & Research
Tools

Desktop /
Laptop

Review road
regulations
DriveBC
Use DriveBC to
access MOTI
web content.

Plan travel
route

Unfamiliar destination

Radio

GPS

Check curent
weather

Online
Weather

Social Traffic Apps

Social Media

Tablet

During Trip
Tools

Smartphone

~ Email feedback ~

Radio

Encounter poor road
conditions or an event

GPS

DriveBC

Word of
Mouth

Online
Weather

DriveBC

Social Traffic Apps

DriveBC
Access weather
station or
Environment
Canada information
from DriveBC.

Online Maps

Use DriveBC for
border crossing
traffic and delays.

Use DriveBC for
Provincial rest area
information.

DriveBC

Check border
delays

Refuel / Rest

DriveBC

Channels

Use DriveBC to
report poor
conditions or
events on the road.

DriveBC

SHIFT FORWARD

~ Survey feedback ~

Social Media

DriveBC

Visitor Centre

Local
Business

Family &
Friends

Poor weather or road conditions

Road ahead prone to problems

Route choice location

Check road
conditions

Prior knowledge of event

Use DriveBC for
road condition and
incident information
(Map, event list,
webcams).

DriveBC

Check status
of event

Dispatcher

Use DriveBC to
check the status of
a known road event
(Map, event list,
webcams).

Check curent
weather

4

• Better search function
• Better list presentation and navigation

3. Improve navigation and layout
4. User’s locale-specific navigation

3

Some struggle to find specific events on
the conditions and events list page. They
don’t seem to use the filter controls.

~ Email feedback ~

“Ditch the fancy graphics and create a
site with a quick and easy search for
highway or road one plans to drive… ”

• Provide information on “cleared” events

1. Improve the DriveBC map interface

1

Events that have been cleared simply
disappear from the site. This can leave
people uncertain about what has
happened.

“Website is too data intensive and
works poorly on my Phone…”

Expectations for timely updates at critical
moments have not always been met

~ Survey feedback ~

“Really like the webcams, and it
would be great if you are able to
keep adding to the list.”

Use DriveBC Route
Planner to guide
their travel.

Report a
problem

Driving /
Travelling

4

The route planner and map can take a
long time to load - especially on mobile
devices

“I suggest that the site do a better job of
incorporating ‘real-time’ commentary
from drivers via text, email and twitter”

Change travel
plans

Prompted by weather,
news report, or word
of mouth

~ Email feedback ~

“just a little confusing when one wants
road conditions between points.”

Check road
conditions

Prior knowledge of event

Online Maps

Check weather
forecast

Use DriveBC for
road condition and
incident information
(Map, event list,
webcams).

DriveBC

Check status
of event

Access weather
station or
Environment
Canada information
from DriveBC.

DriveBC

Use DriveBC to
check the status of
a known road
event.

DriveBC

Word of
Mouth

Information sources people consult. Usually delivered via a tool.

DriveBC

Channels

DriveBC
Use DriveBC for
border crossing
traffic and delays.

Use DriveBC for
Inland Ferry
information.

DriveBC

Check border
delays

Check ferry
times and
conditions

~ Email feedback ~

Some people miss important events
because they aren’t highlighted on all
major entry pages

2

2. Persona-specific navigation
4. User’s locale-specific navigation

3

• Optimize for text-based reporting on
mobile

1

1. Improve the DriveBC map interface
3. Improve navigation and layout

4

• Better presentation of major events

3

1. Improve the DriveBC map interface
3. Improve navigation and layout
4. User’s locale-specific navigation

1

It can be difficult to find a specific road or
community on the site

“No obvious weather forecasting for
road conditions to plan the timing of a
trip.”

Need to go to several different
places to find information about
the same route or location

~ Commercial Driver ~

“DriveBC is the reason I bought a
smartphone.”

Hard to find weather forecasts
and future planned events

~ Email feedback ~

“… I can’t seem to find information about
what kind of weather/road conditions I might
expect for my planned trip … I thought that
information would be pretty easy to access
online.”

Can’t find road regulation, or
seasonal information on the
map interface

3
3. Improve navigation and layout

1
1. Improve the DriveBC map interface

5
5. Add chain-up, brake-check, winter
tire info to the map

• Better navigation & search
• Standardize naming conventions
• Integrate route planner with map

VECTOR PRIME

Final version | April 22, 2015

DriveBC Journey Map

Improve the DriveBC map interface

Opportunities
1

Persona-specific navigation

Add chain-up, brake-check, winter
tire info

User locale-specific navigation

Improve navigation and layout

2

3

4

5

Indicates non-linear, optional actions

Thinking & Feeling

Examples of what people think and
feel while using DriveBC.

Pain Points

Difficulties people have while using
DriveBC.

Opportunities

• Create context by aggregating content

Social Media

Post-Trip

Word of
Mouth

Report on road
experience

DriveBC

DriveBC

Use DriveBC
Feedback form,
Report a Problem,
or DriveBC Twitter
feed to report
experience of
recent trip.

EVENT ACTIVATION

• Optimize navigation for future planned events

APPENDICES
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Ways the DriveBC experience could
be improved to address user pain
points.
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DriveBC Journey
Map Example

Image Credits: GPS Created by Juan Pablo Bravo from the Noun Project | TV Created by Wilson Joseph from the Noun Project | Radio designed by Simon Child from the Noun Project | Computer Created by Konrad Michalik from the Noun Project | Smartphone Created by Arthur Shlain from the Noun Project | Tablet Created by Simple Icons from the Noun Project | Gas Pump Created by Ben Johnson from the Noun Project | Word of Mouth Created by iconsmind.com from the Noun Project | Weather Created by Alex Sheyn from the Noun Project | Map Created by Anusha Narvekar from the Noun Project | Broadcast Tower Created by Lloyd Humphreys from the Noun Project | Family Created by Marc Anderson from the Noun Project | Twitter icon made by Elegant Themes from www.flaticon.com is licensed under Creative Commons 3.0
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1	
  
5	
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5	
  

5	
  

3	
  

3	
  

3	
  

3	
  

5	
  

1	
  

5	
  

5	
  

1	
  

1	
  

1	
  

3	
  

5	
  

3	
  

3	
  

3	
  

3	
  

1	
  

3	
  

3	
  

5	
  

5	
  

Targets	
  
Specific	
  
Personas	
  

5	
  

3	
  

1	
  

5	
  

3	
  

3	
  

3	
  

5	
  

5	
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1	
  

1	
  

3	
  

1	
  

1	
  

1	
  

3	
  

1	
  

1	
  

Aligns	
  
with	
  
Open	
  511	
  

3	
  

1	
  

3	
  

5	
  

1	
  

5	
  

3	
  

5	
  

3	
  

Technically	
  
Feasible	
  

Technical	
  Feasibility	
  
Does	
  Quality	
  
Data	
  Exist	
  to	
  
Build	
  on?	
  

	
  
*	
  Priority	
  Alignment	
  Scale:	
  1	
  =	
  Low,	
  3	
  =	
  Medium,	
  5	
  =	
  high	
  	
  

15.	
  Improve	
  Map	
  
Interface	
  	
  

8.	
  Voice	
  Dictation	
  
System	
  

	
  

	
  
3	
  

1	
  

	
  
5	
  
	
  
	
  
1	
  
	
  

3	
  

Increases	
  
Meaning	
  of	
  
Data	
  

User	
  Desirability	
  

Aligns	
  with	
  
Industry	
  
Common	
  
Approaches	
  

5	
  

1	
  

5	
  

5	
  

1	
  

3	
  

5	
  

3	
  

3	
  

Addresses	
  User	
  
Dissatisfaction	
  

5	
  

1	
  

5	
  

5	
  

3	
  

3	
  

5	
  

5	
  

5	
  

3	
  

1	
  

Aligns	
  with	
  
Executive	
  
Expectation
s	
  

Business	
  Viability	
  
Focuses	
  on	
  
Relevant	
  
Information	
  

3	
  

3	
  

Aligns	
  
with	
  
Ministry	
  
Goals	
  

3	
  

1	
  

3	
  

5	
  

1	
  

1	
  

3	
  

1	
  

3	
  

1	
  

5	
  

5	
  

1	
  

1	
  

1	
  

Feature Value
Matrix Template

7.	
  Locale	
  Specific	
  
Navigation	
  

6.	
  Improved	
  
Navigation/	
  
Layout	
  

5.	
  Mobile	
  App	
  

	
  

	
  
5	
  

Increase	
  
Simplicity	
  
of	
  
Navigation	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

39	
  

T
O
T
A
L
S	
  

43	
  

15	
  

43	
  

49	
  

19	
  

25	
  

31	
  

41	
  

APPENDICES

4.	
  Increase	
  Social	
  
Media	
  Presence	
  	
  

3.	
  Tool	
  

2.	
  Persona	
  Based	
  
Navigation	
  	
  

1.	
  User	
  
Customization	
  

	
  

	
  

Opportunities	
  Ranking	
  Results	
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Journey Map
Example

Journey Map
Template

LINE OF INTERACTION

Support Systems

LINE OF INTERNAL INTERACTION

Invisible Employee
Actions
(Backstage)

LINE OF VISIBILITY

Visible Employee
Actions
(Onstage)

IO at RTB or
agent at
Service BC

RTB Phone/
IVR System
Phone/Email
Analytics

Web analytics

gov.bc.ca

Research
online content

RTB content strategy

IO help by
phone or email

Phone or email
RTB helpline

Visit RTB or
Service BC in
person

Research
ofﬂine content

Web
information

Expert system

Dispute
reﬁnement
"wizard"

EXPLORE OPTIONS AND INFORMATION

RTB helpline
(phone/email)

RTB or Service
BC location

Printed
material

Resolve
dispute outside
of RTB

File an
application
online

Online Dispute
Resolution

DECISION BY CUSTOMER

See Online
Dispute
Resolution
Service Blueprint

Enter personal
information to
start ﬁle

Evidence repository

RTB CMS

Live Chat Online Support platform

Online application

Live Chat Online Support by IO

IO reviews and
evaluates
application

Submit
evidence
in-person

Finish
application
process in
person

IO receives
evidence

Submit
evidence
online

Finish
application
process
online

DECISION BY CUSTOMER

Hearing
package

Notiﬁcation
reminder to
submit evidence
to other party

Accepts &
processes
payment

Make payment
in-person

Make payment
online

IO reviews and
evaluates
applications
completed
online

Hearing date
scheduled by
IO

Receive
hearing date

Select hearing
date online

BC Mail

Hearing
package is
mailed

IO provides
hearing
package inperson

Applicant
receives
hearing
package

Hearing
package is
sent
electronically

Serve hearing
notice

Serve other
party evidence

Evidence repository

RTB CMS

Automated system notiﬁcation

IO receives
physical
evidence
(if in person)

Submit
evidence to
RTB (online or
in-person)

Receive & review notiﬁcations

Application amendments

Notiﬁcation
reminder to
submit additional
evidence

SERVE OTHER PARTY AND PREPARE FOR HEARING
Notiﬁcation
reminder to
serve

Option to Use Online Dispute Resolution Available to Customer - See Online Dispute Resolution Blueprint

Receipt of
payment

Request Online Support by Information Ofﬁcier

Computer

FILE APPLICATION ONLINE

Review
evidence from
other party

Evidence

CMS
IVR

Notiﬁcation
reminder of
hearing date

RTB Residential Tenancy Branch
IO
Information Ofﬁcer

LEGEND

Evidence
repository

Arbitrator
reviews
evidence and
prepares for
hearing

RTB hearing
room

Conference Line System

RTB CMS

BC Mail

File / post
decision order

RTB CMS

Write decision
order

Receive &
review decision
order

Decision order

DECISION

Possible in-person customer interaction

ODR Service
Blueprint Example
Arbitrate
hearing

Attend hearing

Hearing
conference
lines

HEARING

CMS Case Management System
Interactive Voice Response

APPENDICES

Customer Actions

Physical

Version 2.0 Last Updated January 18, 2014

This Service Blueprint represents how the Residential Tenancy Branch might approach Online Dispute Resolution in the
future. It is not an implementation plan and may not align with the future direction of this possible service.

Online Application for Dispute Resolution - Service Blueprint

Residential Tenancy Branch
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Challenge	
  Statement(s)

Challenge	
  Statement(s)

Opportunity

Opportunity

Impact

Impact

Effort

Effort

Risk	
  of	
  Implementing	
  
Opportunity

Risk	
  of	
  Implementing	
  
Opportunity

Outcome	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
Risk	
  of	
  Not	
  Implementing	
   opportunity	
  (tie	
  it	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  "why"	
  -‐	
  
why	
  is	
  it	
  compelling?	
  Why	
  does	
  it	
  
Opportunity
matter	
  so	
  much?)

Outcome	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
Risk	
  of	
  Not	
  Implementing	
   opportunity	
  (tie	
  it	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  "why"	
  -‐	
  
why	
  is	
  it	
  compelling?	
  Why	
  does	
  it	
  
Opportunity
matter	
  so	
  much?)

Hours

Hours

Resources	
  

Resources	
  

Barriers

Barriers

Prototype?

Prototype?

Impact/Effort

Risk	
  of	
  action/inaction	
  
(high/medium/low)

Risk	
  of	
  action/inaction	
  
(high/medium/low)

Outcome	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
opportunity	
  (tie	
  it	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  "why"	
  -‐	
  
why	
  is	
  it	
  compelling?	
  Why	
  does	
  it	
  
matter	
  so	
  much?)

Outcome	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
opportunity	
  (tie	
  it	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  "why"	
  -‐	
  
why	
  is	
  it	
  compelling?	
  Why	
  does	
  it	
  
matter	
  so	
  much?)

Hours

Hours

Resources	
  

Resources	
  

Resources	
  

Barriers

Barriers

Barriers

Prototype?

Prototype?

Prototype?

VECTOR PRIME

Need

Policy	
  &	
  Funding
Need

Opportunity

Impact/Effort

Hours

High	
  Effort

Challenge	
  Statement(s)

Opportunity

Outcome	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  
opportunity	
  (tie	
  it	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  "why"	
  -‐	
  
why	
  is	
  it	
  compelling?	
  Why	
  does	
  it	
  
matter	
  so	
  much?)

Develop	
  provincial	
  standard	
  statement	
  of	
  what	
  a	
  parent	
  can	
  expect	
  from	
  a	
  CDC	
  (funding	
  implications) High	
  Impact,	
  

Challenge	
  Statement(s)

Risk	
  of	
  action/inaction	
  
(high/medium/low)

EXAMPLE:	
  Parents	
  with	
  
How	
  can	
  gov't	
  assist	
  in	
  
special	
  needs	
  children	
  need	
   making	
  waitlists	
  shorter?
shorter	
  waitlists	
  and	
  timelier	
  
access	
  to	
  programs	
  and	
  
services.

Need

Marketing

Data
Need

Impact/Effort
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Opportunity
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  Statement(s)
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Need
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Opportunity Log
Spreadsheet
Template
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Partnership Agreement

Partnership
Agreement
Government Communications and Public Engagement (GCPE)
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Ministry of <name>

Partnership Agreement
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Project Name
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Month, dd, yyyy
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1

APPENDICES

INTRODUCTION

1.1 What is the Partnership Agreement?
This partnership agreement describes the joint commitment of Government Communication and Public
Engagement (GCPE), Government Digital Experience (GDX) and the <client/ministry/organization> to
deliver the <what> Project (the Project). It outlines the project scope, deliverables, roles and
responsibilities, timelines, and costs.
Signing of this partnership agreement indicates initiation of the project and that both parties agree to
fulfill the responsibilities outlined in this document.
This partnership agreement is valid after being jointly accepted by both ministries. Resources and
schedule will be confirmed once the partnership agreement has been signed by both parties.

1.2 Project Background
Part 1 – About the Organization and where it is today; Part 2 Government’s Internet Strategy and the
new thinking around web, content and services; Part 3 – leveraging enterprise technologies

1.3 Business Objectives
The business objectives of the project are to:
 Advance the <organization> service delivery goals in alignment with the <organizations>
Service Plan/Internet Strategy/Transformation and Technology Plan, etc;
 Support the implementation of a new web presence aligned with … and gov.bc.ca;
 Improve mutual understanding and cooperation …..;
 Establish business priorities and outline a plan to ensure that …..
 Etc

18‐NNN <Project Name>
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2

APPROACH

2.1 Workplan
PURPOSE

TYPICAL METHODS1

OUTPUTS

Discovery



Understand the current state
of service delivery. Learn
enough about the service,
users and stakeholders to
inform content and design.
Review work‐in‐progress to
determine approach to user
testing.



Review existing
documentation, work
products, briefing with CRT
team
Intercepts, interviews with
staff and stakeholders

Research Plan

Test existing solutions with
real users in context.
Understand alignment of the
proposed solution with user
needs
Measure effectiveness and
record results
Refine design and retest
enhancements



Prototype(s)

Working with CRT team,
update content structure
Draft “plain language”
content to explain rights &
responsibilities of disputants
to users
Revise based on ongoing
review with legal & policy
experts



Prototype Workshop with
internal stakeholders
Recruitment of testing
cohort
Design, development of
service prototype(s)
Deployment, testing,
reporting
Journaling by users and
staff
Workshop with internal
stakeholders

APPENDICES

PHASE



Prototype






Targeted
Information
Development
(depending on
resource
availability)

SHIFT FORWARD
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Findings Report,
Recommendations

Structured content

VECTOR PRIME
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APPENDICES

2.2 GDX, Organization> Team Responsibilities




Project Management: manage the Organization’s commitments, resources, dependencies,
issues and risks
Provide access: to business experts, program staff, subject matter experts
Add as required

2.3 <Client > Team Responsibilities


Add as required

2.4 Assumptions & Dependencies

3



Note: Remove if no contracted resources: This partnership agreement assumes that GCPE has
the authority to procure contracted resources for certain roles. This is typically facilitated by the
GCPE Strategic Resource Initiative.



Consensus on deliverables including discussion of potential impacts to schedule and scope will
be reached and documented during design review sessions. Agreed changes that will impact
schedule, scope and /or budget will be managed through the change management process, as
required.



The project will be as transparent as possible to the public service in order to use it as a learning
and engagement opportunity for other ministries.



Add application/service assumptions and dependencies if applicable

SCHEDULE & BUDGET
Significant changes to deliverables, roles or timelines will be managed with a change request to
ensure that both the <Insert Client> and GDX project teams are in agreement.
Preliminary dates for this project are outlined below. Because this is a proof of concept for new
methods, more accurate scheduling may only be possible once the specific prototyping
opportunities are defined.

3.1 Timelines and Milestones
Anticipated Project Timelines and Milestones

Target Date

Project Start

15‐Apr‐14

18‐NNN <Project Name>
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Discovery Phase Complete

15‐Jun‐14

Prototype & Test Phase Complete

15‐Jul‐14

<Add as required>
Project Completion

15‐Sept‐14

APPENDICES

3.2 Project budget
Deliverables & Expenses for this project

Research Plan:

Anticipated
Scheduled
start

Anticipated
Schedule
Completion

15‐Apr‐14

15‐Apr‐14

Cost

$NNN,NNN.00

Prototype (s)
Findings Report, Recommendations
Structured content Developed
Final Report
Project Management – staff (10%)
Expenses: Travel

SHIFT FORWARD

Expenses: License/Hosting Fees
Expenses: Other
Total Fiscal 17/18
Project costs will be billed based on deliverable completion or at the end of each quarter.
<Note if project crosses fiscal table needs to clearly identify fiscal split>

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH
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APPROVALS & CODING

4.1 Partnership Agreement Approval
Approved by:
Organization
Executive
Sponsor

Date
Firstname Lastname
Title
Organization
Ministry

Approved by:
GCPE
Executive
Sponsor

Date
<Insert Signing Authority Name>
Insert Signing Authority Title>
Government Digital Experience (GDX)
Government Communications and Public
Engagement

4.2 Project Coding
Client
Contact for
Billing

Name
Title
Phone Number
Email

Journal
Voucher
Coding

Name of
Program/Service
Line

18‐NNN <Project Name>

Client

Responsibility
Centre

Service
Line

STOB

Project

Page7
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Persona Template
RESEARCH
CAPTURE
PERSONAS

NAME:

ROLE:

BACKGROUND

DEMOGRAPHIC:

SCENARIOS
(thinking/feeling/doing)

APPENDICES
SHORT TERM GOALS
LEVEL OF COMFORT
SHIFT FORWARD

computer
telephone
face to face
transaction
information

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

relationship
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ResearchArea
Plan Name]
[Ministry/Program
Template
Service Design Project
RESEARCH PLAN
[DATE]
[Insert Version XX Draft]
[Insert project team members]
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Research Plan Summary
The project core team will perform research in support of the [insert project name] following
best practices for strategic service design research provided by Government Communications
and Public Engagement (GCPE) and the Service Design Playbook. This document summarizes
that plan and details the project goals, research review, participants, approach, logistics, as
well as how the team will share findings and next steps in the project.
Research Goals

APPENDICES
Research Review

SHIFT FORWARD

Research Participants

 [insert list of goals]
For example:
 Understand the current state
 Review existing internal process to determine approach to
user testing
 Understand behaviours, needs, and motivations of key user
groups e.g. parents, service providers
 Identify metrics to measure success

 [insert list of items to be reviewed]
For example:
 Previous project research
 Processes
 Tools
 Metrics/analytics (eligibility tool, forms failure rate, help line
data, subsidy forms website metrics)
 Regulations, policy, legislation
 Jurisdictional reviews of child care subsidy across
provinces/Canada
 Other ministries
Internal:
 [insert list of internal stakeholders]
External:

VECTOR LAUNCH

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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[insert list of external stakeholders]

VECTOR PRIME
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Research Approach

 [insert list of approaches]
For Example:
 High Level Content Inventory
 Individual interviews
 Usability testing
 Workshops
 Site Visits/staff interviews
 Review

Research Dates and
Locations
Recruitment

 Date and Location Chart
 Research subjects
 Recruitment details
 Resources
 [insert list next steps/phases of work for project]

Next Steps

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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Research Goals
[insert high level overview of background, along with a description of the research goals of
project, behaviours, recent research, current state/processes and metrics]

APPENDICES

Research goals are to identify and understand:
For Example:
 The current state of [XX], focusing specifically on [XX]
 Behaviours, needs, and motivations of key user groups
 Work‐in‐progress to determine approach to user testing
 Metrics to measure success

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

SHIFT FORWARD

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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Research Review
The Service Design Team will review artifacts provided by [insert Ministry name] such as
service plans, annual reviews, analytics, surveys, reports, and other relevant documents that
would inform the research.
Specifically, the core team has reviewed the following in preparation for the research phase:
 [insert list of artifacts that the core team has reviewed]
For example:
 XX Project Research
 XX Forms & Process
 Metrics/analytics (eligibility tool, forms failure rate, help line data, subsidy forms
website metrics)
 Regulations, policy, legislation

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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Research Participants
The Core Team will interview both internal and external research participants for this project.

Internal Research Participants
Internal research participants will be determined through discussion with the core team
members, and will include a range of participants in the following areas:


[insert list of internal research participants]

APPENDICES

External Research Participants
External research participants will be determined through discussion with the core team,
internal interviews, and will include a range of participants in the following areas:


[insert list of external research participants]

Participants Attributes
Participant attributes to consider that will be used for recruitment purposes are as follows:
 [insert list of participant attributes]
For Example:
 Low income
 Low literacy
 ESL or non‐English speaking clients
 Employed single mother
 Vulnerable clients

SHIFT FORWARD

Research Approach
[insert an explanation of the research approach that will be conducted]

VECTOR PRIME

VECTOR LAUNCH

For example:
A variety of service design research methods have been chosen in order to gather data about
the different kinds of [insert list of audience types], and other stakeholders who use and
support the [insert name of service/program]. There are many design research methods
available to the team and used throughout government, ranging from investigating what
people say to what people do, and from qualitative/insights‐based methods to
[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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quantitative/validation‐based methods. The project has selected methods from across the
spectrum to derive observations in a complicated and complex decision‐making environment.
Methods chosen for this project include:
 [insert list of methods]
For example:
 High Level Content Inventory
 Individual interviews
 Usability testing
 Workshops
 Site Visits/staff interviews
 Review (primary document research)
These methods will be deployed across stakeholders, both internal to government and
external.

Internal Research:
[insert an explanation about the internal research approach that will be conducted and how
that study will inform the external research]
For Example:
Starting with internal research, we will conduct individual interviews with [insert
service/program] staff. The research derived from the internal interviews will form the basis
for the research and usability testing approach with external participants. Within the core
team, we will meet to discuss stakeholders and work towards a final external participant list.

External Research:
[insert explanation about the external research component]
For example:
For the external research component of the project, our research will focus on [insert list of
external audience types].
The core team will conduct interviews with [insert list of external audience types]. The team
will also perform usability testing on the [insert service/program] with [insert external audience
type] to better understand what the key challenges are for [insert external audience type] who
are going through this process.

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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Recruitment
The Core Team will participate in recruitment efforts as needed. Many of the participants will
be accessible through [insert Ministry name] working relationships and we will ask those
stakeholders for help finding participants that suit the criteria for the research.

APPENDICES

[insert Ministry name] team members will make initial contact with stakeholders/participants
to inform them of the project and how they can participate in our research. One of the core
team members will contact participants to book a final time for interviews/usability testing. A
research calendar will then be established to determine who the team will be interviewing,
locations, and interview format and structure.

Resources

The Core Team, which includes [insert names of team members], will be required to assist with
recruiting participants, conducting the research, and analyzing the findings for this project.

VECTOR LAUNCH

VECTOR PRIME

SHIFT FORWARD
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Research Dates and Location
The Core Team has decided to travel to the following locations on the following dates to
conduct research with external participants. The locations were chosen after careful
consideration post‐discovery interviews and workshops and on suggestion of the discovery
interview and workshop participants.
Research
Dates
Location

XX

XX

XX

XX

(date)

(date)

(date)

(date)

Victoria

For Example:
 Small communities and urban centres
 Communities impacted by transient work force (seasonal changes) or crazy weather,
places where Internet is spotty, etc.
 First Nations communities
 In remote/rural areas

[Project Name] ‐ Research Plan
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Next Steps
Following the presentation of our research findings to the project steering committee, the
core team will explore the opportunity for enhancements, and recommendations for
improvements, to the [insert project topic] through the following approaches:
[list next steps/phases of work for project]
For Example:
 Opportunity Workshop(s)
 Prototype enhancements with users
 Recommendations report


APPENDICES
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The initial trigger
event that sparks a
dispute.

Trigger

“It was really good
to find out about
this place.”

“What can I do? I
feel helpless in
my own home.”

Start or End Point

“If we submit the
evidence to the tenancy board, maybe
they forward it.”

Dispute Resolution Report

39.8
days
Average Wait to Hearing

“I submitted new
evidence yesterday.
Do you have it?”

Based on complexity of case &
preparedness of respondents.
March 2013 fieldwork

15-60
+min
Range of Hearing Length

• I need the kids to be quiet.
• I’m scared by the confrontation
with the other person.
• I’m angry with the other party.
• I’m intimidated by the formality
of a hearing, and I don’t know
what to really expect.

• Making sure I’m calling in at the
right time.
• I should have someone with me
who can support me.
• I need to get all the evidence
and papers together.

Some hearings may be held in person at the RTB
Burnaby Office in exceptional circumstances, such
as need for assistive technologies, sign language
translation, etc.

Attend Hearing by Teleconference
with Arbitrator & Other Party

Arbitrator reviews file. Conduct hearing by teleconference or in person.

Hearing

Non-Linear Time-Bound Process

Linear Process

Stages: Explore Options & Info, Filing

Serving the other
party, or being served.

Invest in signage (physical and
digital), queuing automation at
branch offices.

PHYSICAL WAYFINDING

Interaction with an
Information Officer by
phone or in person.

Stages: Prepare, Hearing, Decision.

Explore options to check
status of case via web or
IVR.

CHECKING STATUS

The hearing itself.

Stages: All

Pay Fee

Pay Fee

May have to pursue
matter in small-claims
court if other party still
does not cooperate/pay.

Engage bailiffs
or other court-sanctioned
assistance in enforcement

Resolution

Realizing that this isn’t
over yet and having to
involve court.

Stages: All

Consider using infographics
or diagrams to explain and
introduce process & phases.

VISUALIZATION

Being evicted.
Preventing eviction.
Evicting a bad tenant.

Resolve or Continue

“Even if you win, getting the
other person to do what
they’re supposed to do can
be impossible.”

Typical cost of bailiff services for eviction
March 2013 fieldwork

$1000

How many respondents have to resort to the
courts for enforcement after winning?

Unknown (in our research)

• Deep frustration and a renewed helplessness if
the case drags out even longer even though
they won the dispute decision.
• Confusion and loss in dealing with a new set of
procedures and expenses.
• Feel like the system is tilted against them.

• What do I do now?
• What if the person isn’t cooperating?
• How much time do I have to comply?
• Can I appeal a decision?
• How do I deal with the court system?
• Why do I have to store their things for free?

Obtain writ or
court order for
compliance.

If other party
does not comply
seek order or writ
from Supreme Court

In Person
Registered Mail
By Posting Documents
at Residence

Serve
Notice
of Decision

RTB has limited involvement in enforcement
aspects of the dispute process.

Enforcement

Completed for the Residential
Tenancy Branch in March 2013

Work to delegate, train, and
empower ServiceBC agents to act
independently.

Receiving decision in
the mail. Winning,
losing, or dismissal.

Win or Lose

“Losing here
can mean
losing your
home or your
income.”

Dispute Resolution Report

28%
Success rate
Tentants initiating a dispute.

57%
Success rate
Landlords initiating a dispute.

• Fear and anger and
denial if I lost.
• Satisfaction in winning.
• Panic if I am getting
evicted.

• Did I win, or did I lose?
• What does the decision mean to me?
• Do I have any alternatives if I lost?
• How do I enforce the
decision if I won?

1-2 weeks

Decision is delivered by mail to
both parties.

Arbitrator makes decision. Send
notification of decision. Record
decision, anonymize and publish.

Decision

v. 1.2

tion & processes, while
providing cross-channel
backup for those that need
it, when they need it.

March 2013
Use progressive disclosure
to manage content and the
overall service experience.
Start with self serve informa-

DELEGATION

Getting Help Service Failure Confrontation+Deadlines Authority & Judgement

“Just tell me what I
should do. What do
you think I should
do?”

Online Rate for Dispute Applications
2011-2012 Dispute Resolution Report

3,321 of 20,756

Estimated for walk in clients
March 2013 fieldwork

75% Form Error Rate

• Serving someone is scary.
• I’m confused about all the different deadlines and when I
have to give extra time.
• I’m annoyed that I have to do all
the work to copy & share my
evidence.

(minimum 5 business
days prior to hearing)

Submit Evidence to
RTB and Other Party

• Confused by paperwork.
• Unsure about timing.
• Glad to have help from a real
person.
• Frustrated with calling wait
times.
• Resent spending even more
money in their situation.

4-10 weeks

In Person
Registered Mail
By Posting Documents
at Residence

Collect & Assemble
Evidence + Documentation

Available only for documented nonpayment of rent.

Fast Track Process: Direct Request for Landlords

Serve
Notice
of Hearing

• How do I serve the other
person?
• What evidence should I collect?
• When do I have to do things?
• I need to book time off for the
hearing.
• I need to review evidence.

BCeID

Get Notice
of Hearing
Package

Pay Fee Get Notice
of Hearing
Package

Pay Fee
Complete
Form

Pay Fee

Accept evidence. Assemble hearing package for
Arbitrators.

Serve Other Party &
Prepare for Hearing

People need to orient themselves
to the overall system before they
can decide on specific actions
within that system. Big picture first.

• Did I do the form right?
• Do I have to go in person?
• Where is the office?
• How much does it cost?
• How long will it take?

Stages: Explore Options, Notify & Negotiate, File

Non-Linear Open Process

Stages: Explore Options & Info, Notify & Negotiate

Create and promote DIY resolution
tools and information.

Taking Action
Deciding to file a
formal legal action
against the other party.

Complete
Form

File form online

Check Form

Complete
Form

Accept and correct applications. Take payment,
evaluate application, schedule hearing, and send
out Notification of Hearing package.

File Application

It’s a holistic, end-to-end system,
from trigger to full resolution. What
on-ramps & off-ramps do people
need to navigate it successfully?

File form in person

Direct callers and counter visitors
to self-resolution information in
IVR, Info Desk, and Forms bank.

Escalation

www.rtb.gov.bc.ca
December 2012

Unique Visitors

Since this part of the experience
is outside the scope of RTB, we
only have indirect measures
• Overall web analytics
• Conversion rates
• Search analytics
• Search placement

78,054

• They told me they don’t have to
move out!
• They gave me my eviction
notice right in front of my kids,
and said we had to move out.
They all started crying!

• Frustration, anger, and fear.
• Confusion, not sure about
options.
• I feel helpless in my own home.
• I don’t want to rent anymore.
• I don’t have any control.

Landlords
must give
10 days notice

Landlords
only

• How do I talk with them?
• What should I say?
• What happens if they don’t cooperate?
• How do I notify them?
• What’s the right way to do it?
• What’s next?

Aware
of RTB

Write & keep letters/
correspondence.

Call RTB

Come to
ServiceBC
or RTB Counter

Use RTB and
other websites
for information.

Social
Media

• What can I do?
• Are they allowed to do that?
• Where can I find out more?
• Who can help me?

Trigger
Event

Research online
and mobile. Heavy
search engine use.

Notice

Use templates
Serve
& forms.

Talk with other party.

Call centre and counter consultation with Information Officers
about case specifics & options.

Notify & Negotiate

The best self-service gives people
the tools to resolve their disputes
on their own, without formal legal
processes or paperwork.

Online and print information and
forms for background information
and to initiative process.

Talk with friends,
Word of mouth

See RTB LEAN Project for Detailed RTB Activities

RTB provides outreach
and awareness.

Explore Options & Info

REDUCTION IN OVERALL DISPUTES

Opportunities

DEFINING
MOMENTS

TYPICAL
STRESS
LEVELS

WHAT
THEY
SAY

METRICS

FEELING

THINKING

DOING

RTB

STAGE

Client Journey

Most people don’t want to get to
the point of dispute resolution.
They would rather not have a
problem at all. Prevention matters.

Key Insights

Residential Tenancy Dispute Resolution | Experience Map

RTB Experience
Map Example
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Service Blueprint
Template
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Service Roadmap
Drive BC Example
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Service Roadmap
MCFD Example
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Service Roadmap
Template
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